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Chris Stevens revels in the challenge 
of mastering a 1914 Triumph, 
meanwhile fellow Beaded Wheels 
committee members wonder how hard 
can it really be? page 22. 
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for the full insurance
service treatment

call 0800 658 411

At Vero we’re well known for our Vintage and Classic Car insurance. 

But we can also insure all your other valuable assets. 

As a VCC member you are also eligible for special rates for 

your home, contents, private motor vehicles, boat and travel. 

Voted Insurer of the Year for the third year running, we’ve been 

supporting the Vintage Car Club for over 30 years and will be 

there as sponsor for the 2006 VCC Diamond Jubilee Rally. Vero 

also makes a donation to your local VCC branch everytime a 

policy is written or renewed. Call us now on 0800 658 411 for a 

special VCC obligation free quote.
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president’s message

On Boxing Day 1905, the Canterbury 
Automobile Association, formed two 
years earlier, held a Great Automotive 
Gymkhana at the Addington Show 
Grounds, during which New Zealand’s first 
official car race, attracting 30 vehicles, 
was held. A sixteen-page programme was 
published for the occasion (costing 6d) and 
a crowd of 800 people enjoyed watching a 
number of events that included not only 
racing, but tests of the drivers’ skills. As 
the Historic Vehicle Authority of New 
Zealand, our Club should ensure that such 
historic motoring events are not forgotten. 
In 2002 I instigated the idea of re-enacting 
this occasion on the hundred-year anniver-
sary of the event - Boxing Day 2005. I 
contacted the Automobile Association, as 
well as the local VCC branches (Banks 
Peninsula and Canterbury). They in turn, 
formed a committee (led enthusiastically 
by Bob Hayes) to arrange and organise 
the event. I was more than delighted with 
the result. Around 40 veteran vehicles 
(including five motorcycles) took part in 
this celebration that re-enacted, by way 
of demonstration, some of the events that 
were held all those years ago. Canterbury 
Branch’s Annual Boxing Day Run ended 
at the venue and one-make clubs also 
attended, making the variety of historic 
vehicles a very interesting spectacle for 
members and public alike. Thank you Bob 
and your dedicated committee for ensuring 
that the celebration of this important 
event in New Zealand’s motoring history 
was such a success.

Early in the New Year, I had a telephone 
call from a responsible long time member 
regarding the inconsiderate driving of a 
club-accepted vehicle on a state highway. 
So concerned about the vehicle not 
keeping to the left and the subsequent long 
queue of vehicles building up behind them, 
he flagged them down to point out the 
error of their ways. The troubled member 
gave the errant driver his business card 
by way of confirming that he too had an 
interest in historic vehicles as well as being 
a member of the Club. He also politely 
pointed out to the driver that he had a 
strong awareness of not only safe consid-
erate driving, but also the perception of the 
public in the driving of an historic vehicle 
in an inconsiderate manner. I know that 
this subject has been aired time and time 

again, not only in branch newsletters and 
in Beaded Wheels but also during rally 
briefings. It cannot be stressed too much 
that it is in all our interests to drive as 
far to the left as is practical while we 
are driving our historic vehicles on public 
roads and I make no apology for bringing 
up this subject again. 

Due to the printing and editorial time 
factors for preparing Beaded Wheels I am 
writing this just before taking part in 
our Club’s Diamond Jubilee Rally. I am 
confident that it will be a success and look 
forward to reading all the write-ups in 
branch newsletters and Beaded Wheels of 
accounts of the adventures while travelling 
to and from Invercargill, and also reports 
of a successful celebration of our Club’s 
important milestone.

I hope you all had an enjoyable and 
relaxing holiday break, making good use of 
your historic vehicle on your family picnic 
ventures.

Enjoy the rest of your summer 
motoring.

Leigh Craythorne
Stop Press:

Having just returned from the successful 
International Rally, thoughts naturally go 
to when the next one will be! There is a 
strict process for selecting International Rally 
venues. I have called for expressions of interest 
from branches in hosting the event to be 
brought to the March Executive Meeting. A 
sub-committee then works through a selection 
system before recommending a host branch 
(for ratification by the Executive). Planning 
for the event may then proceed. There is 
no reason why branches cannot join to put 
in a bid – we look forward to hearing from 
your branch representatives at the March 
Executive 
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vintage 
viewpoint

The Vintage Car Club Of New Zealand 
(Inc) has some 7,500 members. Most 
members have a Club-eligible vehicle and 
many have more than one. It would be a 
huge task to do the research to establish 
exactly how many Club-eligible vehicles 
our members own and from my point of 
view little purpose would be served by 
doing so. With only a little research though, 
I am able to advise you that there are some 
534 different makes of vehicles, aged over 
30, that are owned by our members. It may 
possibly be reasonable to assume that the 
total VCC fleet size is in excess of some 
20,000-25,000 vehicles. 

Even without establishing the exact 
number of vehicles represented by the 534 
marques, I’m sure you will agree that it 
makes an awesome fleet! 

The ages of vehicles represented cover 
the total range, from the early high-
wheelers to those vehicles of the 50s, and 
beyond, that I grew up with. All types 
of transport are covered, from mopeds to 
commercials, and everything in between. 
Some are exotic, some are rare, many 
represent the vehicles used by everyday 
New Zealanders of the past as they went 
about their work or leisure. All are appreci-
ated for their worth.

We want to know more about these 
vehicles! We can’t drive them all – but we 
can read about them! Over the years we 
have presented 56 Behind The Wheel/
Handlebars articles and we wish to do 
more. Looking at the numbers of vehicles 
available, this then should not present 
a problem. All it needs is a willing car 
owner who is happy for someone to have 
a short road test in it and is prepared to 
pen a story on the vehicle. If you look 
at past Behind The Wheels you will get 
an idea about what is required. It is easy 
to do, we all enjoy reading about others’ 
vehicles and who knows, if the photos are 
good enough, your pride and joy may even 
appear as a cover photo! We do need good 
photos, and they can be hi-res digital these 
days (Minimum 4 mega pixel). And don’t 
worry; we can tidy up the text if that’s your 
concern. 

How about teaming up with someone 
who you think could put a bit of story 
together about your vehicle and letting us 
all enjoy the fun. 

I look forward to receiving your contri-
bution.

Kevin Clarkson
Chairman, Beaded Wheels
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FEBRUARY
 4-6 Sth Canterbury Mount Cook Re-enactment Rally
 11-12 Waimate 25th Wallaby Run
 11-12 Canterbury Annual Motorcycle Run
 17-19 Hawke’s Bay Art Deco Rally
 18 Gore  Gore Festival Rally 
 19 Sth. Canterbury  Lady Drivers Rally
 25 Manawatu Ruahine Ramble
 26 Waikato Moped Run
 25-26 Canterbury Annual Rally
 27 Waikato Blue Smoke & Pedals Moped Run

MARCH
 6 Southland 30th Anniversary Veteran Rally
 12  Gore  Branch Rally.
 18 Otago Dunedin Swap Meet
 18-19 Gore Safari Weekend
 26  Sth Canterbury  Mid-Island Rally.

APRIL
 1  Sth Canterbury Winchester Swap Meet 

While Beaded Wheels makes every attempt to check the accuracy of the dates 
published in this column we advise readers to confirm all dates with the individual 
branch concerned.

VCC Events
For inclusion in our next issue, fax details of Club Events to 03 332 
3827 by 10 March, 2006 or email us at beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz

Subscription Time Again!
Your invoice renewals will be sent out mid to end of February so 

keep your eyes open.  If you don’t receive yours then please let your 
Branch Secretary know before mid March so they can advise the 
National Office. You don’t want to have the late penalty payment 
just because the postman has lost yours! 

Don’t forget to let National Office know if you have changed 
your address or sold/purchased any vehicles. Membership cards are 
forwarded to financial members in April.

Executive Meeting
The next Executive Meeting will be held 4 March 2006 

in Christchurch.  Should you have any item you wish to be 
discussed by the Executive, please advise your Branch Chairman 
or Delegate.

Wishing to transfer your membership to another branch?
Please remember that to action a transfer between branches 

the relevant forms must be completed prior to being sent to the 
National Office. These can be obtained through your branch 
secretary.

Text Andrew Diittmer 
I suppose you don’t have to be mad to own a 
Vintage car but to go through a remote mountain 
pass in one must put a person on the most likely 
list. When fellow Marlborough Branch member 
Ron Hebberd suggested we should try this great 
run from Blarich station in the Awatere valley to 
Tyntesfield in the Waihopai the next thing over 
20 vintage cars and seven motorcycles lined up. 
Some cars were rejected as unsuitable for the 
terrain before the 27 took off. 
The trip from Brayshaw Park to Blarich was via 
the Redwood pass which had been graded the 
previous night. I’m not sure the motorcycles 
appreciated such a lovely surface but the Austin 
seven Specials sure did. We all assembled at 
the Gateway entrance to Blarich for the more 
sedate ones to catch up. The track is easy for 
the first few kilometres but soon becomes quite 
steep in spots, definitely single lane and a little 
rough. Ron assured us he had gone over the trip 
the previous day and taken all the big rocks off. 
All I can say is they must have been very big 
rocks because the ones left took some dodging. 
The little fords proved more of a problem for 
the bikes with quite a few getting wet feet mid 
stream. Most of the exits from the fords were 
a little steep with a loose surface which tested 
skills at getting just the right amount of torque 
applied to the rear wheels. All too soon we were 
at the lunch stop at a very old Cobb house in 
a deep valley midway between Mt Altimarloch 
and Tempello. Soon we were munching on our 
sandwiches and swapping stories whilst Gordon 
Routledge and John Baillie swapped batteries. 
Gordon’s generator had ceased to function.
Ron led the way after lunch in his little blue Aus-
tin A30. The last little ford on the Awatere side 
proved a problem especially the BMW sidecar 

combination. A musterer from Blarich in his Hilux 
just could not believe what he was seeing as 27 
vintage vehicles roared past on up a steepish 
couple of kilometres to the saddle. Here the 
following distances were increased to at least 
400 metres. The descent into the Rams head was 
so steep that it was impossible to actually stop 
in places as the car would just continue  to slide 
with the wheels locked up. Everyone was very 
careful but elated at the challenge this offered. 
At the Rams head boundary we discovered a 
problem. One car and several motorcycles had 
somehow passed Ron and had taken the wrong 
turn. This is not the type of country where you 
go wandering off on a side trail. As this particu-
lar trail was only several kilometres long with no 
offshoots all we had to do was wait for our lost 
members to return.
While Earl Preston topped the water in the 
Vauxhall radiator the missing vehicles returned 
only to have Eric Nash on his very capable 
little Triumph miss the assembled crowd and 
disappear back up the track back toward Blarich 
again. Ian Paynter tried in vain to catch up to 
Eric so we had to let him go. From what I hear 
Eric loved the trip. So much he just wanted to do 
it all again.
The trip out to Tyntesfield was fairly ordinary 
really with a couple of cars baulking at one 
roughish ford. The trip back to Brayshaw Park 
had David Bruce’s finishing up on a rope behind 
Ron’s A30. The post-mortem diagnosed a col-
lapsed piston.
The pot luck Dinner served as a great debrief. It 
was with much relief and good natured banter 
the welcome given to Eric when he walked in 
after his epic reverse ride. I can’t wait for the 
next Awatere Adventure.

FOOTNOTE TO THIS STORY. John White accom-
panied the advance plotting party on this route 
a few months earlier in his trusty 1937 Austin 10 
pickup, he takes up the story…  
A little past midway I grounded on a rock 
outcrop resulting in the battery in it’s carrier 
becoming dislodged and actually lodged 
underneath causing the Austin to be airborne, 
the rear wheels could not move it. My 
passenger, Lew Wadsworth, and I were last 
vehicle at the time and the leaders drove off 
without noticing our dilemma. Inspection 
revealed the battery still in its case lying on its 
side leaking acid but still attached by the main 
cables to the car. Believe me it took some effort 
to extract that battery because the car was 
on a slope as the photo illustrates. Eventually 
the rest of the party returned and as they say, 
many hands make light work, we soon had the 
car back on the ground, extracted the battery, 
took out the passenger seat and installed it 
temporarily on the floor and it functioned long 
enough to get me home. 

VCCNZ Inc
National Office, 

PO Box 2546, Christchurch 
ph 03 366 4461 fax 03 366 0273  

email admin@vcc.org.nz  
www.vcc.org.nz

national office news

The photo of the helpers includes Ron Hebberd 
on the right, Gordon Routledge on his knees, 
Barry Wilson of Singer fame, the little Porlock 
in company with Margaret performed faultlessly, 
Andrew Dittmer is behind him with Lew 
Wadsworth who had to scrounge a ride with Ron 
to the left and Sue Dittmer supervising from a safe 
distance.

The Awatere Traverse
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Dear Sir
Further to my letter of 16 October 

relating to the Austin photo on page 2 
Issue 276 and with the benefit of John 
Stokes suggestion (issue 277), that the 
number plate may give a clue as to its date, 
I can confirm that the photograph dates 
from 1930-31 year. This can be confirmed 
by the colon between the sets of 
figures on the number plate, more 
clearly visible in accompanying 
photos. Interestingly, what appears 
in other photographs to be the same 
car is shown sporting plates from 
the previous year and also wearing 
plates that could be from the 1928-
29 year.

The above backs up our thinking 
that the published photo was taken 
c1931-32, judging by the age of my 
sister-in-law who is shown in some 
of the images.

My thanks to John Stokes for 
entering into the debate and allowing 
us to date the photos more accurately.

 Peter Faber

Dear Sir
In Mailbag issue 277, Don Ammon was 

asking about a NZ Motor Racing Driving 
Association badge and the Association 
history.

The Association did not founder during 
the war years – it went into recess and was 
active again in late 1945, in spite of petrol 
rationing which persisted until 1950. The 
name of the Association was changed in 
1949 to the Auckland Car Club Inc and 
the badge has carried on with this name 
through to the present day.

The Auckland Car Club 40th anniver-
sary Bulletin of December 1972 included 
an article written by George Horne titled 
The Club Badge which explains how a 
Gordon-Crosby painting of Nuvolari 
driving the K3 MG at ARDS in the 1933 
TT appeared on the cover of Autocar in 
September 1933, just about the time when 
the NZMRDA badge was produced. Mr 
Horne explains how the details of the 
Cosby painting were reproduced on the 
NZ badge. I will post a copy of his article 
to Don Ammon for his information

Barry Robert

mailbag
The editorial committee reserve the right to  publish, edit or 
refuse publication of any item  submitted as comment. The 
views expressed herein are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily express the policy or views of the Vintage Car 
Club of New Zealand (Inc.) or the publishers.

Dear Sir
I read with some interest the account of 

Wellington Branch Club Captain’s Tour in 
Beaded Wheels Issue 276. A good weekends 
touring but two of the photographs 
concern me. The photo of the Morris 8 on 
what appears to be a blind corner and the 
Oakland running on the white line.

This sort of road behaviour does not do 
our club any favours even on quiet country 
roads. Remember on country roads that 
the local people are not expecting you to 
be there, so we should be more vigilant 
on these roads and use the road rule that 
says ‘keep left’ and be considerate to other 
road users.

John Foot
Waikato Branch Club Captain

Photo sent by Jack Bell from London, 
England.

Dear Sir
My father-in-law Jerry Evans worked 

at Smithfield Meatworks in NZ and Jack 
Bell at Smithfield in London. Jerry put his 
name inside a frozen lamb, even though 
his workmates said “You won’t hear from 
anyone”. They even took a bet with him 
for five pound. Jerry won the bet and he 
and Jack corresponded for 60 years. Jack 
sent this photo of himself and the vehicle 
taken in Belgium at the end of WWI. The 
make of the vehicle is unknown but may 
be of interest to readers.

Ray Sinclair

Dear Sir
Starting from Scratch
The accompanying photos give an 

indication of what actually occurs in 
the initial stages of a reconstruction. I 
emphasize reconstruction in relation to 
the quotation that follows… 

“I will build a motor car for the great 
multitude. It will be large enough for the 
family but small enough for the individual 
to run and care for.

It will be constructed of the best 
materials by the best men to be hired, 
after the simplest designs that modern 

engineering can 
devise.

But it will be 
so low in price 
that no man 
making a good 
salary will be unable to own one and 
enjoy with his family the blessings of hours 

of pleasure in great open spaces” 
– Henry Ford 1907.

Today one wonders where all 
the restoration parts are? For the 
information of restorers one can 
follow up on www.trademe.co.nz 
or another one for Ford http://
www.snydersantiqueauto.com 
There are surprising trends so 
that when one searches the swap 
meet the parts are getting hard to 
find nowadays.

Question: Should the club 
consider export intervention … 
of built up vehicles of the vintage/
veteran era? Should we lobby 

Government to impose restrictions on the 
overseas export of those scarce parts we all 
fossick out at swapmeets. It is just a thought 
– any feed back on that one?

On the web the trademe access is 
amazing and the Te Puke Barn site too.

Gordon McPherson
Ex Treasurer Manawatu & 

Horowhenua Branches
PS Beaded Wheels goes to both sons, 

one in Brisbane and the other in London.

Dear Sir
I am writing in regard to a car my family 

owned from about 1949 to the mid 1950’s. 
It was a 1924 Dodge Tourer and was used 
as our family car, incidentally, the first car 
my father had owned. The car was first 
owned by the Hardie family in Whangarei 
who owned a metal quarry. The car was 
sold to Mr Edlington at Marua, Hikurangi, 
Northland and then to us. All papers, 
including ownership and the workshop 
manual, were intact. The car stopped and 
Dad not being a mechanic did not attempt 
to find out the reason why.

One day my mother saw members of a 
Vintage Car rally from Kaitaia, or at least 
up north, stopped outside our house. She 
rushed out to see if anyone wanted Jalopy. 
Someone, a policeman in Kaitaia, did and 
very quickly arrived down the following 
weekend and took Jalopy away. The car 
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8  Beaded Wheels

was in perfect order at that time, apart 
from the fact that it did not go.

I have wondered what might have 
happened to her and if she was restored to 
what she was when she left the factory in 
the USA. I have contacted a Vintage Car 
Museum at Taipa, Northland but they had 
no knowledge and gave me a pamphlet 
with your address. 

If anyone has any knowledge of the car 
my phone number is 09 266 5783 email 
badges@ihug.co.nz.

I would be delighted to hear any infor-
mation. My dad’s name was Jim McKinlay 
of Valley Road Hikurangi and the car was 
originally dark green.

Janice Hamilton
25 Hillcrest Grove, Manurewa
Auckland

Dear Sir
Thank you for the presentation of 

Cadillac Notes regarding the Sir Jack 
Newman/Barrie Grant Cadillac V-16.

There are many legends about the car 
and in particular the question of why 
sixteen cylinders?

In the late twenties, Packard had 
overtaken Cadillac in the overall sales 
and the US luxury car market was 
overflowing with high class marques such 
as Pierce-Arrow, Marmon, Duesenberg, 
Stearns-Knight, Peerless, Stutz and others 
in addition to GM’s rival Ford with their 
own Lincoln.

There was also the Springfield Rolls-
Royce, plus such posh continental imports 
as Hispano-Suiza, Isotta-Fraschini, 
Mercedes-Benz and Minerva.

Lawrence P Fisher of the famous Fisher 
Brothers, who with the Du Ponts, actually 
ran General Motors, wanted “the utmost 
in passenger cars”.

Cadillac already had its excellent V-
8 with a brand new engine and chassis. 
Cadillac design engineer Owen Nacker 
told Fisher and Alfred Sloan, respectively 
boss of Cadillac and chief executive of 
GM, that a sixteen cylinder engine’s torque 
pattern would enable a far more powerful 
engine for the new supercar yet allow use 
of the existing transmission and axles. This 
because the smaller individual cylinder 
power impulses would be no greater than 
the existing V-8, although horsepower and 
torque would be almost 50% greater.

Larry Fisher went for the idea as soon 
as he heard the words “sixteen cylinders” 
and he and Sloan gave the go ahead after 
the GM Board had agreed. So the idea was 
based on the technical advantages, but of 
course there was also the psychological 
impact of advertisements reading simply 
SIXTEEN CYLINDERS which Cadillac 
publicity flogged to the limit. As more 
than one American historian has pointed 

out “the V-16 broke Cadillac’s opponents 
psychologically.”

Maurice Hendry

Dear Sir
Here are photos of an aeroplane built 

from the ground up by Simon McCormack. 
Simon is a local cabinet maker who has 
built the fuselage from wood, the wings 
fabric and the bonnet metal. It was a 12 year 
project. The plans were originally provided 
around 1933 by Bernard H Pietenpol via 
the Popular Mechanics magazine for the 
USA public. This example is powered by 
a 1928 Model A Ford engine mounted end 
for end (the prop replacing the flywheel). 
The major change to the Ford engine is 
the eight spark plug alloy head, fed from 
two mechanically/electrically independent 
magnetos. Also, a model B Ford carbur-
retor is used. It takes off at around 50mph 
(which is about the same for the car, and 
cruises sedately around 70mph at 1800 
rpm. It sounds and looks terrific. Other 
engines of the period can be fitted without 
much alteration.

This aircraft is essentially a vintage 
machine and is powered by a Ford A 
engine.

Roger Grubert
Tasmania

Dear Sir
BW 277 Photo Page 8
This photo supplied by Olive Kilbey was 

taken at the 1961 Easter Rally in Hastings 
which was attended by my wife Pam and 
myself. She has still the 1914 Rover and 
I the Twin BSA which incidentally just 
completed the 2005 Arrowtown Rally.

The bikes are L-R Minerva, Humber, 
AJS, BSA, Rover, SuperX, Indian, BSA 
and two Harleys. The first prize in the 
Motor Cycle section won by Pam was a 

12" crescent still burring nuts during my 
present restoration 44 years on.

Neil A McMillan

Dear Sir
Here is a photo that may be interest.

It is an Irishman Rally of about 1963 
and was taken at Braemar Station where 
we used to gather until the move to 
Shand’s. The car in the foreground is the 
Panhard et Levassor which used be owned 
by Andrew Anderson. He sold it to the 
Turnbulls and I understand it is now in the 
UK. I can recognise some of the faces but 
will leave it for the answers to come in.

Keep up the good work.
Brian Goodman.

Dear Sir
Has any Beaded Wheels reader got any 

interesting anecdotes or memories of experi-
ences with the late Duncan Rutherford 
over the years or any photographs of him? 
Pictures of Duncan with cars or his much 
loved dogs would be preferable.

I am now writing my tenth book, to be 
titled “Heaps More Grady’s People”. Half 
of this book will be devoted to Duncan 
Rutherford and his 75 years of collecting 
cars. More than 300 of Duncan’s collected 
cars are still stored in Richmond (Nelson) 
some two or three months after his death 
in Nelson at the age of 87. The book will 
be one in the “Grady’s People” series of 
books, with three of them having already 
been published.

He collected cars (and tractors and 
trucks) from the time his father gave him 
a 1906 Alldays and Onions car on his 12th 
birthday when he lived on a Rutherford 
farm in the Amuri District of North 
Canterbury.

My object for this book is to cast as wide 
a net as I can to make the book as compre-
hensive and interesting as is possible.

Don Grady
33-A Adams Lane, Blenheim, NZ.
Phone 03 577-6665 
e-mail: dongrady@xtra.co.nz

Dear Sir
Colin Smith of Croydon Aircraft 

Company at Mandeville requests the 
Wellington or Masterton area caller who 
has a Pither “Peerless” boat engine to 
please call again, as his phone number 

mailbag
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has been mislaid. Since the request to 
Beaded Wheels readers for any information 
on Pither engines, the Croydon Aircraft 
company has successfully test flown the 
replica of his 1910 Bleriot-style monoplane. 
His self-built c. 1902 motor vehicle remains 
a complete mystery, with no known photos 
or contemporary references..

Please contact Croydon Aircraft 
Company, No 6 RD, Gore. Phone 03 208 
9755, croydonaircraft@esi.co.nz

Rosemarie Smith

Dear Sir
In the last issue of Beaded Wheels, you 

published an initial promotion for the 2007 
National Motorcycle Rally.

As chairman, I asked Murphy – our new 
committee member – to fill in the contact 
details. He was supposed to tell you that it 
was PO Box 8510, Riccarton, Christchurch 
but, being Murphy, he got confused and 
mixed the numbers up.

Sooo, if anybody has tried to contact the 
committee recently and had no response, 
try using the above number

Philip Jeeves
Chairman, 2007 National Motorcycle 

Rally Committee

Dear Sir,
I have been a visitor to New Zealand 

every two or three years for the past 25 
years or so.  On Boxing Day during my 
recent visit I attended the re-enactment 
of the 1905 race at Addington Raceway, 
Christchurch, and was astounded at the 
number of running vehicles from the first 
decade or so of the 20th century, plus 
many models from the 1920s and 30s. 

At home in San Francisco I have a 1925 
Rover 16/50, bought new by my grandfa-
ther and in the family ever since.  It may 
be the only one of the model actually 
running anywhere, although there is one 
in Scotland in close to running order, and 
possibly one somewhere in Australia.

In any case, I am anxious to contact 
anyone who has a Rover 16/50 or a 14/45, 
running or not.  Some years ago in the 
British magazine The Automobile there 
were a couple of pictures of a 16/50 in a 
sorry state sitting in a barn somewhere in 
NZ, but with no further details.  I would be 

delighted to hear from the owner of that or 
of any others of the same model.

Kenneth Gundry, 
San Francisco
email kg@Dolby.com

Dear Sir
With interest I read  in the Dec/Jan 

edition the article about Gary Wall and 
his MG WA and would like you to note 
the following correct information. The car 
did go to Roxburgh, not to an ex-airforce 
man but to a Teviot Electric Power Board 
electrician and me, his wife. I enjoyed the 
WA but as it was the only family car the 
scary incidents were when the car was off 
the road while the hunt went on for parts. 
Pushing two small children two miles into 
the Roxburgh township and back home 
plus shopping was no joy.

The fuel consumption would have 
scared anyone on a young family’s budget. 
The reason the car was sold was simply the 
cost of restoration. Hunting out photos of 
the car taken in the 1960s has brought 
back many memories.

Until I read your article little did I 
know Barry Lovegrove, a fellow member of 
the South Canterbury VCC, had as a child 
also experienced the thrill of this grand 
old car.

FE Glasby.

Dear Sir 
Many members have just had the pleasure 

of motoring our old cars to Southland 
for the Vero 2006 Rally, VCC Diamond 
Jubilee. I notice there was a considerable 
attrition rate amongst the older cars both 
travelling too and participating in the rally. 
As the Vintage and Veteran cars get older 
these long drives take their toll on them. 
Many members motored their vehicles from 
the top of the North Island which is a 

considerable feat. We must remember that 
these cars are 70 to 100 years old and would 
not have travelled so far and fast when they 
were new. 

I have heard many stories of the assist-
ance given by other Club members to those 
who suffered the indignity and incon-
venience of a breakdown. After 33 years 
of reliable motoring, we suffered a major 
malfunction during the rally and I wish 
to record our appreciation of the assist-
ance freely given by Ray McCulloch and 
Ian Ridd at Invercargill. I resigned myself 
to having to transport my 1930 Plymouth 
home, but Ian insisted that he would have 
us on the road again and spent many hours 
on the car and Ray lent tools, parts, and 
advice to ensure that we could complete 
the rally and travel home safely. 

On behalf of the many members who 
were assisted by Ian, Ray and all the 
others who willing gave of their time and 
expertise, I say thank you. You represent 
the true spirit of our great Club. 

John Coomber 
National Secretary/Treasurer

RESTORED CARS
Magazine  Australia

Was first published in 1973. 
All back issues are available.
All vehicles featured are restored 
or in original condition. Events, 
How To’s and Australian motoring 
History are a specialty.

6 ISSUES (ONE YEAR)
Aust $63.00 Air Mail

12 ISSUES (TWO YEARS)
Aust $123.00 Air Mail

Bankcard – Visa – MasterCard available
EDDIE FORD PUBLICATIONS P/L

29 LYONS ST, NEWSTEAD VIC 3462 AUSTRALIA
Ph 61 3 5476 2212    Fax 61 3 5476 2592
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THE WAY 
WE WERE

As compiled by Grant Hitchings 

With little enthusiasm for researching 

and preparing an article for the next 

issue of Beaded Wheels (I blame 

pre-Christmas burnout) I resorted to 

fossicking around our Archive and 

found some items which I felt would 

be of interest to readers.

Two books were recently added to 
our library. One was the history of 
Burt Munro compiled by George 

Begg and the other Ralph Watson - Special 
Engineer, a review of which appeared in 
Beaded Wheels No 276. (Ralph was the 
engineer famed for his exploits with the 
BSA and Lycoming specials.) I took the 
opportunity to read both books which 
I enjoyed and was fascinated with how 
similar both speed freaks were – the only 
major difference being the number of 
wheels on the vehicles that interested 
them. I was also amazed at how familiar 
the two became with the workings of 
the petrol engine – never hesitating to 
re-design and make alternative compo-
nents if thought necessary. They were also 
never slow to challenge the design of their 
vehicles and adapt them to give an extra 
increase in performance.

While I enjoyed The Fastest Indian 
movie the storyline was obviously tweaked 
for audience benefit which caused slight 
disappointment and made me wish that 
I had seen the film before reading the 
book. The film portrays Munro with ailing 
health on his first visits to Bonneville 
whereas Begg points out that Burt was 

It was the definition of the pictures 
that really surprised me though and they 
provide a timely reminder of how well the 
early plate cameras worked.

The history of the albums is obscure 
so if anyone can shed more light on them 
Archivist Betty Wallace would be most 
appreciative.

Boyd Rapson Recollections
I also uncovered more recollections of 

Boyd Rapson concerning early days of 
motoring and farming in New Zealand. 
Boyd is the elderly ex-farmer member 
from North Otago Branch. Readers may 
recall him being featured in Beaded Wheels 
No 264 and I include some more of his 
memoirs here.

I find particularly interesting Boyd’s 
comments when he refers to the Morris 
Commercial truck. My father had a block 
and bricklaying business and bought one 
of these new in 1948. Empty, it seemed 
comfortable to drive but at 37mph the gear 
lever vibrated noisily and signalled that 
the thing had reached terminal velocity. 
However when loaded with drums of 
mortar, dad’s tools, scaffolding, planks, 

proud of his fitness and when Stateside 
would seek out Department stores and 
run up the “down” escalator to check his 
condition.

I also came across two historic photo-
graph albums that had recently been 
donated by VCC member Tony Wright 
of Wellington Branch. One features 
pictures of early installations, plant and 
vehicles pertaining to the Atlantic Union 
Oil Company both in New Zealand 
and Australia, I think from about 1920 
onwards, with a photo of executives and 
department heads dated 1928.

The other is really a collection of testi-
monials lauding the value of Plume Motor 
Spirit and Gargoyle Mobil oil. (Why would 
they choose that name?) These products 
were used in establishing various speed and 
endurance records mainly in Australia, 
and the testimonials and accompanying 
photographs are dated between 1924 to 
1926. A test run by a Baby (or Bébé) 
Peugeot which yielded 73 mpg and the 
report of a performance trial by an Austin 
Seven over a 650 mile safari around the 
northern part of the South Island of N.Z. 
at 45 mpg are just two of the many features 
I found fascinating.

142.3 miles on a gallon of Plume! Baby Citröen car establishes world’s mileage record. April 25, 1926 at 
Melbourne over a twenty mile circuit.

Atlantic Union Oil company Auckland depot. Delivery to Waiuku depot.
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barrow, concrete mixer (towed), as well as 
piles of bricks and blocks it still travelled at 
much the same pace which seems to agree 
with Boyd’s comments.

End of an era
Boyd worked horses for ten years before 

he bought a Caterpillar Crawler 22 in 1937. 
He rather liked the horses and in the 1920s 
and early 30s all the farm boys drove teams 
of horses. They were all different and some 
would be better than others. The first 
tractor he saw was when Allan Newland 
bought a cross-engined Case about 1920. 
It arrived by train and Boyd remembers 
leaning over the fence at Ngapara school 
when Allan drove it past.

The early tractors could only pull a two 
furrowed plough and it was not uncommon 
to see a tractor ploughing one paddock and 
a team of horses working the next one. 
The horses would get tired but the tractors 
kept going. The early tractors had spade 
lugs and could not travel on the roads 
because the spade lugs dug holes. In 1930 
rubber tyres started appearing and this 
was a great bonus. Around 1935-36 crawler 
tractors started appearing and the horses 
disappeared.

In 1938 Mr Boyd bought a 1924 Buick 
and made it into a truck for his contracting 
business. He put a tie-rod on the front of 
the truck, so that it would steer, and pulled 
it behind the crawler tractor. The fuel was 
carried on the Buick in 44 gallon drums 
and the Buick pulled the plough – quite 
a procession. It wasn’t legal and managed 
four miles an hour. In those days tractors 
had one gallon petrol tanks to get started 
and then they ran on kerosene. The Buick 
also had a sweep on the front to sweep the 
hay into rows that could be picked up and 
stacked – no balers in those days! The first 
balers were stationary and then they were 
towed by a tractor.

In 1938 a Fargo truck was added to the 
fleet. A former coal truck, it cost £140 and 
was used to transport the crawler tractor. 
Boyd liked Caterpillar tractors, they were 
well balanced and had a “fair bit of power” 
for their size. The tractors did not change 
much until the 1950s and there was not a 
lot of difference between three models – 22s 
R2s and D2s.

Gough Gough and Hamer were the 
suppliers of the Caterpillar 22. In the glossy 
magazines Boyd read about an orchardist 
in America who made guards for his 
crawler tractor. The idea was copied and 
a chocolate box top recorded the measure-
ments. Garry Dickson made the metal 
guards while Boyd and his father riveted 
another piece of metal under the guards 
to stop the vibration. These guards fitted 
an R2 tractor but had to be widened when 
a D2 was acquired. The guards kept the 
noise and dust down. A representative 
of the company said this was the only 
Caterpillar in the country to have guards.

When a new 22 was delivered, Gough 
Gough and Hammer arrived with a couple 
of planks for unloading as there were no 
loading banks. Boyd copied the idea for 

getting the tractor on his Fargo. He always 
tried to find a bank at least half the height 
of the truck deck. One day he was backing 
the tractor up and the truck went straight 
up in the air. Fortunately the planks were 
attached to the deck with metal hooks and 
Boyd was able to crawl slowly off. After 
that he made a prop to put underneath the 
truck to stop it rearing up.

About 1960 the Fargo was sold to GT 
Gillies as the wooden body was starting to 
deteriorate. This was his all-time favourite 
and he always regretted letting it go. The 
next purchase was a Morris Commercial 
which was a ton heavier and could carry 
more. The Fargo could carry 80 or 90 
bales of lucerne hay, whereas the Morris 
could manage more than 100. The deck 
was great too as it had been built for the 
NZ Express Company for a bread van and 
had a special body to keep the dust from 
coming through.

Boyd was one of the first contractors 
to have a side loader because he had a 
wire-tied John Deere baler that put too 
much hay into the bales. They could not 
be lifted by hand as they were too heavy. 
He also carted wheat in the days when it 
was harvested and put into bags. The grain 
was carted to the Ngapara Flour Mill and 
John Miller remembered the time they had 
eight ton of wheat on the Morris and seven 
ton on Miller’s Chevrolet truck. The loads 
were not tied on either. These trucks could 
carry four loads a day.

The Morris Commercial cruised nicely 
at 38mph and it would carry six ton easily 
at that speed. English trucks were lower 
geared because in England they did not 
travel long distances and were not allowed 
to go over 35 mph. The Miller’s Chevrolet 
could beat the Morris easily if the trucks 
were empty but the Morris was faster when 
loaded.

Boyd purchased his first header about 
1950. After WWII it was hard to get labour 
and the threshing mills of the past had 
needed about 20 men. The first headers 
did not make a good job of harvesting and 
they were towed by tractors. Later came 
the self propelled machines which today 
are huge. As Boyd says “It’s like the trucks 
– every year they get bigger.”

Boyd was sure that larger vehicles do 
more damage to the roads and farmer’s 
large trucks are compacting ground on the 
farms making ruts too.

 BW

This article is prepared from the notes of an 
interview with Boyd Rapson in an Oamaru rest 
home by Kathleen Perry and another North 
Otago Branch member. What a wonderful picture 
Boyd gives us of life in the country as horses gave 
way to machines.

waywewere
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demands that “someone put two bob in that bloody thing.” Of 
course nobody could ever find the right coin at the appropriate 
moment, which led to an ingenious way of outsmarting the meter. 
Washers and foreign coins were a stop gap measure but the meter 
reader frowned on such tactics and demanded genuine coins of the 
realm in exchange, so a permanent solution was arrived at. The 
gas company soon discovered that the meter was supplying more 
gas than it was being paid for and over a period of months the 
meter was replaced about three times without any improvement. 
They remained completely mystified. Our closely guarded secret 
was not disclosed until the day we moved out and handed over 
possession of our flat to another group of Kiwis. In our refrigerator 
was a mould in which we made ice discs exactly the shape of a two 
shilling piece. Judiciously feeding these into the meter interspersed 
with the real thing, they conveniently melted away leaving no 
evidence of foreign objects. Our successors continued to use this 
system quite successfully for many more months....but I digress, so 
back to motoring.

English winter motoring conditions… 
…with snow and ice were a bit new to us, but we soon learned 

to adapt. Cooking foil and a cigarette lighter became part of our 
kit kept on the mantelpiece along with all the car keys. On a 
winters morning after a snow fall the procedure was to drag some 
snow off one of the mounds parked outside. The colour of the 
paintwork established which car it was and the cigarette lighter 
was used to defrost the keyhole while the cooking foil protected 
the paintwork. On the Morris, the door seals had a habit of 
freezing to the doors and coming away with the door when it was 
opened. Apart from that it was a reliable starter and never froze 
its brake shoes to the drums as the Rover was inclined to do. 
Fortunately this first winter was the worst we experienced.

New to us also was the absence of traffic officers, with the 
police handling traffic duties, so it was not long before I made the 
acquaintance of our local Mr Plod. Returning home about 1 am  
and motoring quite briskly up Shooters Hill, I was flagged down 
by a torch waving bobby, who very politely inquired if I knew  the 
speed limit. I assured him that it was 30 mph, and as requested 
produced my drivers licence. In fact I produced five of them, all 

My next investment was a near new LIP Vauxhall. This 
was a fairly characterless car of which I remember only 
two things. Firstly, its nose lifted under braking, which 

was quite a novelty in those days and quickly repeated applications 
of the brakes produced a leap frogging action which I was sure had 
some obscure but  undiscovered use, and secondly, the windshield 
wipers were driven by a cable off the end of the camshaft. This 
soon gained the attention of some of my regular passengers, who 
would wait until I was at full revs in second gear ( which was quite 
often ) and flick the little lever on top of the dash over to “wipe”. 
The wiper arms immediately came to life at 5000 rpm, where upon 
the blades invariably departed the arms and disappeared over the 
roof. My passengers cheerfully purchased me a new set of blades 
each time as they considered the spectacle was worth every  penny 
of the one shilling and sixpence replacement cost.

The grand OE now beckoned, and I arrived in London during 
a big freeze in 1964. Along with three other kiwis we soon rented 
a house in a quiet suburban mews in North Finchley. Then the 
serious car buying began. Outside our garageless house were 
parked, a new Mini, a Rover 75, a Volkswagen and my acquisition, 
a Morris Oxford “woody” shooting brake. I intended to purchase 
something a bit more exotic later on, as to avoid paying sales tax, 
a  new vehicle had to be exported  within a year of purchase. 
However to gain duty free entry into New Zealand a vehicle had 
to have been owned for a year. This required careful juggling of 
purchase and departure dates, but more of this later. Although 
cars were incredibly cheap by our standards, road tax and the price 
of petrol took a bit of getting used to.

  Another thing that took some getting used to was a gas meter 
in our flat that ran on two shilling coins. As the shower water 
was heated by a gas califont, the meter invariably ran out in the 
middle of a shower bringing bellows of rage from the showeree and 

Colonials OE in London 
and Europe
Text Don Broome, illustrated by Kim Gabara. 

Don Broome leaves his stamping ground and heads for 

greener (?) pastures.
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current. I had New Zealand, Australian, 
South African, British and International 
licences. He returned my licences, totally 
unimpressed, and bade me good evening, 
with a reminder that the limit was 
indeed 30 mph not the 50 mph which he 
estimated I was doing. As I pulled away he 
called after me “and tell your mate that’s 
not 70 mph either”. I was a bit mystified 
by this until I arrived home to find one of 
my flatmates had  arrived home just before 
me and was preparing for bed. I inquired if 
he had just come up Shooters Hill at about 
70 mph and he admitted that he had, so 
I passed on the bobby’s warning. We all 
had a healthy respect for bobby’s local 
knowledge after that.

The Morris “woody” fitted into the loyal 
car category and covered over 100,000 
miles in Great Britain and Europe, with 
very few problems. On one of our trips 
we shipped the Morris to Norway and set 
off into the Artic Circle. The roads were 
hard packed snow and after damaging a 
tyre, I invested in two snow tyres for the 
rear wheels. These did not have spikes, 
but as the tyre met the road the weight of 
the car closed the tread up slightly. As the 
weight came off, the tread opened  and 
the snow flew out. At speed our progress 
was marked by two rooster tails of snow off 
the rear tyres. I was very proud of the fact 
that in all our travels we never encoun-
tered another vehicle that could throw 
rooster tails as high as our heavily laden 
Morris. Strangely the tyres did not wear 
quickly on the dry roads to the South, but 
they produced a noise not unlike a police 
siren inside the car. The tyres proved their 
worth again when at a service station, 
I left my colleagues to take care of the 
refuelling while I used the facilities round 
the back. As we drove off I noticed the 
steering felt a bit strange and it got worse 
as our speed increased. An inspection of 

all the wheels failed to show anything 
amiss and we started on highly technical 
theorising on what could be wrong. One of 
my companions timidly volunteered that at 
the service station he had checked the tyre 
pressures and as we were heavily laden he 
thought they were a bit low. He had taken 
them up to 35 psi. Was this a bit high?  
Eventually the light dawned . The pressure 
gauge would have been metric. The tyres 
were now inflated to 3.5 kilopascals or 
something over 50 psi. Deflating them 
restored the handling (such as it was ) and 
the tyres suffered no lasting ill effects.

Having traversed Europe from North to 
South, I thought the trusty Morris might 
end its days in Yugoslavia as it was then 
known. The engine developed a knock at 
anything over idle. However investigation 
showed that the local petrol was about 
one octane grade above distilled water and 
retarding the spark removed the knocking, 
but also most of the performance.

I was eventually able to reward my 
trusty Morris in an unusual way. We were  
travelling along an autobahn heading 
for Berlin when I noticed there were old 
concrete grandstands alongside the road. 
Then a sort of control tower with a large 
Mercedes star on top of it. A road curved 
off  to our left and an investigation seemed 
called for. A quick slalom through some 
road barriers and we found ourselves on 
the banking of the old prewar Avus G P 
circuit. With whoops of encouragement 
from the occupants, I climbed as high up 
the banking as our dizzy 65 mph would 
allow. I swear that the old Morris’s bonnet 
grew three feet, turned silver and the 
exhaust took on a V 12 bellow. After one 
exhilarating lap the Morris resumed its 
normal personality, although I detected a 
certain air of smugness.

to be continued...

WIN
a limited edition 

Beaded Wheels cap!

The lucky winners of the Beaded Wheels 
caps for this issue are Neil McMillan and 
John Lee Congratulations and thanks for 
the articles.

Don't forget we are always looking for 
good articles.

Here at Beaded Wheels we are always on 
the lookout for a good article for a future 
issue and we are now actively seeking more 
contributions. To encourage you to put 
pen to paper two lucky authors per issue 
will win a coveted limited edition Beaded 
Wheels cap. 
We can accept articles in handwriting, 
typed or done on a computer (any common 
word-processing program is okay) and 
they can be posted to Beaded Wheels, 
PO Box 13140, Christchurch or e-mail to 
beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz . Hi resolution 
digital photos are acceptable if taken using 
a five mega pixel digital camera set at a 
high resolution.
Please contact me if you wish to discuss an 
idea for an article. 

Kevin Clarkson, Chairman Beaded Wheels 
Editorial Committee

home 03 385 9821, work 029 236 3796 
(leave your name / number if engaged) email  

kevin@vcc.org.nz
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VERO 
VCC Diamond Jubilee 

Rally
Tony Gairdner, 1909 de Dion-Bouton (left) and Rex Healey 1912 Sunbeam

1910 Austin, Will Holmes

1915 Ford, Les Webster

Tony and Barbara Bixley 1931Studebaker.

Popular with young and old!

Bixley Brigade

Photos Southland Times, Don Perry, Kathie Henderson
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1914 Hupmobile, Alastair Brass

Warren Webb, 1939 HRG

Oily plug under the takis.

Southland gold!

Plenty of help on offer.

Beach racing
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The 
Porcelain 
Story

What is an article on the famous 

Spanish porcelain brand, 

The Lladro Brothers, doing in a 

specialist old car magazine? 

Lladro started producing fine exquisite 

porcelain in the middle of the last 

century, mostly figurines of limited 

editions. My wife had a collection of 

clowns and animals but as an old car 

buff they held no interest for me, and 

besides, I did not need any distractions 

from collecting old car bits.

I did not know that Lladro had begun to 
make a limited edition of eight Veteran 
or Vintage cars, to be chosen from a 

period spanning 20 years. This is the story 
of how a car enthusiast collected what is 
reputed to be the only set worldwide of 
Lladro porcelain cars.

In 1970, I saw a fabulous porcelain 
Vintage car, titled Antique Auto in a 
showcase in Duty Free. It measured a 
metre in length and was 40cm high. It was 
a Vintage car I had to have, but in 1970 
you had to take your duty free purchases 
with you, no collecting them on the way 
home as you can do now. The carton 
containing the car was huge and to carry it 

round the USA was impossible. Regretfully 
it had to be left in the showcase. Left, but 
not forgotten, this beautiful auto piece 
kept coming back into my mind year after 
year and I was determined one day to have 
it. My wife was also keen which helped.

In 1982, while visiting Las Vegas and 
shopping the Fashion Mall I came upon 
a china shop and lo and behold there was 
what I thought was my beloved Lladro 
car, the same one I had seen many years 
before. After spending an hour sorting 
out packaging, freight and having to get 
authorisation so we could pay by credit 
card, (we had to use two credit cards),  
not return the purchase or stop the credit 
card payment. We went on our way very 
excited.

Three weeks later the package arrived 
in great condition, and it was then that I 
found this was not the car I had seen in 
Auckland called Antique Auto but number 
four in the series called Car in Trouble. 
It depicted a Vintage car running into a 
flock of geese. Some research was now 
needed. I learnt that Lladro was making 
or had made a series of these cars and as 
limited editions they were going to be very 

hard to find, especially as Antique 
Auto was the first 

made.

In 1985, in Christchurch, while looking 
for a suitable present for my wife’s birthday, 
I found another Lladro car. This was called 
First Date, a lovely Vintage car with a 
young man courting his young lady and 
helping her into the front door. Now I was 
in earnest to find the set. What a collec-
tion it would be!

In London in 1987, a “must” visit 
to Harrods and a trip to their China 
Department located car number three. 
This piece is called A Sunday Drive, a 
Veteran high wheeler with two people and 
two dogs looking for a ride. A wonderful 
piece and the smallest, being 40cm high 
and 49cm long.

Piece Number Four was a happy 
encounter in Chicago at the big depart-
ment store of Marshall Fields. It had now 
become an important part of any trip to 
visit the China Department of any large 
store or the china shop in large shopping 
malls. On this trip we were at a food 
conference and the piece was called Happy 
Encounter. The staff were so excited at 
selling it that they could not do enough, 
especially for a couple of New Zealanders. 
The piece is of a Vintage car with a young 
man meeting a young lady on a horse. A 
really delightful piece.

In 1992, returning from the Antarctic 
through Melbourne, I made a visit to the 
central city to David Jones Store and Myers 
and there again I was lucky. My fifth find 
Where to Sir. The staff were wonderful, 
giving me a 30 percent discount as they 
had had the piece for three years and were 
going to send it back to the wholesalers. 
Unwisely I took this piece with me. A 

station wagon taxi was needed to get us 
to the airport. No worries with oversize 

packages travelling Business Class, but 
Christchurch airport and customs was a 
different story. A smart young officer got 
very nasty and after an hour of interroga-
tion he seized the Lladro and my camera. I 
got the camera back next day after proving 
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I had bought it in Christchurch, but the 
Lladro proved more difficult and I had to 
get my lawyer involved and then had to 
write to the Minister of Customs personally 
before having the piece returned. There is 
no duty payable on porcelain china. Where 
to Sir is a Vintage car with chauffeur asking 
his master and lady in the back seat for 
directions.

High Speed was my next find on another 
visit to Las Vegas. It was the opening of the 
Venetian Casino Hotel, where you travel 
by canals and gondolas to your room with 
piazzas where classic singers serenade guests 
for hours. The Lladro store had just opened 
the day before and the warehouse had let 
them have this piece as an opening special. 
It had my name on it very quickly. It is 
a Vintage car speedster, two-seater, long 
bonnet, exhaust pipes on the outside with 
a couple in racing mode, her scarf trailing 
behind, his hair blowing. A speedy model.

In 1999 my wife insisted we go to New 
York before the Hershey Swap Meet. I 
found two cars in New York, one a real 
live Veteran, which I bought and had put 
in a container and sent home. But that is 
another story. I arrived at the four storey 
Lladro building in Central Manhattan and 
took most of the day to peruse the stock. 
My wife found a Lladro lady over a metre in 
height and a metre wide that she wanted. 
I could see it was exquisite and as she said, 
if I could have a limited edition then so 
could she.

I learnt that eight cars had been produced 
and they had the seventh piece, Motoring in 
Style. This is a wonderful piece, a Veteran 
coupe with a lovely couple surrounded by 
flowers and shrubbery. It is one of the larger 
pieces. 

I now had seven of the eight cars. The 
hunt was on to complete the set and what a 
search it was to be. The missing piece was 
the first, made in 1970, so what chance of 
finding it? I had looked and searched, been 
to auctions, tried the secondary market, 
been on the Internet, talked to other 
collectors and the nearest I got was, of all 
places, the Hershey Swap Meet in 1998. To 
get round Hershey, you have to do a field 
a day; chocolate field, green field, white 
field. There are over 3000 sites per day, 
4 seconds per site, you just pass some by. 
While slogging it out in the white field I 
found a large tent with a display of memora-
bilia, antiques, sculptures and one piece of 
Lladro. It was highly priced, a hot dusty day 
and I could not with any certainty be sure 
it was number one piece. How could I look 
after it, travel with it, even pay for it? No it 
was just too much of a risk especially at a 
swap meet.

Fifteen years later, to Fathers Day 2004 
and my daughter sends me a Hemmings 
Motor News. She does this quite often, 
especially if she needs money! I read the 
volume and found a memorabilia clearing 
sale and amongst the items were memora-
bilia of Felice Nazzaro; a bust, some trophies 

and other pieces associated with this great 
driver and winner of many races from 1904 
to 1922. He was a builder of cars as well as 
head mechanic for Fiat. What were these 
items doing in the USA? I rang and found 
the advertiser was a regular Hershey site 
holder, he had $US30 million of stock 
and took some to Hershey where he had 
a large tent. During the second conversa-
tion I asked if he had any Lladro. Yes he 
had the first of a limited edition of old 
automobiles and he had been taking it to 
Hershey for a number of years. After email 
photographs confirmed it was Antique Auto 
a deal was concluded. It arrived just before 
Christmas, and yes it was Antique Auto, 
slightly damaged, a few of the delicate 
flower petals had broken off and also a little 
of the shrubbery. It was attached to an old 
piece of timber, which proved quite difficult 
to remove.

In February 2005 one of the Lladro 
brothers visited and there was much admira-
tion of the collection and confirmation that 
it is the only set worldwide. They promised 
that one of their craftsmen would be sent to 
replace the flower petals on Antique Auto 
to return it to its former glory.

The lesson from all this is, as you need 
good garaging for your Vintage cars so it is 
that this collection takes up a large display 
area where the real autos should be. Do not 
get distracted from spending on the real 
thing! BW
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Good work by our busy Club captain 
resulted in 97 entries for our 
annual Clutha Rally and although 

the day was overcast with light rain it was 
not cold and the rain kept the dust down 
on the gravel sections. Roads were in good 
order and it was a pity the conditions 
marred the lovely outlook in some areas. 
Morning tea at the Town Hall and time to 
catch up on old friends before the first cars 
were away. The Veterans were the much 
travelled 1912 Sunbeam of Colin Pearse 
and the 1902 Oldsmobile of Rob Ross from 
Ashburton along with the 1913 AC 
Sociable of Stuart McCraw (this is the ex-
Shadbolt car) and W Nicole in his 1906 
Cadillac. This car was of great interest to 
me. As a small boy I often stayed with my 
grandmother at her sister’s home in 

Mataura. The Dixon brothers yard was an 
amazing place, my job was to hold the gate 
open as their Cadillac of around the same 
era headed out. In this yard was also a 
lovely big Stanley Steamer, a Vulcan truck 
a White steamer with I think an Essex 
body and an old Star to name a few. But 
back to the Rally. I was on the logging 
route that travelled to Kaitangata over the 
hill and looped back to Lovell’s flat and up 
Hillend where, through breaks in the 
weather, lovely views out to the Lighthouse 
at Nugget Point and Inch Clutha caused 
some to pause for a good look. On to 
Clydevale and into the Clutha Valley 
School grounds for field tests and lunch. 
The return route was across to Waiwera 
South and around the back roads back to 
the Town Hall. Our parts store was open 

South Otago VCC

34th Clutha Rally
Text and photos Mel Tapp

Veteran Winner
Rob & Diane Ross 1902 Oldsmobile
Veteran Drivers Choice
Rob & Diane Ross 1902 Oldsmobile
Vintage Winner
Doug Hayman 1928 Plymouth
Vintage Drivers Choice
Malcolm McIver 1927 Chrysler
Post Vintage Winner
Ray Craig 1937 MG
Post Vintage Drivers Choice
Bill Partel 1938 Chevrolet
Post War Vintage Winner
Kerin Tweed 1952 Morris Minor
Post War Vintage Drivers Choice
Paul Herron 1951 Ford Twin Spinner
Post 1960 Winner
Wayne Batt 1973 Datsun 240Z
Post 1960 Drivers Choice 
Arthur Kent 1967 Chevrolet
Commercial Winner
Bryan McConachie 1920 Ford T Delivery Van
Commercial Drivers Choice
Bryan McConachie 1920 Ford T Delivery Van
Motorcycle Winner
John Martin 190 BSA Golden Flash
Motorcycle Drivers Choice
Robin Bennington 1941 Indian
Lady Driver Winner
Kaye McNabb 1965 Vauxhall
Long Distance Winner
Rob & Diane Ross 1902 Oldsmobile
Overall Winner
Wayne Batt 1973 Datsun 240Z
Runner Up
Stuart Milne 1967 Wolseley

and there was time for a noggin and natter 
before prize giving and a nice meal. Thanks 
to all who came along and to all who 
helped to make our rally a great success 
and we look forward to seeing you all next 
year. BW
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In August 1965 Lachlan Scott was in Whangarei while his 1926 Buick Roadster resided 
in Palmerston North. Three mates, Terry Royan, Ian King and I volunteered to collect 
the vehicle with him.

One Friday evening after a full day at work, in pouring rain we set off in Lachlan’s 
old VW. A brief stop in Auckland and then on through the Desert Road. Snow was 
falling heavily and settling but undaunted we stopped for the obligatory snow fight and 
some cheap bubbly. We all took turns at driving through the night. During my turn after 
Taihape I very nearly ran into a horse being led over the Rangitaiki Bridge in heavy fog. 
We reached Palmerston North and were greeted with a lovely breakfast prepared by Mrs 
Scott Snr. A few obligatory visits around our friends including some rehydration stops 
after the rigours of the night’s drive and we were back by lunch time to prepare for the 
return trip. 

In our enthusiasm to leave Whangarei we had left all our tools at home. Not a promising 
start. We made it to Hunterville before the primary wire fell off the Buick’s distributor, but 
that was restored and we continued in good heart. At 2 a.m. when I was driving the VW I 
took the wrong turning and was almost at Rotorua before the passengers put me right. We 
did catch up with the Buick, had they noticed the disappearing travelling companions? 
By the time we reached Taupo the light was fading and the Buick’s lights were going out 
in sympathy. We were all weary by now and Ian and I nearly came to blows over the way 
to advance the charging rate on a 3 brush generator. We did fix that and then the Buick 
decided to start throwing the flat belt off the fan and boiling frequently. We stopped 
at the now long gone Riverside Petrol Station and discovered that the car had a Lucas 
distributor fitted which was the wrong rotation. It retarded the spark instead of advancing 
it. Too difficult to work on, we limped on into Hamilton after midnight and a taxi driver 
loaned us some tools to dismantle the Canadian heat exchange gear on the manifold. It 
was preventing the exhaust gases’ free passage out to the muffler. More food for the drivers 
and on we continued with the car still throwing the fan belt and boiling frequently.

Exhaustion was setting in. By the time we reached Waipu, five to seven minutes was all 
we could manage behind the wheel before a change over had to be made. About daybreak 
we reached Whangarei, dropped off the passengers and continued on to Kiripaka (my 
home). As I passed over the Railway bridge Doug Te Paa, the local traffic officer, gave me 
a friendly wave. To this day I do not know if the Buick was street legal but the confident 
wave was sufficient on that occasion.

By now it was Sunday morning and we had not been to bed since Friday morning. 
Great the stamina of youth.

The Buick was worked on in time and since then it has proved a very reliable vehicle as 
well as being great to drive. BW

The Buick in the photo is the vehicle mentioned in the story but shown here on a later trip on the Napier-
Taihape Rd, photo Lachlan Scott.

A Vintage Drive in the 
Good Old Days
Text Elmer Music

VINTAGE & CLASSIC 
ENGINE PARTS

PISTONS, VALVES, HEAD GASKETS
TIMING GEARS, MORSE CHAINS

ENGINE BEARINGS,
SPARK PLUG THREAD ADAPTORS

GEORGE CALDER LIMITED
307 HOON HAY ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH

PH 03 338 5372 FAX 03 338 5482

Flathead & Customline
Specialist

SHOWROOM
Old Mill Building, 2 Hyde Street,

Kati Kati 3063
Phone: 07 549 4211

Fax 07 549 2000
Specialising in new and rebuilt early 

Ford V9 Parts & Accessories.
Hours 9-5 Weekdays 
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The first part is a simple descrip-
tion of the venue, the Chelsea 
Sugar Refinery on the northern 

shore of Auckland’s Waitemata Harbour 
in suburban Birkenhead. There, members 
and friends of the Waitemata Branch 
are permitted, once a year, to disport 
themselves by driving as quickly as possible 
from the bottom part of the private access 
road, through sweeping bends in a magnif-
icent park, to the top end.

And the WALSH bit? It stands 
for Waitemata’s Annual Local Sealed 
Hillclimb. Simple, really, and any resem-
blance to the name of Britain’s oldest 
continuous motor sport venue is purely 
intentional.

Other names lend themselves to a report 
on this, the sporting jewel in the branch’s 
calendar. Secretary/Treasurer Graeme 
smote no Banks in his Austin Nippy and 
Kelvin obviously enjoyed the Hill while 
achieving 44.6 seconds in and around his 
Morgan. Alan couldn’t quite be said to be 
without a Kerr in his Cooper-Triumph, at 
least not after a spin on his final run, while 
Steve looked very Sharp in his Buckler 
although he didn’t quite manage FTD. Still 
at the Sharp end, father Don was in the 
newly completed pointy-tailed Austin 7 
which, painted a pretty blue, seemed to be 
impersonating a Bugatti.

Roy Wombwell was a long way from 
Wimbledon Common in the Wolseley 
Hornet special which looked much nicer 
than any of his Austin creations, and 
Keith was Cutten a fine figure in the 
AC-engined special his father built all 
those decades ago. Roy was definitely King 
of the hill, entering both his tow car, a 
1929 Buick special with retro raceabout 
seats and tank, and his Austin 7 special 
which he remembered to remove from its 
trailer before use. He mentioned having to 
spend $120 on petrol on the drive up from 
New Plymouth, so perhaps he should have 
towed the Buick behind the Austin?

Spring weather being what it is, Chelsea 
often has a risk of a damp track which, 
being more popular with spectators than 
competitors, does little to improve times. 
Encouraged by long-term oracles (although 
it’s hard to read tea leaves in this age of 
soggy bags), the committee set the 2005 
date for 13 November. Sure enough, rain 
the previous night had fingernails well 
chewed, but the day itself had a light 
shower before frivolities began and then 
remained essentially dry for the 33 vehicles 
to rush madly up and down. 

Three of the entries were motorbikes, 
although there might be something in the 
fact that Barry Gay, having entered the 
Matchless, ducked off home and substi-

tuted his Riley 12/4 special. There’s more 
than one advantage in having a local 
suburban hillclimb!

Austin Seven specials once again ruled 
by sheer weight of numbers, nine of the 
little things running in varying degrees 
of success in speed and aesthetic quality. 
Fastest was Ryan McDonald at 37.4 seconds 
and prettiest was Richard McWhanel’s, 
with polished aluminium body of more or 
less correct height and spindly wheels shod 
in tyres of minimal section. His best time 
of 49.1 wasn’t the slowest Austin, either. 

Mike and Kirsten Courtney, father and 
daughter, drove similar-looking Austins 
for similar times, but despite cheering for 
the distaff side from branch chairman Di 
Humphreys, Dad won the day by a whisker 

What’s in a name?
Report and photographs by John King

What indeed? For a start, there’s the event itself, Chelsea WALSH. 

Above: It may not be the prettiest Austin 7 at 
Chelsea, but it did come the furthest. Roy King 
attacks the hill. 
Top left: What can better occupy Kelvin Hill’s 
time, when a shower delays the start slightly, than 
changing his carburettor? Barry Howard provides 
some shelter.
Center left: Roy Rowe in his Ford V8-60 special 
enjoys himself at the exit to the horseshoe bend, 
kicking up dust from the oil-soaking chemical 
needed with all those British engines.
Lower left: Roy King has just spent vast amounts 
of money on petrol to get his cars to Chelsea from 
New Plymouth. The Buick proved to be more 
than four seconds faster than the Austin.
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over one second to be among the top 10 
for the day.

Running a close second in numbers at 
six were the machines powered by Ford, 
most of them 4-cylinder side valves from 
Dagenham but with two exceptions. The 
ever-popular Gee Cee Ess was pedalled 
in spectacular fashion by Don Suckling 
at 32.3, just edging out Roy Rowe in his 
attractive V8 60 special, third and fourth 
fastest respectively on the day. Not far 
behind on 36.8 was Greg Terrill, another 
of the keen bunch from Waikato.

At the extreme bottom end of the Ford-
engined aesthetics scale was one car so 
downright ugly that it was flatly rejected by 
the hill, even before it started up the slope 
proper on its first run. Emerging from the 
bridge into the gentle right-hander, it lost 
the plot to the extent of hitting the inside 
kerb with a rear wheel. The tyre burst and 
the car ended up molesting the hedge on 
the left, a rather kinder fate than the pond 
on the other side of the road.

Four entries relied on motorcycle 
engines for their power, two each on two 
and four wheels — and all four ran times 
under 40 seconds. FTD at 31.3 went to 
Graeme Brayshaw in Peter Bruin’s Mk 8 
Cooper-Norton, running his own engine 
in the bright blue racer which hasn’t been 
seen at Chelsea for a while. Three seconds 
behind him was Alan Kerr being pushed 
along by two Triumph cylinders, and 
although a slight dampening of the main 
horseshoe bend caught him out on his last 
run, he managed to stay on the road and 
avoid hitting anything before a chastened 
and slower return to the start.

The 39.6 seconds of Les Harris on his 
BSA Bantam earned the octogenarian 
the John Simpson Memorial Trophy for 
the entrant having the most fun, but just 
behind him on 39.9 was John Hartles. His 
AJS, fully road-equipped and outwardly 
standard, was punted up the hill in fine 
style. Sounded nice, too.

Thirteen competitors managed to beat 
the 40-second mark. Among them at 39.0 
was Di Humphreys in her supercharged 
MG J2, enjoying the way she could concen-
trate on driving and not have to worry 
about running the event as Michael Greig 
had taken over the club captain’s reins. 
She also enjoyed her car’s fastest year at 
Chelsea and put that down to removing 
the spare wheel as well as the umbrella 

and lipstick, but the casual onlooker might 
have suspected she was using a few more 
revs, too.

Number 11 on 39.5 was the surprising 
Kevin Andrew — or at least his Wolseley 
Hornet was the surprise. Uncompromisingly 
upright and with its boxy fabric covered 
body perched above narrow-track spindly 
wheels, it sounded and went much faster 
than it looked and was more than four 
seconds quicker than Roy Wombwell’s 
Hornet of more purposeful appearance.

Toss in a quartet of Rileys, including 
John Hearne driving Michael Greig’s WD 
tourer, Ivan Cranch in the Lotus 6 with 
alarming wheel angles and 35.0 seconds, 
a brace of Triumphs, a Sunbeam and even 
a Morris 8 sports, and you have an inter-
esting mix of cars competing at Chelsea. 
A couple of them even wore the bodies 
they left the factory with.

A shift change at mill dictates the 
hillclimb running schedule, but four climbs 

were fitted in before the barbecue was 
fired up on the lawn beside the start line, 
sausages were distributed and consumed, 
and everybody departed homewards, 
mostly satisfied with their day’s motoring.

Whatever name you might give it, 
Waitemata Branch’s annual shindig at 
Chelsea remains one of the more civilised 
and enjoyable sporting events on the 
calendar. It’s something to be treasured.BW
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Right: John Hartles is quick at 39.9 seconds on his 
well-presented AJS 500.
Right middle and lower: Is it possible that 
Graeme Brayshaw’s 3-second advantage in the 
blue Cooper-Norton over Alan Kerr (dark green 
Cooper-Triumph) could be due to aerodynamics 
as well as power-to-weight ratio and nicer noise?
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The allocation of duties
It had started the day before, when 

Phil had suggested to me that since his 
Messerschmitt bubble car wasn’t ready for 
the Behind The Wheels report that Kevin 
Clarkson had so kindly volunteered me for, 
I might like to write one on his 1914 Model 
A Triumph instead; and that tomorrow, 
Sunday’s trundle back from Akaroa on 
Canterbury Branch’s 20th Girder Rally, 
might present itself as an ideal opportunity 
for the pre-report ride. I felt lucky to be 
so offered, and remembered fondly rides 
on Bevan Binnies 1911 Triumph (now in 
the safe hands of Ian Ridd) that brother 
Tim, and I had enjoyed as kids at McLeans 
Island on Canterbury Branch motorcycle 
rallies. 

I didn’t recall a lack of confidence or 
the understanding of complication being 
issues when I was 15.

A Triumphal procession 
Like many other many pioneering 

motorcycle manufacturers, German 
immigrant Seigfried Bettmann had started 
off as a bicycle manufacturer, in 1885, 

operating out of a small Coventry factory. 
The arrival of fellow émigré and engineer 
Mauritz Schulte to the Triumph factory in 
1887 enabled Bettmann’s idea of producing 
a powered bicycle to slowly take concrete 
form and in 1902 the Triumph Cycle 
Company produced its first powered cycle. 
This first offering would be along contem-
porary lines of other cycle makers turned 
motorcycle manufacturers; a standard 
rigid framed and forked bicycle direct 
belt driven by a 2¼ hp sidevalve Minerva 
engine, fed from a slab sided petrol tank, 
which also housed the battery for the low 
tension ignition system, hung from the top 
frame bar. 

Sales were encouraging and by 1905 
Triumph were powering their own product. 
Triumph’s inexorable march away from the 
bicycle had begun.

1906 saw the origin model of all future 
4 stroke belt drive Triumphs introduced. 
Sure the 3hp model only displaced 363cc, 
the battery powered low tension ignition 
continued and the petrol tank still closely 
resembled its slab sided forbears; but the 
Triumph trademark back and forth front 

1914 TRIUMPH
Model A 

BEHIND THE  WHEEL

fork, grey silver petrol tank paint scheme 
and period - typical engine, frame and 
drive configurations had arrived.

Development through to the introduc-
tion of the model H with 3-speed gearbox 
in 1915 would be focused on improvements 
to this design. Fuel tanks would evolve 
from the slab type origins to the scallop 
fronted “flat” type, losing the ignition, air 
and fuel controls to the handlebars along 
the way. Displacement would steadily 
increase to 550cc. (Who said the preoc-
cupation on displacement was confined to 
the new world?) Magneto ignition would 
become standard and a range of propri-
etary rear wheel hubs providing first clutch 
and later three gear ratio functions would 
become available. The engine would retain 
its long stroke configuration through the 
displacement changes.  

The design’s end state would be the 1914 
type A Roadster: Triumph’s last Veteran of 
true bicycle lineage.

The Road Test Bike
Phil’s Triumph was purchased from Alan 

Brehaut some 15 years ago as a boot load 

As I viewed the array of pedals, levers and nickel-

plated paraphernalia attached to Phil Jeeves 1914 

Triumph, I found myself asking the deeply philosophical 

and confidence sapping question: “How is it that a 

motorbike with pedals, a rubber band for a chain 

and a block of wood for a brake can appear to be so 

complicated to ride?”
Text Chris Stevens, photos Marilyn McKinlay
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of bits about 75% complete and is, strictly 
speaking, a 1914 A re-powered with an 
earlier 1912 engine. The only visible differ-
ences on the motor are the serial numbers 
and absence of a timing chest mounted 
valve lifter lever. It displaces 500cc. Phil 
is not a stickler for immaculate restora-
tions and is a man who definitely enjoys 
his motoring so the bike is a clearly well 
travelled example of this English design 
transition from early origins as bicycles 
to functional purpose designed and built 
transport for the masses.  

Looking at the bike you can see that 
Triumph’s mechanical approach was reason-
ably conventional. The 500cc side valve 
single engine configuration provided verti-
cally split aluminium crankcases containing 
two steel flywheels, supported by roller 
bearing mains rotating a riveted crank pin 
and a solid-eyed steel conrod with bronze 
bushes for both small and big ends. Sitting 
atop the crankcase is a cast iron fixed-head 
barrel with two high-grade steel valves, 
removable through caps on the barrel top. 
A cam and follower for each valve are 
located and supported in their own cast in 
chest in the right hand crankcase and the 
magneto, typically Bosch, sitting in front 
of the engine, is driven and timed via a 
chain and sprocket arrangement from an 
extension of the exhaust cam. The timing 
chain and sprockets again sit in their own 
separate chest. Carburetion is provided by 
Triumph’s own patented 2-barrel carbu-
rettor. Variations of this carburettor design 
would persist until the late twenties when 
the twist grip was introduced to Triumph’s 
range and a change to proprietary Amals 
occurred. 

Lubrication is total loss. The rider 
pushes down a plunger on top of the oil 
compartment of the petrol tank and injects 
50-grade oil directly between the flywheels 
via the tank mounted sight glass and a 
copper feed line drilled and tapped into 
the front of the crankcase. Provided the 
rider injects “enough”, not too little and 
not too much mind, the engine helps itself 
to what it needs. First the big end gets fed, 
the leftovers getting flicked upwards to 
the little end, piston bottom and bore, or 
scraped off the flywheel rims by crankcase 
scrapers and sent to the main bearings and 
cam case. Just to let you know all is well 
down below, oil mist generated by all this 
activity is deposited by crankcase pressure 
through a drilled drive side crank pin, onto 
the riders left foot. 

Direct drive is provided from the crank-
shaft to the rear wheel by a crankshaft 
mounted driving C section vee pulley, an 
unguarded endless belt (a departure from 
the original; a lugged leather, coupled and 
joined belt) and a proprietary Sturmey 
Archer three-speed-and-clutch hub. The 

clutch, housed in the hub, consists of 30-
plus tensioned steel plates rubbing against 
each other. Phil is a bit phobic about this 
and prefers to use the valve lifter as a 
substitute. The gear function works exactly 
the same as the ones we all had on our 
bikes when we were kids. It looks exactly 
the same too, only it’s about three times 
the size. 

The cycle parts are about 50/50 charac-
teristically Triumph and typical of the 
period. Whilst the Triumph designed 
frame, wheels, brakes, and mudguards 
and controls are generically typical of the 
period, the peculiar oscillating sprung 
loaded front forks and the scallop fronted 
silver grey combined petrol and oil tank 
are pure Triumph.

Like most English Veterans the frame 
is a tubular diamond with the single petrol 
tank hung between two tubes. The only 
peculiarity here is the dinky little lubri-
cator holder attached to the vertical frame 
tube behind the engine. The rear triangle 
is also tubular, but kinked to give room 
for the driven pulley on the drive side. 
Speaking of pulleys, braking is provided by 
a pedal and rod operated vee-shaped rubber 
block wedged forward onto the inside of 
the oil soaked driven pulley circumference. 
Not exactly confidence inspiring today but 
cutting (or is it rubbing?) edge in 1914.  
Wheels and tyres are reasonably standard, 
26 x 2 ½ beaded edge. 

Controls, a loose description in my case, 
are once again relatively generic with a bit 
of Triumph idiosyncrasy thrown in. On 
the right handle bar two levers, one on 
top of the other, operate the carburettor 
chokes; pull both backwards for more revs. 
On the left, another lever for altering 
the ignition timing and an inverted lever 
for the exhaust valve lifter. The left foot 
operates the rear and only brake, and 
the right operates the clutch if required. 
Oh yes, don’t forget the short gear lever 
mounted on the right just below the petrol 
tank and oil pump plunger located on the 
right on top of the petrol tank. “While 
you’re standing there you might as well 
give it a squirt of oil.”

You’ve got to learn to walk before 
you can run.

The arrangement was that “Veteran 
Triumph 101” would commence with a 
short lesson in the pub car park on Sunday 
morning prior to leaving Akaroa. Following 
this, Phil and Marilyn McKinlay would 
take some appropriate photos en route and 
I would be entrusted with the Triumph at 
Cooptown for the leisurely flat road dawdle 
back to Tai Tapu and lunch.

Phil’s instructions were brief, “Its pretty 
simple. Push it down the road with the 
valve lifter up and the throttle lever open 

behindthewheel

slightly. When you get going fast enough, 
drop the valve lifter, wait for it to fire and 
climb aboard. It is in second, we’ll worry 
about gear changes later.”

So I did just that; I pushed it across 
the car park with the valve lifter up and 
the throttle lever opened slightly. When 
Phil yelled out I dropped the valve lifter, 
waited for it to fire and leapt aboard. I was 
mobile…

What about stopping?

What about oiling?

What about that lever sticking out the right side of 
the petrol tank? 

What does the pedal on the right hand side do?

Where’s the clutch?

So many questions and so few answers. 
I think I’ll worry about gear changes later.

Completing the circuit around the car 
park, I stopped, eventually, dismounted 
and thanked Phil for the instruction, 
hoping it wasn’t too obvious how confused 
I was. 

Into the valley of death rode the 
500

Phil had stopped at the crest of the 
Hilltop in the long grass for the photos. I 

Top: Engine oil pump control complete with 
rider’s boot lubrication.
Lower: Right side view showing gear lever.
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pulled up and Phil suggested I take it from 
here (clearly he hadn’t understood how 
confused I was in the car park). And so the 
test commenced. Trying to look confident 
and relaxed, I hopped on, gave the engine 
a slug of oil with the pump, made sure the 
ignition was advanced, opened the air 
and fuel levers slightly, pushed the gear 
lever right forward for top, pulled open 
the valve lifter and paddled the Triumph 
off down the hill. Once rolling, I dropped 
the valve lifter, the engine burst into life 
and we chuffed chuffed chuffed off down 
the hill. Phil had jumped on my Sloper 
and was able to provide mobile tuition as 
required.

I’ve always believed the mark of a bike is 
indicated by the time taken before you feel 
comfortable and confident riding it, and 
free of the constraining size of the car park 
the Triumph was immediately a completely 
different proposition. I seemed to have a 
lot more time to consider the tasks that 
had to be carried out to keep mobile and 
to actually enjoy my opportunity to ride 
a Veteran on the road for a distance. A 
lot of people think Veteran motoring is 
about enjoying the scenery. That’s not, 
strictly speaking, true. You certainly feel 
more part of the country you’re travelling 
through but your mind can never stray too 
far from the bike. Levers constantly need 
readjusting. Every two to three miles, more 
oil needs to be deposited on your foot via 
the engine. Braking and stopping hazards 
ahead need to be identified summed up and 
an appropriate course of action planned. 
Rather than distract from, these tasks 
enhance the experience, and this Triumph 
is quite a charmer and a performer. Once 
settled in I found the braking was aston-
ishingly effective for a chocked rubber 
wedge. Frequent short dabs on the brake 
pedal provided all the necessary retar-
dation, the engine providing nothing in 
terms of braking as we motored down 
from the hilltop at around 35 mph in top. 
I was expecting the oscillating front forks 
to provide the sort of ride you get from 
a circus bike with off centre wheels. Not 
so, a ¼ inch of travel on the top mounted 
spring translates to about 1½ inches of 
travel at the front wheel. The ride was 
comfortable and not at all disconcerting. 
All the snakiness felt in the car park 
disappeared at speeds over 20mph. The 
only concern cornering on the way down 
was to make sure the inside pedal was 
upwards to avoid a nasty pedal dig in á la 
moped. And don’t forget another squirt 
of oil. 

On the flat the Triumph surprises 
again. For its age, it is has longer legs 
than you would expect, cruising at speeds 
of 35-40mph in top is effortless for the 
bike. To keep comfortable it’s necessary 
to move around on the bike from time 

WE CAN MAKE CUSTOM RINGS FOR MOST
CARS, TRUCKS & MOTOR MOWERS

 FIVE DAY DELIVERY
PROMPT SERVICE ASSURED

20% DISCOUNT
ON MENTIONING THIS AD

PISTON RINGS

OPEN SATURDAY 
MORNING - 8.30-12.30

CUSTOM BUILT PISTON RINGS

For N.Z.’s largest range of piston 
rings contact:

JOHNSON’S PISTON RINGS LTD.
PH: 09 579 7219 / 579 8788

918 Gt South Road, Penrose,
P O Box 12230, Penrose, Auckland

to time. The handlebars were quite low 
and tipped down at the ends, and the foot 
pegs well forward, meaning shorter folk 
such as I tend to hunch forward. No great 
drama here though, as the pedals provide 
an ergonomic pair of rear sets, all the 
while you are kept busy with the various 
tweaks and adjustment necessary to keep 
the Triumph on song and on the road, oh 
yes, don’t forget another squirt of oil.

Unfortunately all good things come 
to an end, and for the Triumph and I 
it was not so much the intersection at 
Tai Tapu requiring a complete stop; more 
so the starting again immediately after. 
After about 50 yards of infarction inducing 
pushing I realised that top is not the appro-
priate gear to start the Triumph in.

Point to note: no matter how far you push 
a veteran Triumph, in top gear it isn’t going 
to start.

Stop pushing. Start thinking. What did 
Phil say again?

“It is pretty simple. Push it down the road 
with the valve lifter up and the throttle lever 
open slightly. When you get going fast enough, 
drop the valve lifter, wait for it to fire and 
climb aboard. It’s in second, we’ll worry about 
gear changes later”

I’m mobile again, I give it another 
squirt of oil and ease the gear lever forward 
with the valve lifter pulled and select top. 
Trundling the last ½ mile or so to the 
lunch stop where my ride ends I ponder 
what the lessons of today’s ride were. 

Lessons learnt from the chair
I have learnt that if you choose appro-

priate roads, Veterans such as this are quite 
a motorable proposition, their performance 
can surprise and enchant. While they are 
a lot more robust and capable than many 
think, the rider needs to be aware of the 
bikes needs and foibles, and has to mix a 

good dose of forward clear thinking with a 
large dollop of defensive driving.

So how is it that a motorbike with 
pedals, a rubber band for a chain and a 
block of wood for a brake can appear to be 
so complicated to ride? 

The answer is that while it appears 
complicated, it isn’t. It’s a state of mind. 
The challenge for the rider is to understand 
the complications and the simplicity of a 
bike like this. When you master both you 
will master the bike. 

My thanks go to two people: Phil Jeeves 
for giving me a great opportunity for a 
really interesting and thought provoking 
Sunday morning ride, and the nameless 
VCC vintagent who gave me a push away 
from that intersection at Tai Tapu; I wasn’t 
ignoring you, my physical state at that 
point in time prevented me from doing 
anything other than perspiring heavily and 
gasping for air.

  BW

Phil Jeeves and his 1914 Triumph
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Newsletters continued to arrive 
from time to time to help sustain 
our interest. This was not going 

to be a one or two day affair, but a full 
week of activity expected to attract over 
100 entries. 

Prior to the rally we had the opportunity 
to attend a monthly meeting of the rally 
hosts, the Veteran Car Club of Australia 
(Queensland) at their fine clubrooms in 
Carindale, a suburb of Brisbane. After 
tracking him down, a visit was also made 
to Jeff Black to check progress on the 4 
cylinder Alldays kitset he had purchased 
from the late Jon Chippindall. That 
project had been relegated to the too hard 
basket but he was making a splendid job 
on a magnificent Stutz saloon which was 
near completion. Behind it stood an 
even larger Stutz awaiting restoration, 
while lurking in the corner was a large, 
very rare, very tatty but suitably Gallic 
looking late Vintage Delage saloon. 
A partly restored 1922 Delage tourer 
occupied the neighbouring shed.

The blue smoke and pedals brigade 
would have dribbled over the very original 
1953 Honda moped seen at Scotland Yard 
antique shop in Marburg, a small forgotten 
village we visited for lunch en-route to 
Toowoomba. At around $500 it seemed 
a snip.

On our Thursday arrival at Toowoomba 
Motor Village we were immediately 
surrounded by a variety of Veteran cars 
and more were encountered when we 
checked in at rally HQ across town at 
the Darling Downs Veteran & Vintage 
Car Club rooms. This complex with full 
workshop facilities, built from the proceeds 
of the annual Toowoomba Swap Meet, 
would rival the best in New Zealand. The 
members of that club continued to host 

us magnificently for the rest of the week, 
to the extent of generously providing 
morning and afternoon teas each day and 
a complimentary full cooked breakfast on 
the Sunday morning.

The rally officially started with 
an evening mayoral reception at the 
Toowoomba Showgrounds. It was an 
opportunity to look around and spot a few 
other Kiwis and to meet a few new friends. 
We had already taken under our care John 
and Margaret Wallis from Chistchurch, 
to provide daily transport to and from 
the camp to avoid their having to shift 
the campervan in which they had just 
completed a tour in Queensland.

Next morning, what a wonderful sight 
as car after car rolled onto the field with 

an occasional wheeze or chuff, a graunch 
here and there of gears as reverse was 
found, and a slight haze of smoke. Many 
cars were makes and models which are 
rarely seen in New Zealand. Somehow, 
even the ubiquitous Fords looked different 
in a variety of colours and unfamiliar body 
styles; Overlands, Hupmobiles, Talbots and 
Renaults abounded. There was a sprin-
kling each of FNs, Buicks, Cadillacs and 
Reos among others, of which more later. 
Discounting ‘swaggies’, like us, and a few 
non-starters, about 130 vehicles, including 
a ponderously slow 1914 Napier truck and a 
solitary 1915 BSA motorcycle from South 
Australia actually lined up to start on the 
first day.

That first morning’s briefing was to 
be repeated every morning. Friendly 
greetings among entrants gave a sense of 
being welcome, Bruce Wright outlined the 
day’s actions, route instructions and the 
daily The Tattler were distributed, Rhonda 
Guthrie conducted the first of her “lucky 
draws” which immediately became “her 
lucky drawers” and a standing joke for 
the rest of the week. Swaggies put their 
hands up and we were quickly swooped up 
by Keith and Ann Bartley to ride in their 
1917 Dodge tourer for the first day. 

Bruce Wright’s 1909 EMF broke a 
transaxle early that first morning and 

was not seen on the road again. It was 
probably the first casualty that the 
cheerful RACQ rescue team had to 
deal with. The only other EMF entered, 
a 1912 model, was languishing still 
at Gympie, also with axle problems; 
it was to show up on the public day. 
Club chairman, Geoff Bernhagen, was 

anxious about the bearings of his 1912 
Waverley and prudently left it at the camp, 
saving it for the public day, whereupon 
it broke the only modern part on the 
car, a Holden universal joint. Throughout 
the first day there were rumours of other 
problems, which continued through the 
week while Alan McKinnon of Victoria 
was kept busy supplying new tyres and 
tubes. We were told of frequent tinkering 
with electrical or fuel problems on the 
roadside. The more serious or terminal 
cases were gathered up by the RACQ and 
delivered back to town for revival or burial. 
A couple of guys were observed trying to 
remove a stubborn drive-chain link on the 
cute little 1904 Rambler one afternoon at 

Billed by the rally director, Bruce Wright, as Terrific Toowoomba, the RACQ National 

Veteran Rally in September 2005, was just that, terrific! Within an hour of reading the 

initial announcement early in 2004 Pat and I had resolved to attend. 

terrific Toowoomba

Main: 1911 Mitchell, Greg Higginson
Top: 1910 Whitworth, Peter Arnold
Above: 1910 Hupmobile, Edgar Bowen at Mt Tyson.

what a wonderful sight as car after car rolled onto 

the field with an occasional wheeze or chuff, a 

graunch here and there of gears as reverse was 

found and a slight haze of smoke.
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rally HQ. On another day, from our lofty 
perch in the rear seat of Peter Arnold’s 
1910 Whitworth, we sailed majestically 
past John Wallis assisting Francis Ransley 
with replacing a wayward rear wheel on 
his 1905 Darracq. The owner of the little 
South Australian Renault spent a fair bit 
of the free day unsuccessfully trying to 
get the car running in its normal healthy 
manner. Yet many other cars behaved 
impeccably throughout, requiring little 
more than cleaning, oiling, greasing and 
the normal daily fettling which is what 
you do with Veteran cars. But such was 
the daily attrition rate there were probably 
only about 100 cars still active by the time 
the rally finished.

On the first day, during the morning tea 
stop beside the Cooby Dam and the lunch 
stop at Highfields Tavern, we had the 
unique experience of seeing at one event 
three rare Fords; a 1904 Model A, a 1906 
six cylinder Model K, and a very rare 1907 
Model F (or R? - never did get that sorted). 
Reputed to have been one prototype only 
made, the latter had an elongated Model 
N chassis to take the experimental six 
cylinder motor. Many parts were recog-
nisably similar to early Model T parts. 
The story we were told was this car had 
been sold out of the Dearborn Museum 
by a manager who misinterpreted instruc-
tions to sell off surplus cars and the car 
was eventually on-sold to Australia; the 
manager was subsequently sold off also.

If you are ever in the Toowoomba region 
a visit to Jondaryan Woolshed between 
Oakey and Dalby is well worthwhile, 
particularly when they are having one of 
their heritage weeks. Then the homestead 
complex for the once vast station and huge 
57 stand woolshed is brought to life with 
the period costumes and pioneering activi-
ties of the visitors. Alighting from Neil 
Johnston’s splendid 1909 Talbot, we made 
straight for a lean-to where we knew, from 
a previous visit, that wood fires heated the 
camp ovens and a couple of old coppers. 
In company with other visitors we waved 
away the flies while eating our golden 
syrup smeared damper and sipping our 
smoky billy tea in the shade of the rough 
shelter; messy but yummy. Folk music and 
Irish dancing kept the crowd amused, as did 
active displays of many crafts. The parade 
led by the Veteran cars also contained 
some interesting original vehicles which 
mostly live at the complex.

A wide circular sealed track behind the 
Cobb & Co Museum, which was featuring 
an RACQ Centennial display, was the 
venue for the Sunday public show. No 
attempt was made to collect any money 
from the public who wandered at large 
among the cars and chatted to the owners. 
With reasonable space between cars it was 
a great opportunity to take more photos, 
to discover cars not seen on the previous 
two days, and to converse with other 
rallyists. Although we were required to 
stay until mid-afternoon, a few spits of rain 
about 12.30 had a lot of entrants scurrying 
off home to protect their brass. A few 
non-entrants also showed up on the day, 
including a pretty little 1913 bull-nose 
Morris roadster and a Singer roadster of 
about the same period.

Older readers will remember the stories 
of Dad and Dave, and of course Mum and 
Mabel, that Australian farming family 
of Snake Gully created by Steele Rudd. 
After a morning tea at Pittsworth domain, 
when it seemed that the whole town, and a 
handful of local Post Vintage cars, turned 
out to greet us, we drove across to Nobby 
and Rudd’s pub for lunch. This day we 
rode in style in Kevin and Joyce Brooks› 
very motorable 1915 Buick 4, while their 
usual passengers, Bill and Royce Shears 
from Auckland found other transport.

On the evening of the free day many 
of the cars assembled back at Cobb & Co 
to light up their oil or gas lights ready for 
the gas-light parade. The effect of a row 
of dim yellow lights against a clear blue 
night sky lit by Venus and the Moon in 
close proximity was almost magic. But the 
expected magic of the public turning out 
in droves to cheer us along, as in similar 
events, did not eventuate due to a lack of 
publicity by an otherwise very welcoming 
city and to a certain nervousness by the 
police in only allowing us to tour a couple 
of semi-residential blocks. Probably the only 
weak spot in the whole event - and largely 
beyond the control of the organisers. 

The small Biddeston country school 
provided an ample morning tea for us on 
our last day of touring before we drove on 
in the Arnolds› Whitworth to Mt Tyson 
to stop at a local enterprise, the old dairy 
factory which had been converted into 
a craft chocolate factory. Later, after a 
coolish ride in the car, we parked in the 
hot, dry dusty grounds of Adora Station. 
A large barn had been converted into a 
dining hall where we were served lunch 
during which a couple of entrants banged 
out a few sing-along tunes on a battered 
piano in one corner. Groups wandered the 
grounds and explored the various outbuil-
dings which had been converted to bunk 
rooms, apparently for clubs, businesses or 
families who wished to use the complex as 
a retreat. In one corner of an open shed, 
among discarded equipment, stood a sad 
looking Ford Prefect, while in another 
was a Vintage Bedford light truck which 

looked like it was used occasionally. The 
scrap metal pile in one paddock was well 
explored by keen eyed veteran blokes but 
only a few bits recognisable as old car 
parts were to be seen among this otherwise 
fascinating collection of junk.

On the last day we both rode in Russell 
Holden’s Cadillac around the edge of the 
city to Picnic Point for morning tea and 
a view over the edge of the escarpment. 
The car was exhibiting some untypical 
electrical problems that day which probably 
explained its lack of climbing ability on 
Toowoomba’s steeper streets. The rest of 
the day was free to get prettied up for the 

Gaslight Parade.

1912 Ford, Doug Partington, at Adora Downs.

Syd Norman, 1902 English mechanic.

1904 Ford A, Robert Lovell.
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New Zealand Driving Holidays
By Donna Blaber

Published by Deerace Publishing Ltd

Price $24.95
Softcover 125 pages 

Reviewed by Marilyn McKinlay
New Zealand Driving Holidays written 

by Donna Bladen, sponsored by Apex Car 
Rentals, achieves most of the objectives set 
out in the publicity sheet that I received 
with this slim attractive publication. It is 
intended for local and international self-
driving holiday makers of all ages.

This book will be an easy summer read 
for the armchair traveller who could spend 
many an hour journeying through the 
North and particularly the South Island. 
Even a knowledgeable kiwi reader will 
find new information. The mix of local 
knowledge, history, kiwiana, current travel 
information and facts will hold the reader 
till the end.

For those on self-driving holidays in 
New Zealand this will be a good guide 
book with enough information to send 
you searching for the real thing. Pages 1-8 
are full of good practical items for the first 

time traveller with well tested itineraries 
and accommodation details.

The person in the navigator’s seat will 
find this book a manageable size although 
the print is too small to read while travel-
ling. Maybe this is a deliberate ploy to 
encourage the passengers to call for more 
stops.

The maps throughout the book comple-
ment the itineraries which are expanded 
from the introduction to the body of the 
book.

At $24.95 this book is a good buy for 
the car or the pool side.

book reviewbook review

KEN L MARTIN
Wanganui Branch

Ken joined the Wanganui Branch of 
the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand 
(Inc.) very soon after the formation of the 
branch in 1954. He well remembers the 
first meetings being in members’ homes 
until the membership grew and the first 
clubrooms were purchased. In 1955 he 
rubbed shoulders with many foundation 
members of the branch, including Ken 
Wright, Brian Walker, Tony Tusten, Ian 
Drummond, Tom Sterling and Bert Tonks.

He served three years on the committee 
and later did another three years as Club 
Captain during which he ran four Annual 
Queen’s Birthday Rallies and three of the 
infamous Burma Rallies over the rough 
Burma Road terrain. He says the most 
memorable run he organised was to Bushy 
Park in 1964, which drew 70 cars, including 
the late Len Southward in his Model T 
from the Collier Estate. Also, on another 
occasion in 1964, he tried out the latest 
in technological advancement – two way 
radios! His fellow VCC member, Arthur 
Evans, from the NZR loaned him a couple 
and they worked really well – great for 

blind spots and vehicles coming up and 
down hills.

His own personal rallying didn’t extend 
past the North Island, but he enjoyed them 
all. He owned a 1926 Model T, a 1939 
Morris Series E and a 1928 Chev. The 
Chev was his only effort at restoration and 
was purchased in 1964. Assisted by Watty 
Watkinson (his uncle) this proved to be a 
six-year restoration and stayed with Ken 
until 2003.

Today, Ken is more likely to be seen 
driving an automatic, a borrowed car, or 
acting as navigator – anything so he can 
still be on the road. His wife Shirley ably 
supports Ken and together they still enjoy 
the slightly smaller runs and the fellowship 
that being a member of the Vintage Car 
Club of New Zealand (Inc.) brings.

 BW

50 YEAR AWARDSfinal dinner in the evening, which was an 
appropriate occasion to present a comme-
morative plaque to the host club on behalf 
of the several VCC of NZ members present 
at the rally.

Among the other cars present but 
not mentioned already, were examples of 
some veteran makes that we are likely 
to encounter in New Zealand; Wolseley-
Siddeley, Austin, Studebaker, Perry, 
Star, Wolseley, Rover, Saxon, Crossley, 
Chevrolet, Fiat, Clement-Bayard, 
Oldsmobile, Delage, Maxwell, Rolls-
Royce, de Dion-Bouton and Metz. Rare in 
New Zealand would be; a 1908 Mercedes 
which I don’t recall seeing, a 1913 and a 
1911 Napier, Alan Carpenter’s sweet little 
Little, the forerunner of the Chevrolet, a 
1908 BSA car, a 1912 Hotchkiss, a 1912 
Benz, a 1909 Belsize, a huge 1911 Mitchell, 
a lovely 1909 Austrian made Stoewer, 
and a sporty 1912 Austro-Daimler which 
could have been bought if one had a 
spare A$85,000 in the hip pocket. The 
IHC highwheeler of Roger and Glenys 
Mahans from Christchurch attracted a 
lot of interest from both the public and 
entrants, while Rod Welch was to be 
seen frequently in the 1918 Ford T he 
keeps in Queensland. Also attracting a 
lot of interest at the public show and at 
our camp was the partly completed 1902 
English Mechanic built by Syd Norman, a 
retired marine engineer from near McKay. 
Syd explained that the English Mechanic 
magazine featured, over about a year, a 
series of articles written by a Mr White 
with detailed drawings describing how to 
build one’s own car. A proprietary engine 
was suggested but Syd built his own from 
scratch which, with copper water jacket 
looks a bit like a miniature single Cadillac 
engine. The wooden chassis frame with 
steel flitch plates is mounted on light 
motorcycle wheels and carries a gill tubed 
radiator under the toeboard. The engine 
ran really sweetly but the starting handle 
was temporary and the machine lacked 
a body so the car was not then ready for 
driving in public. But is such a car a replica 
when the few that were built originally 
were essentially replicas? No matter what 
it might be classified as, it is a creditable 
exercise creating such a car from original 
drawings and it is to be hoped that it will 
be accepted for what it is and allowed to 
be used within the Veteran movement.

We accepted an invitation to stay with 
Keith and Ann Bartley near Dalby for 
two nights immediately after the rally. 
Keith’s large shed full of cars ranged from a 
veteran Star that his grandfather had once 
owned, a Talbot, the 1917 Dodge they had 
on tour, their trusty Vintage Hupmobile to 
a range of PV Valiants and other iron that 
had given good service over the years and 
had not been parted with..

To sum up, Terrific Toowoomba was a 
wonderful experience; so many different 
Veterans to see. BW
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Last year’s first placed Aucklanders (Peter and Robyn Levet) were this year’s plotters, 
and selected a route that used a historic cottage and gardens in rural South 
Auckland as a focal point. This proved popular with the 65 entrants as it provided 

an attractive venue for the start, lunch and afternoon tea, and the route itself earned 
much praise from the competitors, who managed to find the checkpoints without getting 
badly lost (well, mostly!) on the way. A historic touch was the use of several 1950s hill 
climb roads, and a visit to the Warbirds at Ardmore airfield, where the flyboys showed us 
great hospitality.

From the organisers’ point of view, it was pleasing to see 11 entrants from other 
branches from Northland to Taranaki, and to get a good range of bikes over the various 
classes (3 Veteran, 3 Vintage, 6 PV, 28 PWV, 9 P60V, 9 combinations etc). It was great to 
see all the Veteran and Vintage bikes finish the course as getting on the road with these 
oldies in Auckland requires stamina and determination, and there must be some which 
have regrettably become museum pieces for display only (or just stored away in sheds).

Looking at the results, there were several performances worthy of the Well Done! 
Award. Keith Williams, who won the first event in 1981 (and has missed very few rallies 
in between), rode the very same 1942 Indian this year. If this was Hollywood, he would 
have won this year as well, but that honour went to Ian and Norma Dougherty from the 
King Country. They rode their BMW sidecar outfit the 300km to Auckland, used it for 
transport to get to all the social events, won the rally, and then rode home again. Glen 
Bright is getting to have something of a stranglehold on the youngest rider award, but he 
also does it on the oldest bike in the a event, a nice contrast.

The Prize-giving Dinner also deserves mention, with the clubrooms decked out in 
silver and black to mark the 25th, thanks to much hard work from Shaaran Price and 
Lynda Spicer and their team – a fitting end to a most enjoyable weekend. BW

Auckland’s Annual Motorcycle Rally
Text and photos by Alan Grout

November 19th was something 

of a milestone for the Auckland 

Branch – their annual Motorcycle 

Rally notched up 25 years!

Overall (& combination) I & N Dougherty 1968 BMW R60
Local (& PWV) Keith Trillo 1957 AJS 350
Veteran Don Green 1915 Triumph H
Vintage Clibe Hallam 1926 Douglas EW
PV & first American Leo Fowler 1942 Indian 741
P60V John Shennan 1960 BSA 650
Lady Rider Roseanne Bright 1932 Royal Enfield
Velocette Rod Smith 1961 Viper 350
Youngest Rider Glen Bright 1913 Douglas EW
Oldest rider  Keith Williams 1942 Indian 741

WINNERS

Clockwise from left: Bruce Webb 1954 Norton; Waiting for the start; Ian and Norma Dougherty 1968 
BMW R60.

Brian and Nancy Carkeek, 1963 AJS 650. The second experience was a little 
better as I carried a 1927 2¼ hp 
B.S.A. in sugar bags down the 

Kaikorai tram lines to the Dunedin railway 
station and spent six months restoring it 
in Balclutha.

This must have whetted my appetite 
as shortly after, in 1959, I paid £10 for 
the big V-twin B.S.A. from the second 
owner at Pukeawa up river from Balclutha. 
It was an early example, 1921 or ‘22. A 
rough clean up and paint and some nickel 
plating followed and the Beeza was ready 
for the road. Long distances were no terror 
as knowing little about petrol engines I 
did not have to worry about what might 
go wrong.

Apart from a Christmas holiday riding 
up to Skippers, the first long journey 
undertaken was in 1960, when as a univer-
sity student I attempted to ride from 
Invercargill to Christchurch to save on 
train fares. On a frosty August morning, 
with a basket side car attached and chest 
and thighs protected by newspaper, I took 
off on the 380 mile odyssey. All went well 
until on turning sharp left over the railway 
at Clinton, the sidecar and suitcase rose up 
level with my shoulder. A bit of eye bulging 
and repetitive stamping on the road with 
my right foot got me past a Morris Eight 
driven by two old ladies equally indulging 
in the eye bulging art.

At my parents’ home in Balclutha I 
quietly unhooked the sidecar and tied the 
suitcase on the back carrier. In the crisp 
air and with little traffic I periodically 
stood on the footboards to stretch, and 
uplifted by the rural smells, sang to pass 
the time.

The V-twin did a good mileage on 
the modern Amal carby, about 80mpg, 
and petrol was not needed until East 
Taieri garage, where proprietors were club 
member Lin Gough and his father. Having 
filled up, exchanged pleasantries and ogled 
at the Henderson 4 cylinder propping up 
the hedge over the road, I grabbed the 
handlebars to turn the beast’s head once 
again to Christchurch. Then something 

My first experience with motor cycles 

was not good. I arrived home 

with a 1930s Indian having just paid 

£60 for it. 

“Take it back,” said my father 

and in those days kids did as they 

were told…
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quite 
embarrassing 

happened. The steering 
head had broken through the bronze 

weld of a previous repair and I was left 
with the handlebars in my hand and the 
rest of the bike suspended by the control 
cables.

Undaunted I grovelled in the gravel 
and retrieved all the head ball bearings 
and dragged the bike and its askew forks 
back into Gough’s garage. Lin took up 
the challenge and spliced a bit of mild 
steel shaft into the broken tube, brazing 
the joint, all the while being reminded by 
Gough senior to go easy on the new file 
removing the glass-like flux when dressing 
the weld. As a precaution a 2" by 1" block 
of wood was found and shaped with a 
pocket knife so that a couple of exhaust 
pipe clamps could secure the handle bars 
to the forks to prevent a repetition. I paid 
the bill, which was only a few shillings, 
probably to cover the reduced life of the 
new file, a cheery wave and off I sped at 
about 30mph.

Up the pot-holed Kaikorai Valley along 
Maori Hill and down a steep face onto 
George Street where the inadequacy of the 
back rim brake and the complete useless-
ness of the front rim brake manifested 
themselves.

Surprisingly I made Oamaru to stay 
with an aunt that night in spite of several 
involuntary engine stoppages that caused a 
heart flutter but no permanent problem as 
a couple of kicks had the engine restarted.

The morning broke nice and cool but 
sunny and after dressing with the heap of 
pants, coats and jerseys and adjusting the 
rabbit skin gloves, I found I couldn’t get 
the engine to turn. A bit of investigation 
uncovered the gloomy news that the mag 
had thrown the shellac and the armature 
was gummed solid as it had cooled. Out 
came the mag and into Aunty’s oven until 
I could slide the armature out remembering 
to take out the pick up brush which on 

another mag I had ignored 
when driving the armature out with 

serious effect on the bakelite slip ring.
I scraped the inside of the mag clean 

and tidied the armature and reassem-
bled. Remembering that on a V-twin the 
back cylinder is No 1 helped speed up the 
retiming. Another cheery wave and off 
again after adjusting the position of the 
foot brake block as a precaution.

A couple of involuntary stops, which 
though tiresome no longer worried me 
and into Timaru. Burning down the main 
street I came on a line up of cars stopped 
at a red light. Throttling back I applied 
the foot brake – cripes I am going faster. I 
sweated as I hauled hopefully on the front 
brake – faster still. It was then a terrible 
thought crossed my mind. The previous 
owner has taken out the valve lifter which 
would usually stop the engine and while 
I could not stop, neither could I cut the 
engine and the cars in front had come up 
close enough to be able to read the number 
plates. A few seconds before impact the 
lights turned green and the road cleared.

A quick check showed the foot brake 
adjusting nut was not tight and the block 
had just moved away as I stood harder on 
the pedal.

About Temuka another involuntary 
stop but just as I looked down I saw a piece 
of my water proof trousers disappearing 
into the carby. We had no more stops 
after that. The boring trip through the 
Canterbury plains was made a little more 
satisfying when I spotted a small dot on 
the road ahead which as I ate up the miles 
got bigger and redder. What luck, an old 
Indian Scout struggling into a slight head 
wind. Taking a firm grip of the throttle the 
B.S.A. was encouraged to 35-40 mph from 
its usual leisurely 30. Wind resistance was 
reduced by lying on the flat tank and to 
counter possible piston seizure a couple of 
extra pumps of oil were administered. At 
the moment of sweeping past the Redskin 
I sat bolt upright and with a nonchalant 
wave bid the rider good day and good bye.

Speed had to be maintained for a couple 
of miles to get well clear in case the Scout 
mounted a challenge.

Somewhere about Burnham, by which 
time the Port Hills were well in view, 
the Twin started to lose power, eventually 
running on one cylinder. This was a worry 
to me as on the trip to Skippers a similar 
thing happened when the top came off 
an exhaust valve. When I was forced to 
stop a mile or two later the valve head was 
happily bobbing up and down waiting a 
chance to slip across into the hole usually 
occupied by the piston. On that occasion 
a spare valve was lapped in with oil and 
dust off the side of the road. This time 
the drama was not so serious as one of 
the tappets had wound down, possibly as 
a result of the vibration during the Indian 
encounter earlier.

Finally I reached my digs in St Albans, 
stiff and weary, having used all my oil plus 
the spare supply and the gear box oil I 
carried to top up rather than fix a leaky 
seal. A satisfying journey tempered by the 
knowledge that the trip would have to be 
done in reverse in a few months, but then 
that would be easier, all downhill. BW

Specifications
1921 2 B.S.A. V Twin 770cc 
Engine No 2692 
Frame No A615 
Tyre size 26 X 3 originally.
Quick detachable rear wheel. 
Oiling system reciprocating pump in timing case.
Adjustable drip feed in sight glass and auxiliary 
hand pump. 
Telescopic sprung mounted saddle. 
Three speed r.h. change gear box. C.A.V. mag 
chain driven
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a trip on my 

£10 B.S.A.
Text Neil McMillan
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July 17 2004, a contractor’s clearing 
sale at Riversdale and Lot 131 is on 
offer. I had viewed it the previous day 

with mechanic friend, Gordon Diack and 
together we decided that if the price was 
right it was to be bought. The price was 
right. Lot 131 was a partially dismantled 
1949 Austin A40 Devon. All fitted on one 
trailer and home to my garage.

What now? Where to start? This is 
where belonging to the VCC comes in 
handy because I had a lot of help from 
members and their contacts.

Gordon and I began by reassembling 
the motor and it ran pretty sweet. But the 
water pump leaked badly, so off with the 
radiator. Where do we get parts for a water 
pump for Lot 131? Graeme English of Gore 
Branch had an Austin A40 and maybe he 
had some spare parts we could beg borrow 
or steal. Yes, thanks to Graeme, Gordon 
was able to put the pump together and cure 
the leak.

While we were working on the brakes we 
noticed a leak, yes another, from the back 
of the motor. This time it was a crook frost 
plug, which meant the motor had to come 
out. Lot 131 was off to Gordon’s garage as 
he had the means of lifting the motor out 
to replace the frost plug. (Easier said than 
done.) Where do we get another frost plug? 
Obtaining this is another story but not 
to be told now. Lot 131 was giving a few 
problems but nothing we could not handle. 
Frost plug replaced and 131 returned to 
home garage.

Now it was onto the exterior. Paint 
stripped, we towed the car to Paul Herron’s 
paint shop. Paul is another great member of 
Gore Branch and four weeks later lot 131 
was sporting a shiny new coat of paint.

We fitted all the shiny bits and new 
tyres, $995.00 worth, and Lot 131 was 
looking a million dollars.

The front bumper needed replacing so 
I had to buy Lot 132. Not really but I did 
go to Cromwell and trailer home another 
heap of junk. An Austin A40 with a good 
bumper. You just never know when all 
those other spare parts may come in handy. 
It is good to have your own supply of bits 
and pieces, if not for yourself, there may be 
someone else you can help along.

January 10 2005, Lot 131 and I were 
off to the Testing Station and after three 
visits we were given the all clear, VIN and 
Registration.

Six months of restoration. Now it was 
time to hit the road…

Off to Riversdale and – Oh No  – another 
leak! Do leaks run in threes? This time 
a shock absorber and they had been to 
Christchurch to be overhauled. Our donor 
car was able to provide another but wouldn’t 
you know it, it was slightly different, so back 
to Christchurch with two more shockies. 
My 1949 Austin A40 Devon (Lot 131) 
made its first official public appearance at 
Edendale’s Crank Up Day. Austins were a 
special feature because of the centenary. I 
was thrilled to have made the party.

My chief mechanic and friend, Gordon 
was on hand all the way through the 
restoration and without his invaluable 
knowledge and assistance I would still be 
wondering where to start.

I have recently obtained the original 
ownership papers and the registration 
plates. The last three owners had not 
changed the ownership and the last regis-
tered owner had been from Winton so my 
Lot 131 has not moved far from home.

Doris and I motored to Timaru at Easter 
and after 595 miles I could not have been 
more pleased with my car. It did 28 miles to 
the gallon and did not use any oil. We 
hope to use our Austin A40 Devon much 
more in the future so look out for us and 
stop for a yarn and a cup of tea. BW

Specifications
Engine Bore 2.578in. Stroke 3.5in. bhp 40 at 4,300 

rpm. Max torque 59lbs ft at 2.200 rpm. 
Compression ratio 7.2 to 1

Cylinders Four cylinders cast integral with crankcase. 
Full length water jackets. Detachable cast 
iron head carrying overhead valve rocker 
gear and connection for heater unit.

Crankshaft Forged steel with detachable Thinwall big-
end bearings.

Connecting Rods Forged steel with detachable Thinwall 
big-end bearings.

Pistons  Split skirt pistons in aluminium alloy with 
alumilite finish. One compression, one taper 
and one oil control ring fitted.

Camshaft  Forged steel supported by three Thinwall 
bearings. Cams of patented design for 
quiet operation. Drive by Duplex roller 
chain from crankshaft with tensioner ring 
of synthetic rubber to ensure quiet chain 
operation.

Valves Overhead valves operated by push-rods. 
Exhaust valves of heat and corrosion 
resisting steel. Inlet valves of silicon chrome 
alloy steel. Valve oil seals are fitted.

Lot 131
Text and Photos Neil McVicar  
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Sounding 
the Brass 
Rob Knight

As a result of this column a telephone 
call came out of the blue from 
Dave Hall of Cambridge. Dave, a 

VCC member back in the 1970s, would be 
remembered for his Alfa Romeo which he 
used at the Levin circuit. Over the years 
he restored a couple of veterans including 
a Wolseley and a de Dion-Bouton, and 
owned other projects such as a single 
cylinder Cadillac which is the car that 
Steven Oliver of Taranaki has just about 
completed, and a 1903 Bébé Peugeot, last 
known of in the hands of Geoff McCarten 
of Wellington. Dave has retired and built 
himself a new house with garaging for 
a viable 1 or 2 cylinder veteran project, 
and he intends to rejoin the VCC. He 
has been offered the remains of a 1906 
4 cylinder Minerva, but the prospective 
vendor warned that it would be a huge 
project and probably not what he wanted. 
Not far away, Ken and Trish Jonathon of 
Te Awamutu are disposing of their collec-
tion of 2 cylinder Reo parts. But, with only 
parts of an engine available, the project 
would be daunting and may not be what 
Dave wants.

Neville Olsen, reported in Auckland 
Branch’s Bulletin that the remains of a 
1911 Matchless V-Twin were collected 
from Wellington by the de Boer family of 
Holland, after hearing about the machine 
and making a special trip to NZ. While it 
is a shame that no restorer in NZ seemed 
to want it, it has gone to a family who 
regularly attend NZ events and conse-
quently have made a lot of friends in this 
country.

Two old engines offered for sale at a 
used farm machinery auction in Feilding 
in October were purchased by member 
Carl Christiansen to save them from going 
to scrap. The first was reputed to be a 
1905 Allen, made in Ohio. However, the 
4 cylinder side-valve, blind head engine 
looked as if it was made in the period 1910 
to 1920. A glance at Georgano’s encyclo-
pedia revealed that the Allen Motor Co. 
of Columbus, Ohio, made about 20,000 
units of the 3.1 litre 4 cylinder side-valve 
engined car from 1914 to 1922. It is possible 
a few found their way to NZ. The second, 
a 4 cylinder side-valve unit, was labelled 
1924 Dodge. At some stage a governor 
had been ingeniously rigged up to control 
the carburettor butterfly, presumably for 
use as a stationary engine. Fitted with an 
Eisemann magneto this engine appeared to 
be earlier than 1924 and possibly Veteran; 
although Dodge experts may well disagree. 
Carl intends to try to get this engine 
running for the fun of it. 

Wellsford-Warkworth branch featured 
on the cover of its October newsletter a 
black and white photo of Wilbur Brown’s 
1915 Metz taken at the Warkworth A & 
P Show. Sitting on a trailer, it was looking 
very splendid in its livery of dark stripes 
over a pale main colour on the rakish 2-
seater raceabout body. But photos can be 
deceiving. Wilbur has since reported that, 
at the time of the show, the car was actually 
still in grey undercoat and the stripes were 
a primer. Wilbur listed a flurry of veteran 
activity in the Warkworth area; John 
Meharry has progress on his 1914 Swift well 
advanced; Paul Collins is working steadily 
on his 1912 Overland; Mike Brown’s 1901 
White steamer is ready for painting, while 
Neil Cremer has recently moved to the 
district from Auckland bringing his 1913 
Ford T. Wilbur was surprised to find that 
the chassis of his 1919 Eric Campbell is 
identical to that of the 1914 Swift. The 
Eric Campbell, conceived before WWI, 
was a long time in the gestation, and did 
not finally emerge until 1919, so it is essen-
tially a veteran car.

The Webster’s Ford T Town Car just 
missed the Waikato Veteran 

Rally, but Les reports that 
it is now warranted and 

registered and they are looking forward 
to getting out and about with it this 
summer. For the uninitiated, apparently 
the Ford Town Car was designed so that 
the chauffeur sat out in the rain while her 
ladyship rode in the closed confines of the 
rear compartment. No doubt the Websters 
will be a little more egalitarian than that.

Dudley Marshall’s 1917 Dodge 4 roadster 
made its debut at the Hawkes Bay Veteran 
Rally in November. Minus a hood yet, it 
is painted a striking yellow, which Dudley 
described as a fun colour for a fun car. He 
certainly had fun on the day, as did Tony 
Prebensen, whose recently finished 1903 
single cylinder Holley completed the route 
of some 60 miles without any problems 
this time. Also having fun were Walter 
and Alison McFarland who had driven 
down from Whakatane in their 1915 
left hand drive Studebaker roadster they 
had purchased a few months previously. 
Howard and Marion Sims, also newcomers 
to the Veteran scene, were enjoying their 
first major outing in their 1914 Ford van. 
Neville Wilson of Napier was navigating 
for Gavin Harris but said that the chassis 
of his 1913 Fabrique National has been 
satisfactorily test driven and, after building 
the planned roadster body, hopes to be 
driving his own car next year. Grateful 
thanks to Rod and Scarlett McKenzie and 
Bruce Poole for a well planned event. 

Colin Anderson in Palmerston North 
has been collecting 1915 Ford T bits for 
years. Recognising his own limitations, 
he has wisely decided that he had best 
buy a ready built car so that he can enjoy 
some motoring rather than waiting until 
his kitset is assembled. Colin would be 
pleased to know of a 1915 Ford in sound 
motorable condition that might be for 
sale. Nearby, Stuart Irving’s Overland is 
getting some much needed maintenance 
done ready for next season. Paul Gleeson’s 
1912 Daimler truck has been seen about 
recently; entered in the commercial rally 
at Awakeri over Labour Weekend, it joined 
other trucks from Paul’s collection in the 
Pahiatua Christmas Parade. 

While obituaries will appear elsewhere, 
one should pay personal homage to Duncan 
Rutherford. Without the visit to his collec-
tion after an AGM in Nelson, your scribe 
might never have become involved in 
Veteran cars. A remark on the journey 
home resulted in a trailer load of Alldays 
parts being collected from Doug Lind and 
a rebuild begun soon after. It was a happy 
chance with a happy outcome. BW

Photo Tony Prebensen’s 1903 Holley
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On Saturday morning 5 November 
60 something entrants lined up 
near the river front to start the 

tour. The entrants comprised, 15 Vintage, 
13 PV, 23 PWV and 14 P60V. Of note was 
the Riley Kestrel roadster of Ivan Cranch, 
this car has had a full body rebuild from 
the scuttle back and looks very well in 
its red and black paint. Four rear wheel 
brakers, Ford Model Ts and Dodge Fours 
started and fourteen Aucklanders entered. 
Other branches represented were Waikato, 
Waitemata, Wellsford, North Shore, King 
Country, Bay of Plenty and Rotorua.

The tour took us out of Dargaville, up 
Hokianga Rd through Parore and onto 
Babylon Coast Rd to Omamari Beach and 
then up into the Kaiiwi Lakes where we 
had a brief stop. Then it was back onto 
SH 12 and off to Aranga for an excellent 
morning tea and a change of tyre for 
Peter and Andy Webster in their Model 
AR Ford. After morning tea we simply 
followed SH 12 through the Waipoua 
Forest, Waimamaku and Opononi to 
Kaikohe where we fuelled. I suffered some 
frustration here as the starter refused to 
go and when it did it jammed. Also a 
man approached me telling me he knew 
of a one family owner Willys Knight in 
Okaihau where we were having lunch. The 
man directed us to the owner who was 
working in Kaikohe, he was flat out with 
work and was “going up the beach” the 
next day so it wasn’t possible to see the car, 

which after some discussion would appear 
to be a 1930 Willys 98B. 

Lunch at Okaihau was very pleasant 
and afterwards we headed for Kaeo via 
the Pukete Forest, the metal being in good 
conditon. Mike’s Austin Chummy had 
John Willmott doing a lot of the driving  
and was coping well with the conditions, 
although the camber on Babylon Coast 
Rd had given them some exercise. After 
we left the forest we joined SH 10 a little 
south of Kaeo, here we were given the 
option of proceeding direct up SH 10 to 
Taipa to the evening function or travel-
ling through Matauri Bay and around the 
coast to Whangaroa and on to Taipa from 
there. We opted for the Matauri bay route 
and soon discovered why the tour had 
been advertised as a shake down for those 
going to Invercargill. We started climbing 
Huia Rd on the southern outskirts of Kaeo. 

Several kilometers, or so it seemed, of very 
steep and heavily corrugated road awaited 
us. The Whippet with two up worked hard 
in second gear. The Guests’ ‘28 Rugby 
with four up had to use low and Lloyds’ ‘29 
Buick danced all over the road despite the 
advantages of rear shock absorbers. Once 
over Huia Rd we were back on tarseal 
and the descents through the various bays 
provided a good test of Vintage brakes. It 
was warm by then so Brian and I refreshed 
at Whangaroa, others were doing their 
own thing and the Mihaljevich/Chapman 
group in Wally’s 1930 Chrysler CJ refreshed 
at Totara North and Mangonui. I feel the 
Austin Chummy and Jim and Linley Shaw 
in the 1947 Austin 16/4, towing a period 
caravan, were better off avoiding Huia Rd.

The evening meal was up to the usual 
standard and a number of gifts/prizes were 
presented to people, useful things like tyre 
black and CRC. It was good to see former 
Auckland members Warwick and Penny 
Woollams assisting the Far North branch 
cook crew. Richard Lloyd had the misfor-
tune to crack the exhaust manifold on the 
‘29 Buick but this was not  a major problem. 
The next morning it was over to the Far 
North Club house, where I took a $20 
gamble on a Whippet honeycomb radiator 
and other tourists also made purchases.

We set off home, trying to avoid main 
roads where possible. An interesting 
mixture of quiet sealed roads and metal 
surfaces brought us back home. We had 
covered almost five hundred miles and 
aside from the starter hiccups had no 
problems. BW

Far North Tour
an Auckland perspective
Text John Stokes Photos Brian Forster, John Stokes

The afternoon prior to the rally commencing 
Brian and I had visited the Dargaville 
Museum and while walking around the 
back we came on an aluminium Veteran 
or Vintage worm drive diff/gearbox 
combination that had been made into a 
windlass or capstan for a boat. The housing 
is seedy but complete and it appears the 
internals are as well. There was also a large 
petrol Mack engine and gearbox with 
an updraft Stromberg and Delco Remy 
electrics. This unit looks quite complete. 
Either of these items would be available 
for a reasonable donation to the museum
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Main: Jim and Lynley Shaw ready for summer 
with their 1947 Austin 16/4 and caravan.
Upper right: The 1937 Buick Couple of Cliff and 
Doreen Humphries
Below: Ivan Nobilo, 1935 Dodge DU.
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It is commonly believed that on 
Boxing Day 1905 the first official 
car race in New Zealand was held 

at the Metropolitan Trotting Grounds 
Addington. 

On Boxing Day, 100 years later, this 
important motor sport event was partially 
re-enacted at the original venue at the 
behest of the AA, the Vintage Car Club 
Canterbury and Banks Peninsula Branches.
The automotive names present at the 
original motor gymkhana all those years 
ago read like the glossary in an encyclo-
pedia of the automobile. As well as a 
Buckboard competitors ran such brands 
as Beeston-Humber, Crest, Darracq, De 
Dion, Ford, Gale, L’Etoile, Oldsmobile, 
Minervette, Rover and Wolseley. 

In a sixteen page sixpenny programme 
published at the time, eight events 
were listed, each covering six miles 

and two motor cycle handicaps. The 
events were for 6hp, 8hp and 12hp cars.
Reports in the Press and Lyttelton Times said 
of the day, the 1905 motor gymkhana was 
well attended. The idea of the gymkhana 
was first put forward by the Canterbury 
Automobile Association. Eight hundred 
spectators braved the dust. 

Boxing Day 2005 bought clear blue 
skies and bright sunshine. Many one-
make clubs had their usual run for the 
day arriving at Addington for their picnic 
lunch. Entrants dressed in their appro-
priate attire had their highly polished 
machines on display until 1.30pm, then 
one by one, led by the courtsman wearing 
a cream dust coat and waving his red 
flag, proceeded to the race track for their 
challenge of a lifetime. In passing the public 
viewing area each Veterans’ history was 
described in detail via the speaker system.

On to the track where the drop of the 
flag was accompanied by a loud bang and 
cloud of smoke from the starting pistol. 
Two by two sprints were made, with selec-
tions for a grand final. Brake tests, etc. 
made this historic event a memory not 
to be forgotten. Club members and public 
cheered on the drivers as they passed at 
speeds around 25mph.

The steam car ran almost silently except 
for a puff and a cloud of steam expelled 
about each fence post.

The trotting track was a buzz with our 
old Veterans, some doing a double circuit.

Mr Whippy and the soft drink caravan 
were busy as the heat of the day drew on.

To commemorate this event a plaque 
is being cast to present to the Addington 
Trotting Ground.

BW

The Great 
Automobile Gymkhana 
Bob Hayes, VCC Veteran Convenor Canterbury.

A dusty day a hundred years ago at Addington Raceway has been re-enacted on 

Boxing Day, providing the first taste of car racing known in New Zealand.
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A glorious sunny day was ample 
enticement for the drivers of 24 
Vintage and Post Vintage vehicles.  

The biennial Rural Heritage Day, held 
at Donovan Park on the outskirts of 
Invercargill provided an attractive destina-
tion.  After a picnic lunch on site, members 
competing in the field tests provided visual 
interest for  the general public attending 
the Rural Heritage Day. 

Drivers relied on their navigators to 
post four newspapers in their respective 
offset letterboxes. The drivers themselves 
were then responsible for inching their 
vehicles sufficiently far forward to light 
the bulb without sounding the horn and, 
to the amusement of some of the younger 
spectators, found it more difficult than it 
initially looked. The third and final test 
required the drivers to ‘park’ their vehicles 
in a garage marked out by electrical fence 

standards.  One or two would have us 
believe that they never reverse into their 
garages.

Members then parked up their vehicles 
and meandered around Donovan Park 
viewing a range of activities reflecting the 
theme of life in the 1930s.  BW

Vintage/Post Vintage 
Rally
Text and photos Glenys McKenzie

Entrants in the Southland Branch’s Vintage / Post Vintage Rally have been treated 

to two rallies in one year with the 2006 rally being brought forward to avoid a 

clash with the VERO Rally

Main: Geoff and Hilary Timpany getting up close 
and familiar with the letterbox.
Top right: The team at work ploughing.
Above: Alwyn Hoskins checking out the distance 
to the garage wall.

SOUTHLAND BRANCH 

Results

First =  Road Section
Kevern and Jenny Cummings 1937 Oldsmobile
Alwyn and Dorothy Hoskins 1930 Dodge
First = Field Section 
Wayne and Lesley Rayner  1929 Dodge
Paul and Lindsey Rodmell  1937 Morris 8 Sports
Junior Navigator 
Amy Jenkins  1935 Austin 12/4
Senior Navigator 
Hilary Timpany  1927 Chrysler
Overall Winner 
Alwyn and Dorothy Hoskins 1930 Dodge

Above: Entrants lined up at the clubrooms 
awaiting instructions.
Bottom left: Lindsay Rodmell taking a different 
approach to placing her paper in the letterbox.
Bottom right: Ferg McDowell eyeing up the 
letterbox.
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Overseas Events
2006

March 3-5 Queensland Heritage Rally – Toowoomba Showgrounds. 
Phone 0061 7 463 4933

March 3-5 1 & 2 Cylinder Rally - Veteran Car  Club (Victoria), 
www.veterancarclub.org.au

March 4-5 Wings & Wheels, VSCC of Victoria, Moonambel, Victoria 
Australia. Mark Alsop, phone 0061 3 9866 1200

March 10-13  50th Anniversary Rally, Tasmania, Hobart. Brian Cullen phone 
03 6225 3221 email: brian.cullen@bigpond.com.au

March 19-April 2  Tassie Tour 2006, 15 day tour Tasmania, pre 1960s motorcycles 
Mike Glenday, Canterbury Branch VCCNZ, phone 03 344 0425 

Easter  50th Jowett Car Club of Australia AGM & National Meet 
Armidale, NSW, Tel 0061 3 9876 3526. 

April  18th World Classic Car Show, Essen, Germany, www.siha.de 

April  Scotland’s Largest Autojumble, lizyglasgow@tiscali.co.uk 

April Angel’s Picnic, annual car show, Delta Park, Johannesburg, 
South African Marque Clubs Association

April 14-17 50th Jowett Car Club of Australia AGM & National Meet, 
Armidale, NSW. Phone 0061 3 9876 3526.

April 30-May 5  National Veteran Rally, Whangaratta, Victoria 
email: barryjoan@bigpond.com 

May Tour of Brittany, veterans to modern. 
Assoc. Bretonne des Vehicule Anciens, 8 Rue de Moulin A 
Papier, 22000 St Brieuc, France.

May Annual sokenkeiker-Fahr, international run for pre-1915 
motorcycles. Harsewinkel-Greffen, Germany. www.
motorradmuseum-beckmann.de/gb/

May 12-14 Buick National Meet, Australia. Phone 0061 2 465 31244

May 20-21 Beaulieu Spring Autojumble, UK.

June 4 Old Car Concours, Landelles, Normandie. Guillaume Bourrel, 
14380 Landelles et Coupigny, France. Phone 0033 231 688 411

June 10-11 Centenary Return to Le Mans, Cora Bingham, 
phone 01 803 292775

June 28-July 5  1 & 2 Cyl National Tour, Bundaberg, Queensland 
TeI 0061 7 3283 3990 

July  Goodwood Festival of Speed, bookings@goodwood.co.uk 
Phone 0061 7 3283 3990

July 8-9 Festival of 1000 bikes, Vintage MC Club, Mallory Park, England. 
www.vmcc.net

July 20-26  Centenary Event, Return to Le Mans, Jim Worsley 
Tel 01 382 543563 

July 22-23 60th Anniversary of Cooper Cars, Prescott, England. 
Richard Neale. www.coopercars.org

July 26-28 Silverstone Classic historic meeting. 3 day UK event. 
Tickets on sale now.

August  Prescott Hill Climb, Gotherington, Gloucester, UK 
Tel 0044 1608 644777 

August 18-20 33rd Rolex Monterey Historic Automobile Races, 
50th Anniversary Laguna Seca raceway. 
Pebble Beach Concours, California, USA.

September  8-9 Beaulieu Autojumble, England, Tel 0044 1590 614654
September 9-16 50th Anniversary Rally of Veteran Car Club of Australia (Qld), at 

Miles Qld.
October 2-6 Model T Ford tour, Warwick, Queensland, Doug Partington. 

Phone 0061 7 4666 3801. classic@halenet.com.au
October 4-7  Hershey Swap Meet, Pennsylvania, USA 
November 3-5  London to Brighton weekend 
November 9-12 Zephyrhills Fall Autofest, Zephyrhills Florida, car 

corral, swapmeet, auction, vintage autoracing. www.
zephyrhillsfestivals.com.

November 18-19  Bendigo Swap Meet, Victoria 2007 TEA 

2007
TBA National Veteran Rally, West Australia 

A small selection of significant one-off and major annual events have been 
garnered from a variety of sources as a guide. Readers are urged to check 
the date of any event with organisers before making plans to attend. A much 
more extensive list is available by country and period from Rob Knight, 
48 Fairview Avenue, Feilding. Tel 06 323 3104 or fax 06 323 3102. 

a great gift idea

subscribe today & save
Why not treat someone special to a gift that lasts all year? 
By becoming a subscriber to Beaded Wheels you can save 10% on the newstand 
price and guarantee that you don’t miss a single issue at the same time. 

Name: _______________________________________________________

Telephone:  ______________  Email: ______________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Renewal sent to: (if different from above):

Name: _______________________________________________________

Telephone:  ______________  Email: ______________________________

Address: ______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

 subscription form

Please send a subscription for

 6 Issues - New Zealand $30 (inc p&p)

 6 Issues - Australia NZ$45

 6 Issues - Elsewhere NZ$65 

Payment by   Cheque 

  Credit Card   Expiry Date: __ /__ /
 Visa/Mastercard only (Amex & Diners not accepted)

Card Number    

Name on Card: _______________________________________________

Cardholder Signature: _________________________________________

Beaded WheelsBeaded WheelsBeaded Wheels

Post to: FREEPOST 1757, Beaded Wheels, P O Box 13140, Christchurch
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CLASSIFIED RATES
Due to space limitation, classified advertisers 
should refrain from the use of dashes, spaces, 
logos, blank lines and centering. All classified 
rates include GST.
The 65 word limit includes contact details. 
Advertisers requiring ads longer than the 
standard 65 words, or who require typography 
or space, must apply display rates.
The advertising department reserves the right 
to edit or return classifieds not meeting the 
criteria
Member of Vintage Car Club Inc
$12.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, 
thereafter 15 cents per word to a maximum of 
65 words per advertisement. Members must be 
financial and state their Branch..
Non Member 
$16.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, 
thereafter 15 cents per word to a maximum of 
65 words per advertisement.
Text in a Boxed Ad 
$20 members, $24 non-members. 
Photo Ad in Box
$32.00 members, $44 non-members, enclose a 
clear photograph and an SAE if return required.
Colour Photo Ad in Box
$50.00 members, $54 non-members, enclose a 
clear photo and an SAE if return required.
Above rates apply for each advertisement. 
Advertisements should be typed or clearly 
printed.

ENCLOSE PAYMENT
Cheques Payable to Beaded Wheels. 
Post to: Advertising, P O Box 13140, 
Christchurch, to arrive not later than 10th of 
month preceding publication. 
Phone 03 332 3531, Fax 03 332 3827.

DISPLAY RATES
 Casual 3 Issues
  (per issue)
Full Page $900.00 $720.00
Half Page $490.00 $390.00
Horizontal Quarter Page $270.00 $216.00
All display rates quoted exclude GST and are for finished 
camera ready artwork  supplied. Artwork can be arranged 
at an extra charge.

Deadline for copy 10th of month preceding publication.
Beaded Wheels will consider articles of a technical 
nature for inclusion in its editorial space. Beaded Wheels 
however regrets that it is not able to offer editorial space 
for advertisements nor for the promotion of products.
Marketplace advertising cancellations received in writing 
prior to advertising deadline will be refunded in full. 
Where possible Beaded Wheels will refund 70% of the 
advertisement cost for any cancellations received after the 
booking deadline.
Beaded Wheels makes every effort to ensure no misleading claims are 
made by advertisers, responsibility cannot be accepted by Beaded Wheels 
or the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) for the failure of any product 
or service to give satisfaction. Inclusion of a product or  service should not 
be construed as endorsement of it by Beaded Wheels or by the Vintage 
Car Club.

No liability can be accepted for non-appearance of advertisements and the 
text of all advertisements is subject to the approval of the editor who reserves 
the right to refuse any advertisements which are not compatible with the 
aims, objectives, and standards of Beaded Wheels or the Vintage Car Club 
of New Zealand (Inc.)

In accordance with the provisions of the Human Rights 
Commission Act 1977 Beaded Wheels will not publish any 
advertisement which indicates or could reasonably be 
understood as indicating an intention to discriminate by reason 
of sex, marital status,  religious or ethical beliefs. Advertisers 
should take all care in drafting advertisements as they could be 
held liable, as well as the magazine and the Club.

marketplace
FOR SALE

AUTOMOTIVE WOODGR AINING 
 When restoring your car there is only 
one way to restore your metal window 
frames & dashboard: metal woodgraining. 
For information and free quotes contact 
Alan Markby. Phone 03 445 0988 or write to 
11 Boyne Place, Cromwell.   MEM.

1913 HUMBERETTE   Air cooled 2cyl parts for sale. 
1939 Chev diff (complete) radiator. Two engines 
head flywheels etc. Wheels 1929 Desoto, 19" full 
set of wood wheels varnished and 5 rims restored 
off low mileage car. Phone 09 268 7286.  MEM

1917 STUDEBAKER 6 CYL ROADSTER  Model 18 
for sale. Last of the diff/gearbox models, 50 
hp 5.8 litre Big Six for restoration complete but 
disassembled. Most of the jewels are there and 
many spares including 1916 6 cyl running gear. 
Very rare some history known $8,000. Phone 03 
351 6167, leave message as shift worker   MEM

1924 RILEY REDWING  2 seater alloy body sport 
car partly restored. One of eight world wide and 
only one in NZ Genuine enquiries only to phone/
fax 03 578 6677 Email redwing@actrix.co.nz   MEM

1925/26 BUICK STANDARD  Genuine Hood Bows 
and Irons in excellent condition. $1,700. ono  
Phone David 03 489 7389   MEM

1925/27 CHRYSLER STEERING WHEEL  with new 
wood and polished spokes. Brand new VDO rev 
counter (vintage style dial) and 6-12 volt adapter 
and some Chrysler 62 and 72 mechanical parts. 
Phone/fax 03 541 8467 Nelson   MEM

1926 NASH LIGHT SIX  Very rare model, current 
registration and WOF. 4 owners, complete with 
original ownership papers $23,000. Phone 09 
535 5492   MEM.

1928 DURANT SEDAN  Partly restored 
New radiator, tyres, gauges, etc. Reconditioned 
gearbox, steering box etc. Too many parts to list. 
New pistons, rings, gaskets, carb, distributor, 
for motor (spare motor). Most woodwork done 
$7,000. Phone John 03 942 9410

1928/29 PLYMOUTH SEDAN  No rust, some 
woodwork done. New radiator and chrome 
surround. Many spares, engine rconditioned, 
new wiring loom and exhaust. $3,000. Phone 
Doug or Bev 09 439 8248 work or 09 439 8653 
after hours.

1930 FORD MODEL A TUDOR  Old restoration. 
Slight rust in lower cowl area. Extensive repairs 
to steering, new cam gear, new WOF and Reg. 
Good daily driver. Tidy upholstery. V8 16" wheels 
$13,500. Phone 07 884 8551

1933 MG J2 SPORTS CAR PROJECT  Ready to 
assemble. When did you last see an MG J2 for 
sale? Reconditioned engine – almost brand new 
gearbox and tyres. Thousands of dollars of new 
parts, rolling chassis, body frame wood kit, all 
body panels, instruments, lights, hood-frame, 
hood side-curtains, new radiator. Can supply 
photos. Substantial offers over $25,000. Phone T 
Lightfoot 03 384 5211   MEM

DISTRIBUTOR PARTS AND SERVICE
 We can supply many new old stock distributor 
parts for Lucas and other makes, and have built 
a New Zealand wide reputation for restoring 
worn distributors to as new performance 
and finish. All aspects of repair undertaken 
including Vacuum Advance Units. Work fully 
guaranteed. Contact Quality Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall 
St, Christchurch, 8004. Phone/fax Barry Emms 
03 342 5677, email: barry@qualityrebuilds.com  
www: qualityrebuilds.com                                   MEM

6 – 12 VOLT INVERTERS, run any 12 volt accessory 
in your original 6 volt vehicle. Very simple three 
wire installation. J. Hibbs, 12 Grace Nicholls 
Grove, Riverstone Terraces, Upper Hutt, Phone 
04 528 4621 or email hibbspekay@xtra.co.nz
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1934 AUSTIN 10/4  Can be driven. In very good 
mechanical condition. Excellent chassis. Many 
spares, including radiator and surround, complete 
windscreen, engine, gearboxes, front and rear 
axles, petrol tank, luggage rack, wheels, doors, 
etc. Requires restoration. Offers. Phone 03 384 
5422 mobile 021 044 0547

1935 AUSTIN RUBY 7 FOR RESTORATION  
Body panels beaten ready for painting. Engine 
reconditioned. New tyres, new wiring loom. 
Requires woodwork and upholstery. Phone 
D Nelson Balclutha 03 418 1198   MEM

1935 JAGUAR SSII  Fourlight Saloon 12hp; 
twin carb model; partly restored. All hard 
work done, (woodwork, body panels new 
or repaired, diff, motor, wheels and tyres). 
Books, photos, manual etc; plus guidance if 
required. Numerous spares. Offers considered. 
Contact Alan on 04 293 3768 or 0274 309 010; 
email alan@triman.co.nz

1947 CHEVROLET FLEETMASTER  Sound 
original condition throughout. Drives nicely. 
Rallied often. New WOF. VIC registered. 
$10,500. Phone 07 345 7997. Mobile 021 069 
4647. Email viplimousines@xtra.co.nz

ASHBURTON VCC SWAP MEET  Saturday 6 May 
2006. Site booking for this popular event now 
being accepted. For an application form please 
write to: Swap Meet Coordinator, Ashburton 
VCC, PO Box 382, Ashburton.  

BSA SCOUT SPORTS CAR, 1935  4 seater, 
Reconditioned motor, complete but disassembled. 
Lots of spare parts also, $5,500 ono. Please 
contact Willie on 04 569 9141. 

FORD T RACEABOUT    Ruckstell diff, Rocky 
Mountain brakes, 21" wire wheels. New tyres, 
warford auxiliary gear box, 8 day clock, water 
pump, deep oil sump, many extras. Many Model 
A+T parts available also. Offers please. Phone 06 
368 3472   Mem
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 CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING REALLY WORKS…
Many of our advertisers have told us of the quick response they have to their advertisments in Beaded Wheels marketplace. 
Beaded Wheels is delivered to over 8,000 subscribers and members of the New Zealand Vintage Car Club every issue – our advertising is read by enthusiasts throughout the 
country and overseas. Now you can reach a broader audience by choosing to publish your advertisement in our magazine and also on our club website. Advertisements are 
listed on the internet for the length of time the issue of Beaded Wheels remains current.

Up to 40 words including phone number. Supply 
a colour photo of your vehicle. Include SAE for 

return of photo.

*$50 rate for VCCNZ members only, 
non-member rate $54

$50*
Text & 

colour photo.
 WANTED   FOR SALE

Tick which column  you require

Payment must accompany your advert.  Cheques should be made payable to Beaded Wheels. 
Post payment & advertisement to Marketplace, PO Box 13-140, Christchurch. VCCNZ members must be financial and state their branch to receive discount rate. 
Deadline for receipt of advertisements and payment for April/May issue 10 March 2006.

Up to 45 words including phone number, no photo. 
*$12 rate for VCCNZ members only, 
non-member rate $16

$12*
Text only 

advertising

Tick which column  you require

Yes List my advertisement on 
the internet.

For an additional cost ($5 text only , $10 to include 
your photo) we can now publish your advertisement 
on our website. All advertisements must appear 
in Beaded Wheels. Advertisements remain on the 
internet until the release of the next issue of Beaded 
Wheels. $5 text only, additional $5 to include photo

 WANTED   FOR SALE
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Otaihanga Road (off State Highway 1)

Paraparaumu, New Zealand
Phone 04 297 1221 • Fax 04 297 0503

email: southward@kapiti.co.nz
www.southward.org.nz

OPEN 9am - 4.30pm

CLOSED only on Christmas 

Day, Good Friday and 

Anzac morning

SOUTHWARD
MUSEUM TRUST

INCORPORATED

Car Museum

Conference Centre

Restaurant

Theatre

Classic Tyres

PETER WOODEND
Ph 07 571 5525 • Fax 07 571 5526

Mobile 025 605 4040 PO Box 2245, Tauranga
Email: classic_tyres@wave.co.nz
Website: www.classictyres.co.nz

DUNLOP wire wheels, splines, knock-on caps, spokes and rims for
HEALEY,  JAGUAR, MG, MORGAN, RILEY, TRIUMPH, ETC. White wall trims

C

ontact

for all Veteran Vintage & Classic Cars 1888-1970
DUNLOP, AVON, LESTER, UNIVERSAL, EXCELSIOR, DENMAN, 
FIRESTONE, COKER CLASSIC & DIMENSION IV RADIALS etc, 

also Dunlop racing tyres.

Contact
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Don’t forget to notify National Office if you 
have changed your address or sold/purchased 

any vehicles. Advertising for our April/May issue 
closes 10 March 2006. 

VINTAGE TRUNKS as seen in Issue 201, 
page 17. Leather trim, waterproof, stock size or 
made to your measurements. Phone/Fax Allan 
on 06 844 3959 or 025 469 331 to discuss 
your requirements. Allan Jones Joinery, Napier. 
Member.

AUSTIN 12/4 CLIFTON TOURER,  1927.
Long stroke motor, 5 new tyres. Mechanically 
excellent. Needs Hood, Upholstery, paint & 
some bodywork to finish. As far as is known 
car is complete and just needs finishing. Lack 
of time forces sale. Car in Dunedin. $7,000 ono. 
Call Bernie on 03 453 4014 evenings. mem

1970 BOND EQUIPE GT MKII 2.5L  79,000 
miles. Owned since 1975. Licence exemption 
since 1991. Rare appreciating car. Over $3,000 
of new and used spares. Reasonable offers 
considered. Possibly exchange for bike late 70’s 
British Twin. Phone 09 432 8345
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HUBCAPS – ANY PROBLEMS CONTACT ME
I now produce either hubcap skins or complete 
hubcaps. These are top quality replicas. Pressed 
not spun to the closest possible original 
specifications. I can manufacture any model 
that uses the skin system plus many others 
provided they do not exceed 10½" in diameter. 
For more information phone Dave Patten Replica 
Manufacturing (2003) Ltd,  Ph 027 247 7956, 160 
New York Street, Martinborough. Email dave.
patten@wise.net.nz 

MECHANICAL FUEL PUMPS REPAIRED. 
We can restore that faulty pump, including fuel 
resistant diaphragm. Work fully guaranteed. 
Contact Quality Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall St, 
Christchurch 8004. Phone/fax Barry Emms 03 
342 5677, email: barry@qualityrebuilds.com  
www: qualityrebuilds.com   MEM.

VINTAGE WOOD PROBLEMS? For all your 
Vintage wood work requirements, I can 
reproduce your car’s woodwork from original 
parts, patterns and photos. Model A parts 
made to order, also Morris Traveller Van kits. 
N Rhodes, Furniture of Distinction. Purakau Rd, 
Marton. Phone 06 327 6164.

PENRITE OILS. We carry a full range from 
Vintage to Modern Engines. Lubricants for pre-
1984 HD motorcycles, gearbox oil for Japanese 
2 strokes. Full range of diff, steering box and 
gearbox oils. Competitive prices. Try us first. 
M.S. Coombes Ltd., 344 St. Asaph Street, Chch. 
Phone 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462.

PISTONS FOR VINTAGE AND CLASSIC ENGINES 
Most models available in standard or 
oversizes. Also pistons can be made to special 
dimensions. Contact George Calder, 307 Hoon 
Hay Road, Christchurch. Ph 03 338 5372. 
Fax 03 338 5482. Member.

SU FUEL PUMPS REBUILT, we rebuild your 
pumps 6V and 12V. We also stock a full range 
of spare parts. All work fully guaranteed. 
Contact SU Fuel Pump Services (NZ), 31 Forests 
Road, Stoke, Nelson. Ph Barry Johnson 0274 
528 178 or 03 547 0076 afterhours. Email: 
bgjohnson@xtra.co.nz

VALVES exhaust quality stainless for Vintage 
engines. Available in blank form or machined 
to size required. Contact; George Calder, 307 
Hoon Hay Road, Christchurch. Phone 03 338 
5372, Fax 03 338 5482. Member.

MAGNETOS, REWINDS, PARTS AND SERVICE, 
all types, units bought and sold. Contact Chris 
Slater, Coil Winding Services, Hupenui RD, 
Greytown, Wairarapa. Phone/Fax 06 304 9466.

JAGUAR MK II   1961 CLUB CAR Motorsport Horn, 
Cage. 4.2 L Syncro OD upgraded brakes Sus, 
LVV Cert. Very sound straight body, BRG with 
Superlites $20,000 ono. Phone fax 07 868 1062

REPCO TELESCOPIC WHEEL ALIGNMENT GAUGE , 
not overly suitable for modern low ground 
clearance vehicles. Excellent condition $50. FORD 
100/107E NOS RHF and RHR door skins $15 each 
BMC FARINA, OXFORD or CAMBRIDGE ESTATE 
lower tailgate shell very sound $30. Phone fax 
07 868 1062

1957 HUMBER SUPER SNIPE MKIII  One 
family since new. No rust, new paint, carpets, 
headlining steering joints, battery,  carb 
reconditioned original reg. Number. Fitted 
flashing indicators complete with workshop 
manual, parts catalogue and assorted parts. 
Car in Auckland. Reg & WOF. Black with original 
dark red leather upholstery. Have to sell, no 
garage. $15,000 or offer phone 09 630 2750.

KING-PIN KITS, TIE ROD ENDS,
Spring shackles, ignition parts, bulbs and 
sealed beams, spark-plugs and coils, engine 
bearings, engine mountings, head gasket/
sets, pistons and valves, timing chains and 
gears, flywheel ring gears, tyres, carburettors, 
magnetos, etc, or all makes and models, 
especially: Austin, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Essex, 
Ford, Hillman, Morris, Standard, Vauxhall.

Ronald Lever, 
87 Tui Rd, Papatoetoe, South Auckland. 

Phone 09 278 3888 evenings.

PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS  PISTONS

FOR VETERAN, VINTAGE, 
CLASSIC & ODDBALL ENGINES.

We can supply piston sets for most makes & 
models. All piston sets come complete with 
rings & gudgeons. We have over 700 listings 

at competitive prices.

M S Coombes Ltd
344 St Asaph St, Christchurch

PH 03 366 7463, FAX 03 366 7462

ROLLED STEEL SPARE WHEEL COVERS  Made 
in the USA. Suitable for 20" tyres. A classy 
chromed or painted accessory. Phone David Lane 
021 979 667 for all details.   MEM

WORKSHOP MANUALS & SALES BROCHURES 
large stock of new and used for all types 
of vehicles from early 1900s onwards including 
cars, motorcycles, farm equipment, tractors, 
trucks. Transport book-find specialists. 
Mail, telephone and secure online orders. 
DML Manuals & Motor Books. 
www.manuals.co.nz Phone 03 614 7900. 
PO Box 25, Pleasant Point, South Canterbury

WOODEN WHEELS made for your metal-
work. Steam-bent felloes, any shape 
spokes. New beaded rims available in 
some sizes. Phone Vern Jensen 06 323 
3868, 16 Osborne Terrace, Feilding. Mem.
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1930 AUSTIN 16/6.  Excellent condition, good 
tyres, low ownership. Enjoyable motoring 
$16,000. Car is in Dunedin. Call Bernie on 03 
453 4014   MEM

1932 DODGE SEDAN  Excellent running 
condition. Engine modified and fitted with diesel 
Perkins P 6 engine. Contact T Sathyanarayan, 
299 Vinaya Marga, Siddartha Ngr, Mysore 570 
011, India. Email onlineswj@rediffmail.com 
Phone 91 821 247 1218

1955 VAUXHALL CRESTA  Near original condition, 
for sale by tender. Original mileage 150,000, reg. 
on hold. Always garaged and not used for 8 years. 
Apart from a sticky valve & locked hydraulic brake 
system all seems to work well. Currently garaged 
in Timaru. Tenders close 17 Feb 2006, highest or 
any tender not necessarily accepted Phone 03 612 
6640  or Email peterwhelan@mac.com.

1918 HUDSON MODEL M  7 passenger tourer. 
Reliable, fast and powerful Veteran car. Fully 
restored and done very few miles on newly 
rebuilt engine. Very practical car. Electric 
lights and starter make for effortless touring. 
$45,000.00 Phone 06 322 12351937 

1955 WOLSELEY 4/44  Current WOF & Reg, 
VIC. Delightful car, proudly wears the plate 
WOL 444. Well shod, new on front. Health 
problems force reluctant sale. Phone Clarke on 
07 308 9957. Email nobbyrtw@xtra.co.nz

1910 DE DION-BOUTON  MODEL CE 9hp 
Roadster  One cylinder. Professionally restored. 
Successfully completed many long rallies. 
Excellent condition and very reliable. P.O.A. 
Genuine enquiries only to Tony Gairdner phone 
09 534 9264 Mobile phone 0274 432 022 or 
email june.tony@xtra.co.nz

1939 CHEVROLET 15 CWT TRUCK   Project 
almost complete incl gauges. Engine rebuilt 
20,000 miles, requires gearbox. Most running 
gear rebuilt 20,000 miles ago. Requires panel 
work (windscreen, back of cab worst). For 
details, photos – email chevvy39@lycos.com

1930 PLYMOUTH 4 COUPE  Canadian built, 
oval rear window, wide radiator cowling. Full 
restoration. Engine reconditioned, hydraulic 
brakes, fuel pump, professional paint. VCC 
VIN $30,000. Phone 027 260 7784 or Email 
brimelpal@xtra.co.nz

AUSTIN 7 RUBY FOR TENDER.  A restoration 
project. Selling as is where is. Original parts 
including running boards manuals and books 
available. Can be seen in Wellington. Closing 
date 28 February 2006. Enquiries to 021 70 
8027

1923 FIAT 501,  engine balanced ‘S’ head and 
final drive 60mph +, 35-40 mpg. Five new 
tyres, documented history from new. Second 
car dismantled and running gear from 3rd car 
and spares. $36,000 the lot. Phone 06 877 
4083.   MEM

1971 MERCEDES BENZ 250  3 Owners, 78,000 
miles (120,000km). Mint original condition, 
original tool kit, handbook and service book. 
Serviced regularly, mint original condition and 
possibly the best in New Zealand. $10,000ono. 
Phone 03 208 3569 or cell 021 424 889.

BUSINESS 
FOR SALE

Expressions of interest are 
sought for the purchase of 

VETERAN AUTO 
LAMPS LTD,

manufacturers and restorers of generators, 
lamps and horns for pre 1912, brass era, 

automobiles.  Either as a going concern or part 
of, including tooling, back log of work, web 

site, client base, etc. 
For further information, check out the web site:   

www.veteranautolamps.com   
or phone Trish at (07) 871 3854.
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WANTED 
TO BUY

VINTAGE & CLASSIC QUARTZ halogen bulbs. 
Replace your existing bulbs without rewiring 
the headlamp assemblies. Up to 100% brighter 
than your existing Tungsten bulbs. Will fit most 
reflectors fitted to Pre & Post war cars and 
motorbikes. Also available in single filament 55 
watt P22 & BA 15 bases for use in spotlamps 
and mechanical dip reflectors. Most bases and 
configurations available in 6v & 12v. Further info: 
Norm & Jan Sisson, sole NZ Agent. Ph/Fax 03 389-
0643 also Henrob Welding Torches. Model Boat 
Supplies, 38 Ottawa Road, Christchurch 6. 

MATCHLESS SILVER HAWK AND ARROW PARTS  
Smiths PA Type speedo 120 mph right angle 
drive. Panel tank for 1938 Ariel SQ4 (restorable). 
Any American 4 cylinder motorcycle project. 
Phone 03 322 6210 or 03 322 1446 A/h 
Email alastair@ihug.co.nz

1928 TRIUMPH MODEL P MOTORCYCLE  GEARBOX 
wanted– this is the model where the final drive 
comes out of the box on the right hand side. 
Please contact Derek Ellis Phone 09 407 6211 or 
Email d.p.ellis@xtra.co.nz   MEM

CHEVROLET 1928 CAR  Prefer restored but will 
consider near finished. Phone 06 278 6649 
Email albiemax@hotmail.com   MEM.

1952 AUSTIN A40  SOMERSET  Right front guard. 
Also Delco double action shock absorber part No 
582 8650 Phone 03 217 8177 or Email deburge@
ezysurf.co.nz   MEM.

SCINTILLA DISTRIBUTOR NBN WANTED F or 16 
spark plug T46 Bugatti. Any condition. Phone 
John Southward 04 384 3598 or Email john.
southward@xtra.co.nz.   MEM.

MOPED OLD OR INTERESTING,  going or not. 
Solex, Sundapp, Mobylette, DKW Puch or others. 
Phone 03 342 4561 or 021 115 1905   MEM.

NASH 1929 BRAKE SHOES  Phone 07 886 5965 or 
Email kfmunden@xtra.co.nz   MEM.

CROWN WHEEL & PINION FOR F37 OLDSMOBILE  
1937. Number on crown wheel 10 –41-GM-8-
38A. 1937 Pontiac same diff as Olds. Phone/fax 
07 888 9398.

CYCLE GUARDS A PAIR  suitable for the 
front wheels of a pre war Riley special. 
Phone Malcolm 03 438 9798 or Email malcolm.
mcmillan@paradise.net.nz   MEM.

DODGE 28 STANDARD  6 3 window coupe parts 
particularly rear and front mudguards, cowl 
lamps and moulding. Phone John or Lynn 09 267 
9256 or email lynnandjohn@xtra.co.nz

PROGRAMMES 1924  22 March Muriwai beach 
racing run by AA Auckland. Plus NZIGP National 
meeting 1 March 1958 Ardmore for family history. 
Phone John 09 459 7022 Whangarei.

BRONZE BODY CARBURETTOR  1½". Have 1¼" 
complete as trade. Required for Riley Sand Racer. 
Garry Turner phone 03 578 6677 Email redwing@
actrix.co.nz

VETERAN RUN
Re-enactment of the 1906 Auckland Automobile 
Association Reliability Cup Run from Auckland to 
Taupo with overnight stops in Cambridge both 

ways and free day in Taupo 10-14 March. 
Contact Barry Birchall Phone 09 818 8755.

I AM COMPILING A DATABASE  of owners of 
1928 to 1934 Morris Minor owners in NZ so 
that we can share information, swap spares 
etc. If not already contacted please contact me 
Jack Blyth Phone 03 348 4871 or 021 166 1036. 
Email jackblyth@xtra.co.nz or 3 Sayers Crescent 
Christchurch 8004 

SWAP MEETS  
&  R A L L I E S

Cars 
(All cars unrestored)
1913 Rover Q1 Tourer
1916 Overland Truck
1916 Studebaker
1920 Ford Model T Tourer
1921 Ford Model T
1923 Dodge 4 door sedan
1925 Rover Roadster
1927 Coventry Standard
1927 Minerva Truck
1928 Rolls Body
1930 Willys Knight CF8815
1935 Reo Flying Cloud
1937 Morris 8 Series 1
1940 Electric Bread van
1951 Renault & spare engine
1964 Viva HA
1971 Ford Cortina

Shindler Auctions

Bikes 
(unrestored )
1920 Levis
1933 Kurogane Ammo Carrier
1935 Ariel Sq4 o/h cam
1946 AJS 350cc
1946 Ariel Sq4 Mk 1 1000cc
1947 Condor 880cc Flat Twin
1947 Le Velocette
1950 Jawa CZ
1955 Sunbeam S7
1956 Le Velocette
1960 Yamaha Land Scout 
1967 BSA Gold tank
1970 Yamaha Land Scout
1972 Jawa CZ
1975 Suzuki T350
3 x Villiers bikes

AUCTIONEERS NOTE
Vehicles and plant sold at no reserve. Catalogue available 
from the Auctioneers: shindler@xtra.co.nz
Tel Wayne Shindler 04 528 7658

www.shindlerauctions.co.nz

Collectables
Horse drawn buggy, motorised 

wharf tow, 2 x 1930 upright 
mangles, 14 x 1920s-30s 

washing machines. GMC tractor 
motor, Lincoln Welder (mobile), 

Wisconsin motors, 
sel spare motors.

Vintage & Veteran Cars, Rare Bikes and Collectables
On behalf SOUTHWARD MUSEUM TRUST
On site Otaihanga Road, Paraparaumu, NZ
10.30am Saturday 1 April 2006 
View Friday 31 March 10am–3pm Saturday from 8.30am
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1917 
Parliamentary Tour 

of the North
re-enactment

Auckland (Devonport) to Kaitaia following the original 
route where possible

Approximate dates 

26 January - 4 February 2007
Registration of Interest 
(without commitment) to Organisers, 
Horseless Carriage Club of New Zealand Inc. 
C/ PO Box 1383, Auckland New Zealand

Email: shares @xtra.co.nz  www.horseless.org.nz

REGISTRATION OF INTEREST

Horowhenua Branch of VCC NZ inc.

SWAPMEET & COLLECTABLES DAY
LEVIN A.P.& I. Showgrounds.     SATURDAY 25 MARCH 2006
Primarily attracting Vintage car buffs the Levin swapmeet also attracts Hotrod, Classic, 4 wheel 

drive, Motorcycle & general collectables & parts.  Something for everyone!

Admission  $5  per adult Sellers  $ 8  per site.

Opens 8 am Sat 25 March 06.  (optional sellers set up Fri 24th)

Enquiries:  Peter Hull  06 367 9898  phull@clear.net.nz  

Your invitation to Eastern Bay of Plenty’s

EAST COAST RALLY
Saturday 1 April, 2006
Starting from Watchorn’s Museum, State Highway 30. Awakeri. First car away 9.30 am.
The Miss Ainsworth Trophy will also be competed for by eligible branches.

Enquiries to 
Rally Secretary, Dale Watchorn – phone 07 322 8186, email d.wachorn@xtra.co.nz
Rally Director, Walter McFarland - phone 07 308 7928, email wamcfarland@xtra.co.nz
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CAR SHOW SUNDAY (car and driver free)
In by 11.00am not out before 3.00pm. 
Cars admitted to show at gate keepers discretion

PUBLIC ADMISSION $8 PER DAY
Sites $35, 1 or 2 days includes site and driver

Gates Open 7am Saturday, 8am Sunday

29TH PUKEKOHE SWAP MEET 

Organised by the Auckland Branch of the Chevrolet Enthusiasts Club of N.Z. (Inc.) 

Prizes for Vintage • Veteran • Post War • Modified • Modern (Non-Jap) 
• People’s Choice • Most Original • Best Japanese & Best Motorcycle

A & P Showgrounds, Pukekohe

SATURDAY 25 & SUNDAY 26 FEBRUARY 2006

NO DOGS ALLOWED ON A & P GROUNDS
TRADE SPACES ONLY MAY BE PRE-BOOKED!

For more information phone Bill 021 902 602

• Industrial Hard Chrome   • Industrial Chemical Cleaning • Zinc Plating   
• Gold Plating   • Tin Plating  • Copper/Nickel/ Brass/Chrome   

• Anodising or Chrome Plating onto aluminium• Metal Polishing on 
steel, stainless steel, aluminium copper and brass • Wood Stripper

PH/FAX 03 218-3228 0800 TO-CHROME (0800 86-2476)

269 Bond St
PO Box 481
Invercargill
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E. Parrott & Son Ltd
automotive instrument specialists

Specialist gauge repairers since 1946
Over 75 years of combined instrument repair experience.

SPEEDOS       TACHOS        GAUGES       CLOCKS      CABLES
Vintage & Post Vintage Restoration Work Undertaken

Email: parrotts@ihug.co.nz  360 St Asaph St, Christchurch, NZ.  Phone Fax 03 366 9554

PENRITE 
LUBRICANTS
full range in stock

OLD AUTO RUBBER
products for the car restorer

VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
phone or fax 03 359 8592

Gary and Ruth Arps • PO Box 5369 Papanui, christchurch

Listings for over 800 models

FREE  If you are into any restoration of any type  
Cars – Bikes – Boat – Aircraft – Trucks – 
Farm Machinery – Industrial Airconditioning 
– Refrigeration – Boiler or most anything.  

You must order one of our NEW CATALOGUES NOW.

Marketed by PPC NZ Ltd
Phone 0800 42 82 82

NAVITE air equip
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VINTAGE
TE PUKE 

A UTO BARN
Where older cars are seen and loved.

The fascinating history of motoring that you 
can appreciate up close.

Phone 07 573 6547
Te Puke - Rotorua Highway (next to Kiwifruit Country)

RD9, Te Puke, New Zealand
visit our website

www.vintagecars.nzhere.com

You can reach your customers quickly and cheaply by 
advertising in the Beaded Wheels Trade directory. 
From only $55 per issue your full colour advert will be 
seen by over 8,000 readers and motoring enthusiasts 
every issue. 

To find out more contact 
Rosalie Brown at Beaded Wheels, 
phone 03 332 3531 or email beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz

Deadline for April issue 10 March

affordable effective 
advertising
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Ashburton Roger Hart
Ashburton Branch celebrated the coming 

of the New Year with a run on that day. 
Around fifty cars and their occupants enjoyed a 
relaxed drive and then gather in the Ashburton 
Domain for dinner and camaraderie. 

The Branch’s end of January Annual Rally 
draws the largest number of entries, those for 
the spring and other rallies and runs have 
become very popular. The organisers of these 
and similar runs like Jim’s Jaunt and Percival’s 
Perambulations now need to anticipate and 
provide for up to 40-50 vehicles turning up. 
This suggests the rally organisers have come 
up with just the right mix of motoring, fun, 
navigational challenges and opportunities to 
socialise. And not to just confine these oppor-
tunities within the Branch, as was shown with 
seven cars from the Zephyr Club joining and 
enjoying the Spring Rally.

Likewise the full musters for the Club nights 
which recently included a bus trip to Auto 
Restorations in Christchurch, where both the 
work in progress and vehicles present were 
really rather astounding. Another visited our 
local Aviation Museum which houses a neat 
collection of aircraft from throughout the years, 
including a Hawker Harrier. This recent acqui-
sition saw active service during the war in the 
Falklands. 

Meanwhile Chris and Ruth Sheppard have 
all in place for the 13th Annual Model T 
Rally. This will see around fifty Ts enjoying 
Mid-Canterbury hospitality and scenery, while 
no doubt appreciating the straight, flat roads 
before heading off to the Vero in Invercargill.

A warm welcome to new members - Russell 
and Sharon Bartley (restoring a 1938 Vauxhall 
10) and Paul Dyas, and congratulations to the 
recipients of long membership badges - Diane 
and Rob Ross (35 years) and Alby Irvine (25 
years.)

Auckland John Stokes
Motorcycles: Our twenty-fifth annual motor-

cycle rally attracted sixty starters. The run was 
held in South Auckland. King Country’s Ian 
and Norma Dougherty won overall on their 
1968 BMW R60/2. All praise to Glen Bright 
the youngest rider on a 1913 Douglas. John 
Cooke has finished his 1953 ES2 Norton after 
nearly forty years and got a bronze restoration 
award for it at our Gymnic. New motorcyclists 
are Iain and Diane Hyde with a 1960 BSA C15 
and a ‘62 AJS 31 CSR. At our Gymnic Brian 
Carkeek took a gold restoration award with 
his 1929 Panther Redwing and Eric Welch got 
a silver award with his 1951 Triumph Speed 
Twin. Brian Teutenberg took a silver restora-
tion award with his 1946 Royal Enfield G350. 
Ian Thompson has proposed a training course 
to teach people to ride Veteran and Vintage 

motorcycles. A very worthy idea given the 
trend to PWV machines in our country.

Veteran: Shayle and Sally Sloman have 
joined with a 1915 Model T roadster.

Commercial: Peter Crowther has bought 
a Morris Minor pickup. Dick Langridges’ 
latest project is a 1937 Rolls Royce 25/30 
delivery van ex the Christian Dior fashion 
house in Paris. The van has other rag 
trade history in both USA and Britain.
Vintage: Derek Dixon has finished his 1925 
DucksBack Alvis 12/50 and it looks really good. 
Rodger and Vall Ball have completed the re 
restoration of the 1930 Model A Ford phaeton 
in time for the Diamond Jubilee Rally. Bryan 
Ashford has purchased Ken Williams 1928 
Essex Coupe. Barry Julian has joined with two 
1931 Chevrolets, a sedan and a pickup. Tony 
Dewhurst got a gold restoration award award for 
the 1926 Chrysler Six. Norm Dewhurst’s 1925 
Essex Six is back on the road after ten years.

Post Vintage: New Post Vintage members 
are, Bill Freeman and Morag Thomson with 
a 1939 Dodge sedan and Derek and Jen Gates 
who own a 1936 Chevrolet Sports Roadster. We 
farewell Peter Stanaway with his ‘39 Plymouth 
as he has moved to Rotorua. Don Johnson took 
a silver restoration award for his 1939 Ford V8 
coupe.

PWV P60V: New members in these catego-
ries are Warren de France with a 1951 Ferrari 
212E coupe and Joe Single and Kathryn Topp 
with a 1970 Holden HT wagon. The Hydes 
mentioned in the motorcycle section have a 
1968 Mercedes 230S wagon Colin Leaming has 
brought a 1962 Wolseley 16/60. Rod and Bobbie 
Rugg took gold for the restoration of their 1961 
MkII Ford Zodiac.

Banks Peninsula W. Crapo
It is with great sadness that I must begin with 

the sad news of the passing of branch stalwart 
and true vintage motorist Edgar Ridgen. It 
would be a rare occasion for a branch event to 
not have an entry from Edgar and Helen in the 
3 litre Bentley, or sometimes the E-type Jaguar 
or Rover. Our condolences go to Helen and 
family.

To avoid the December “silly season” our 
Peninsula rally - a full day jaunt on the back 

Motorcycle & Car a
Wire Wheel Repairs & Restorations a

We Specialise In

• Custom Made Spokes • Speedway Wheels 
Rim and Frame Lining • Wheel Building & 

Truing • Complete Wheel Restoration

Vintage – Classic – Modern

Craig & Debbie Hambling
Phone 06 324 8345

Mobile 025 231 7864

410 Green Road, RD 6, Palmerston North Day or Night

HamcoHamco
INDUSTRIESINDUSTRIES

Opposite page: Photos from the Auckland Gymnic 
supplied by John Stokes. 
1: Don Johnson earned a silver restoration award for 
this 1939 Ford V8 coupe.
2 & 3: Dereck Dixon 1925 Alvis 12/50.
4: Peter Cooper brought a couple of Scott motorcycles 
along for the day..
5: The Rugg Zodiac.
6 Eric Welch took out a sliver award for his 1951 
Triumph Speed Twin.
7: Bel Air.
8: The 1914 Scott from the Cooper stable.
9 & 10. the Carkeeks gold winning 1929 Panther 
Redwing complete with tool kit.
11: Bryan Ashford’s 1928 Essex.

For all of your requirements 
contact us!

Ph/fax 03 755 6085 
Email 

deb.ian.cameron@xtra.co.nz
PO Box 76

Blue Spur Road, Hokitika. 
Mastercard and Visa 

Accepted

Model A & T 
Parts
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idletorque

roads of Banks Peninsula, was moved to 
early November. This was new committee 
member John McDonagh’s first effort in 
organising an event and judging by the 
comments at the end of the day this won’t 
be his last. The lunch stop at the Okains 
Bay museum was a surprise to many who 
were unaware of the size and quality of the 
collection on show. And the final stop of 
the day (apart of course from the Hilltop 
pub on the drive home) at the quaint 
Chorlton Hall was a very pleasant way to 
end a fine day’s vintage motoring. 

The change to a November date also 
saw a much better entry for the annual 
veteran rally. Fourteen cars were at the 
traditional starting point of Deans Bush 
for a gentle trundle to the Tai Tapu 
Domain, via Gatehouse Wines for a liquid 
lunch. Overall winner was Allan Meredith 
driving organiser Gavin Bain’s Calthorpe.

For a complete change of pace, the 
Branch in conjunction with fellow motoring 
organisations RATEC and Country Gents 
held a very successful sprint on a disused 
part of SH1 at Hawkswood, just north of 
Cheviot. With an entry list going from such 
mundane transport as the Morris Minor of 
Avon Hyde through to such exotica as the 
Ferrari Daytona of Bert Govan, there was 
plenty to hold the interest of spectator and 
competitor alike. At the end of the day the 
winner was fittingly our own Jeremy Stace 
driving his E-Type Jaguar to a close victory 
over a Porsche 911SC. We can only hope 
that this becomes an annual event.

 Boxing day saw what is the most histor-
ically important event the Branch, and 
indeed the VCC as a whole, has been 
involved with. On 26 December 1905 the 
Automobile Association held “The Great 
Automobile Gymkhana”. Recognised as 
the first organised motor-race in New 
Zealand, 100 years on it was a privilege 
for the Banks Peninsula and Canterbury 
Branches to be involved in running the 
centenary re-enactment of the day. The 
day was open to all Veteran cars, but the 
highlight was the two lap race for pre-
1906 cars. Just as in 1905 there was plenty 
of dust, and the sound of several single 
cylinder (and one steam) engines racing 
hard. A fantastic day which is covered on 
page 33 of this issue.

 We have also seen some interesting 
arrivals in branch garages lately. Peter 
Croft has added a very original 1903 twin 
cylinder De Dion to his fleet. Not content 
with this he has also purchased the Killeen 
Special from Australia. Built in the UK in 
the very early 1950’s this is a very special 
car which we look forward to seeing on the 
track soon. Of course all of this much out 
of character reckless spending has meant 

that there is not now the great Croft garage 
sale. The extensively motored Veteran 
Wolseley and spare 12/50 Alvis project 
are now on the market, and we desper-
ately hope that someone from outside the 
branch buys his Bond and saves us the 
shame of having a souped up Tupperware 
container on a branch event. 

Heading just north of the city, Clynt 
Inns has found room in the motor house 
for the ex Grant Taylor ex Southward ex 
Dr Wycherley Vauxhall 30/98 - the only 
30/98 sold new in New Zealand.

As we head into the New Year, 
attention turns to the Southern Festival of 
Speed events throughout the South Island 
which will see many members involved as 
entrants or organisers.

Bay of Plenty 
Jim Webb

 Jack Hoven in his 1918 Studebaker 
led us to Hamarana reserve for morning 
tea on October 19. There were 18 cars but 
all were of the 50s, 60s and 70s except 
for stalwart Jack in his Veteran. Not one 
Vintage or PV. Shame on us - - - the busy 
roads have turned us to softer riding and 
comfort travelling. Our convoy moved to 
Ken Thomasen’s museum where there is 
much memorabilia displayed. Thanks to 
Ken for his time and effort. On to the 
Rotorua Club rooms where we enjoyed the 
warm reception of veteran member Myrtle 
Fleet, who has given her time and effort to 
fellow members and the Club rooms for 30 
years. After lunch, on to the Mamaku Blue 
Winery, café and museum for several hours 
of discussion and some wine tasting. 

October 30 was our Branch’s Yearly 
rally competing for Lady Driver’s Trophy 
organised by John Hepburn and Helen. 
Sixteen cars lined up but only eight ladies 
took the helm. There are many classic car 
owners who prefer it this way! Some ladies 
do and some ladies don’t! Straight-line 
navigation along State Highway 2 and on to 
Omokoroa near the golf course. Twenty-six 
questions were asked in the two-hour drive 
and some topped the scale by answering 
absolutely everything correctly. This was 
the first rally for new entrants Jim and 
Robin Reader. A good rally but once again 
older Vintages are few and far between. A 
sign of the times. Thanks John. 

 For November’s mid-week run we all 
met for morning tea, under the bridge 
of some notoriety, before setting out for 
Trevor Gordon’s restoration premises at 
Katikati. The men-folk gazed with awe at 
the display. To mention just eight cars: a 
1935 Super-charged Auburn Phaeton, a 
1930 Studebaker Sedan, a 1964 Zephyr 
Zodiac Sedan, a 1948 Buick Roadmaster 
Convertible, a 1937 Plymouth Coupe, a 

1954 V8 Chrysler Convertible, a 1935 De 
Soto Coupe and finally a 1934 Twin Spare 
Plymouth Coupe. They are all at various 
stages and many of us came away drooling! 
Next we went to Clive and Maureen 
Gardner’s home and garden surrounding 
to lunch in brilliant sunshine. Thanks to 
them both and to Jack Hoven for organ-
izing this day. 

On November 26 the Kid and Grandad 
run to Ohope Beach had the makings of 
a very happy event. Fourteen cars set off 
but from the outset inclement weather 
marred the day. Some special events had 
to be curtailed but reports from hardy 
rallyists say that their overnight stay was 
very exciting, to say the least. Thanks go 
to Martin Carey and a raspberry to the 
weatherman!

The Christmas Party at Ray Singleton’s 
Auto Barn saw upwards of one hundred 
and forty happy members in festive mood 
singing along to Deirdre and John’s music. 
After a hearty meal there was much 
discussion on Ray’s big Te Puke complex 
advertised for sale in Beaded Wheels. We 
thank Ray Singleton and his son Paul for 
their immense efforts for this occasion 
and others in past years too. With one 
hundred and twenty old cars on display 
this is a wonderful venue, Happy Summer 
Motoring.

Canterbury 
Tony Becker

December Noggin ‘n Natter at the 
branch was a jolly affair for members and 
visitors. Santa, driven into the clubrooms 
by Ken Lowden, circuited the big central 
Christmas tree a couple of times to hoots 
and hollers, followed by plates of Christmas 
cake, courtesy of Branch Committee. 
The previous (November) Noggin & 
Natter employed a novel approach to the 
monthly display organised by Neil Cooper, 
utilising an aircraft theme. Displayed was 
a Messerschmitt, a Triumph Spitfire, a 
pair of Mustangs, an Armstrong Siddeley 
Hurricane and a Saab! All were makes 
or models of members’ cars. This was in 
recognition of the 60th Anniversary of 
the end of WWII. Also in November, the 
popular Homestead Rally brought out a 
good muster to visit two historic North 
Canterbury Stations; “Glens of Tekoa” and 
“Montrose”. Though hampered by spring 
rain much of the day, the 100 carloads of 
250 members and families enjoyed two of 
the most historic homesteads we have yet 
been privileged to visit. Ray and Glenys 
Miller, who have connections with the 
Hurunui district, organised the event, 
including the ‘de luxe’ Montrose woolshed 
for our picnic lunch that happened to 
coincide with the heaviest downpour of 
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the day! How well organised was that?! 
They did a top job arranging a superb day 
out, though sometimes in testing conditions 
beyond their control.

The Parts Shed Boys should be pleased 
with their recent efforts that have resulted 
in extended secure cover for many of our 
formerly exposed and precious mechanical 
parts. These are now in the process of being 
moved securely indoors. 

A lesser known ‘Parts Shed’ visited 
recently by the Commercial Section was the 
Ferrymead Workshops, where busy enthusi-
asts gather together the bits and pieces 
to re-create trams, buses and other forms 
of mechanised transport from yesteryear. 
Brian Fairbrass organised this entertaining 
evening at this vast and highly absorbing 
complex, rounded off with a nice supper. 

The Veteran Rally, another of 
November’s annual happenings, drove a 
scenic by-road route to Lincoln College on 
a hot and gusty Show-week day. An inter-
esting look around a grain and flower farm 
preceded the picnic lunch stop in the shade 
at Lincoln University campus. This was 
a welcome break from the blood pressure 
raised by rally questions and calculations! 
Most entrants enjoyed an evening meal 
together where overall winners Neville and 
Chris Digby learned of their success.

The ‘night trial’ Christmas dance crowd 
left South Brighton domain after meeting 
for the traditional take-away picnic tea, 
then driving to Cutler Park via the Lincoln/
Rolleston area on a pleasant evening. A 
Christmas lamp was to be assembled on the 
way but several of the 35-40 entrant vehicles 
were seen in the car park with trialists 
feverishly endeavouring to complete the 
puzzle. A great band and supper rounded off 
a happy night! Final duty for Santa was the 
Children’s Christmas Picnic where the usual 
large crowd stretched their limbs at the 
marvellous branch asset that is Cutler Park! 
Many happy faces went home somewhat 
pinker than they arrived on that memorable 
hot sunny day. 

The 9-90s rounded off 2005 with over 50 
members joining together at The Garden 
Restaurant in Shirley, for Christmas Lunch. 
Our leader John Kuipers had little trouble 
selling the popular raffle of a lovely teddy 
bear made by partner Colleen, as well as 
other nice donated prizes.

Eastern Bay Of Plenty Sue Moore
Labour Weekend saw the Eastern Bay 

Branch hold another successful Commercial 
Rally with over 80 vehicles entered from 
many parts of the North Island. The 
weather on the Friday was atrocious but 
fortunately cleared for the Saturday run to 
Te Puke and stayed fine for the “Open to 

Public” day on Sunday which, 
as a result, was well supported.

For the November run 10 
vintage and two modern cars 
journeyed to Tauranga to visit 
the Classic Flying Museum. 
The planes were well presented 
and documented and the two 
children present were delighted 
to find one plane had a ladder 
up to the cockpit for close 
inspection. With a good library 
also on hand this was a most 
interesting and informative 
place to visit.

Several of our members have 
been attending other branch rallies and 
Walter and Alison McFarland ventured 
down to Waipukarau to the Veteran and 
Homestead rallies. Congratulations to Phil 
Leaming who recently received his 25 year 
badge, apparently Lorolei Pollard is about 
due for hers too! It’s great to see people 
actively supporting the club for so long.

Nearly 40 members turned up for the 
Chairman’s Rally Breakfast in December 
to mark the end of another enjoyable and 
successful year for the branch. After a hearty 
meal there were a couple of Gymkhana 
events to complete before a short local run 
terminating at member John Goodman’s 
home to face another Gymkhana event! 
Then more food and an eagerly anticipated 
90th birthday surprise turned out to be 
for a grand old lady in the form of a 1915 
Studebaker! 

We wish everyone good and safe 
motoring in 2006!

Far North Dave Duirs
A very good turn out for the club 

rooms working bee saw the whole building 
scrubbed, plumbing repaired and prelimi-
nary work started for the new water supply 
which will be needed for the extensions, 
and all the catering gear checked over 
in readiness for the Whangarei branch’s 
annual Far North Tour. For this we had an 
excellent turn out which was a good experi-
ence for some of the new members to be 
involved in cooking several sheep and pigs 
to feed our southern guests who brought 
up some interesting old vehicles. Our club 
rooms and parts shed were open the next 
day and some “treasures” were acquired by 
lucky folk.

The annual Dunny Run, organised by 
the Whangarei club started as usual in 
Kawakawa with 15 vehicles which wended 
their way over some dusty roads around 
Paihia to the chocolate factory near 
Kerikeri where some palates were tempted. 
Our final destination was the DOC reserve 
of Aroha Island on the Kerikeri inlet...what 
a beautiful, peaceful spot which nurtures 

wild life and has been very successful in 
building up kiwi numbers. After a few curly 
questions to sort out the winners, the dunny 
seat trophy was presented to the Far North 
team with the Harris’ being best individual 
participants– many thanks Whangarei for a 
good day’s motoring.

The Ramble Roundabout took cars over 
some rugged roads out East to Paradise 
Bay for some spectacular views on an as 
yet, unspoiled piece of coast line. The day 
concluded at the clubrooms for a pot luck 
Christmas dinner feast with frolicking with 
Santa to conclude a great year.

The noggin ’n natter, ably organised by 
Lyn and Win Matthews had us “practicing” 
straight line navigation. It was a hoot and 
hopefully some useful tips were learned for 
the next time we do the real thing!

A small team of members are busily 
preparing vehicles for the big safari all the 
way down to Invercargill for the Vero rally 
which should be a memorable experience. 
We look forward to hearing their yarns! 

Gisborne Rodney Clague
Our October run, held on the first 

Sunday in November was ably organised by 
Tony Bartlett. We toured the city environs 
checking out the variety of shapes and sizes 
of letterboxes, ranging from a plastic bucket 
nailed to a post to an ornate one with eight 
or nine columns surrounding it. The run 
ended at Riverside Road where Tony was 
instructing some children on the art of 
abseiling over a nearby bridge. Terry Wood 
took up the challenge and completed the 
task, something he had always wanted to 
have a go at. Meanwhile Tony’s mother Vi, 
in her mid-80s, took up the offer of a ride 
on a horse, something she had not done 
since attending school as a six year old. The 
smile on her face was a picture to behold.

The last weekend in November was 
the Russell Wilcox Memorial Trophy Run, 
organised by Janet Squires. The heavens 
opened as 17 hardy souls in nine vehicles 
travelled out the Back Ormond Road 
through Ormond, Te Karaka and on to 

Some of the team preparing for the Far North Tour dinner
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Whatatutu. There was plenty of evidence 
of the flooding which occurred at Labour 
Weekend closing all highways north and 
south of Gisborne. The rain got heavier 
as we motored back to town. Twenty-four 
hours later we were cut off from the rest of 
the country again, the second time in six 
weeks. Finally we reached the clubrooms 
where we enjoyed a barbecue tea cooked on 
electric frypans. 

This was also an occasion to farewell 
David Clark who has lived in Gisborne 
for the past thirty years and has decided 
to move to Kihikihi. David has taken his 
three burgundy and black Model A Ford 
Town Sedans with him - they are fully 
certified for use as wedding vehicles so no 
doubt he will be seeking to utilise them in 
the Waikato area. He also takes a Model A 
Closed Cab Pickup he has been working on 
and a Riley 4/72. We wish him well in his 
new home.

By publication date our crews at Vero 
Rally Phillip Cook 1947 Mercury with 
Graeme and Nola Revell crewing, Allan and 
Rosalie Douglas Morris 1000, Tony and Dot 
Notting Austin A35 Van, and Alan Destry 
modern, will be returning home with many 
memories and maybe some gongs to tell us 
about at our next club night.

Gore  Raewyn Dodds
Gore Branch is well into the Christmas 

swing as I write this report. By the time 
you read it we will all be wondering what 
happened to Christmas and the last year! 
We hope your new year is already reaping 
great things (Vintage).

The end of November and December 
were very busy for our branch members. 
We went on a meander to the Vero Hill 
climb site at the end of November. What 
a stunning view, hopefully those who 
attended the Vero Hill climb will have 
also enjoyed the vista of Central Southland 
from high in the Hokonui. Our outing only 
had a few cars to watch, it will have been a 
different contest on January 20 with over 40 
cars expected to enter.

In December we had two runs - the first 
was our Diggers Run for RSA members. 
This took them out and about in Northern 
Southland, coming back to our Clubrooms 
for afternoon tea and a natter. The next 
run was the following weekend. On this 
one we travelled through the back roads of 
Waimumu and Ota Creek to our destina-
tion just outside Edendale. There we saw a 
fascinating, dustless display of John Deere 
tractors (real and model) and many, many 
model trucks. A picnic afternoon tea was 
enjoyed in our host’s garden. Those who are 
attending Vero went home to polish their 
vehicles in readiness for the great influx in 
January. 

The excitement has been building all 
year and now it is finally here - we can live 
and breath Vintage cars with so many other 
like-minded people - it will feel like the 
only people that exist are VCC people.

Some of our more ‘showy’ cars have also 
been wandering around Otago/Southland 
topless! 

All reports are saying this was a great 
weekend - good weather, good food, good 
bed and good company always make for 
good motoring.

We look forward to meeting new and 
old acquaintances at the Vero International 
Rally and are sure that everyone who 
attends from New Zealand or further afield 
will go away with lots of good memories of 
Southland.

For those who were unable to attend I 
am sure you will meet some of our members 
at some gathering in the not too distant 
future. Have a Happy New Year. 

Horowhenua Peter Nightingale
Our branch is now entering another 

exciting phase of our history.
We have had our present clubrooms on 

the market for some time, as the location 
next to SHI with ever increasing traffic has 
created a problem with noise and speed. 
The rooms have been great but time to 
move on.

We have been offered a site in Levin 
at the Horowhenua AP&I Showgrounds 
where the Horowhenua Events Centre is 
located and where we run our swap meet. 
We have accepted an unconditional offer on 
our existing site and could well be building 
after February 2006.

Restorations: Sandra Lawn is making 
progress with the body now back for the 
12/4 Austin Clifton, Ivan Horn’s 1926 pick 
up looks great and is moving fast, Peter 
Nightingale’s 1916 Maxwell is booked in 
for woodwork in March as most of the 
mechanicals are completed. His 1921 TT 
Truck has a new motor and is going well 
and the Model T 1913 Tourabout was sold 
to Alan and Jackie Bone from Akaroa. 
Mark Morgan says he will have his 1924 
Chevrolet truck on the road early next year 
once the tyres ordered arrive.

Sadly I report the death of Dave Cooper, 
a member for many years whose main 
interest was motorbikes. Dave’s wife Yvonne 
was secretary of the branch for a number 
of years.

An interesting club night speaker 
recently was a retired sea captain who spoke 
of experiences and navigation at sea. A great 
evening. At our final club night for 2005, 
members admired each other’s cars outside 
the clubrooms before enjoying supper.

Our annual rally the Tararua Trundle 
saw 44 cars and one motorbike and side 

car sharing a good day out although some 
thought it a little long. The overall winner 
was Rob and Pat Knight.

The Levin Christmas Parade was 
supported by 12 of our cars and trucks, the 
2.4 km drive took us around Levin and back 
to the showgrounds.

During January the Levin AP&I Show 
will celebrate their centenary as will the 
Borough during March. Horowhenua 
members will be well represented on both 
occasions.

Manawatu Robyn Corpe
Wheels with Attitude - February 6, 2006 

at Dannevirke. This popular annual event 
is to be held in Dannevirke. Club member 
Ken Mills is an organiser.

The 10th Veteran Rally was held on 15 
October and Pat Henaghan who was “Tail 
end Charlie” gave a great report of this very 
successful run in the Tourer. Past members 
Bruce and Trish Jefferies, now living in 
Taupo, came in their recently purchased 
immaculate 1912 Motel T. 

November 6 was - Invercargill here 
we come! Members went through to join 
with Wanganui for a shake down run. 250 
miles were covered, great scenery up the 
Wanganui river, on to Raetihi and back 
home via Ohakune with no casualties. 

November meeting - Kelvin from On 
Road NZ spoke on vehicle testing.

December meeting - John Callesen 
invited members to his new shed, the 
“Motor House.” On display were six Rolls 
Royce cars and a 1915 Cadillac Coupe. 
These beautiful cars are waiting for their 
American and English owners to arrive for 
the Vero Rally.

The Christmas Party was held again in 
the Clubrooms with a barbecue. The usual 
fun, laughter and too much good food.

Several vehicles attended the Palmerston 
North and Fielding Christmas Parades.

We now look forward to another of Len 
Haycock’s New Years Day runs.

Early 2006 will see members heading 
for Invercargill and the Austin members 
dashing off for the Centennial Run. Lets 
hope that the burning of the midnight oil 
is soon over and that all the problems are 
solved.

Happiness is…getting finished in time 
for Invercargill.

Marlborough John White
A recent chat with Garry Turner 

revealed he is making progress with the 
reconstruction of his new project, namely a 
Riley Redwing Sand Racer replica utilising 
many original and period components of 
the basic model. This despite many setbacks 
due to his ongoing illness which is a 
credit to him. The racer is based on 1925 
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model which Garry says did 104 mph on 
sand at Southport Beach in UK in 1926.
I was invited to his home to view and photo-
graph the vehicle in its present form, chassis 
on wheels with most of the wooden body 
parts made up by Garry. The woodwork 
is presently at the painters and essential 
engine components are at the engine 
reconditioners. Shortly the chassis will be 
transported to Christchurch to have its 
body built to the original design. No doubt 
this car will be finished to Garry’s usual 
high standard and will motor accordingly.

Sadly our secretary George Elliott passed 
away on 30 September following a long 
illness. On Sunday 18 December a large 
gathering of members and George’s family 
were present at our clubrooms in Brayshaw 
Park to witness the planting of a Kahikatea 
tree dedicated to his memory by two of 
George’s daughters.

On the same day we also dedicated 
the completion of our parts shed rebuild 
with new concrete apron and car wash by 
unveiling a brass plaque in the name of 
Trevor May for his services to the branch 
over many years. Sadly Trevor could not 
attend as he had been ordered to proceed to 
Nelson Hospital on that day to prepare to 
have a Pacemaker installed. He will soon be 
ticking over again like his favoured T Ford.

Nelson  June Campbell
We are pleased to welcome the following 

new members to the Branch – Grant 
Marshall – 1936 Nash Sedan and Gordon 
and Penny Taylor – 1925 Morris Commercial 
Charabanc and the 1950 Bedford OB Duple 
Vista 29 seat coach which has appeared in 
the UK TV series “Heartbeat”.

We have experienced two losses in recent 
months. Duncan Rutherford who was a 50+ 
year member, died at Labour Weekend and 
Bev England, wife of Branch member and 
Past Chairman Ses England, passed away 
in late November. Our sympathy goes to 
Duncan and Bev’s families.

A local traffic officer attended our 
November club night and members took the 
opportunity to ask questions and discuss 
relevant traffic issues. A group from our 
Branch travelled to Marlborough to take 
part in their “Awatere Traverse Adventure 

Rally”. Wonderful scenery enjoyed from 
very high up I hear.

This year’s Christmas family barbecue 
was held at the Wai-ti Domain, forty-seven 
vehicles along with owners, families and 
grandchildren made quite an impressive 
line-up competing for shade under the 
trees, thanks to Des and Beryl Plummer 
and Murray Schwass for keeping the kids 
entertained. It was also nice to meet the 
Wogans (Banks Peninsula Branch) who 
have recently moved up to Nelson and 
joined in with us for the day.

Thoughts are now turning to the Vero 
Rally to Invercargill. By the time this issue 
is distributed, some will be home and some 
will still be on the road. Needless to say, 
there will be many tales to be told but 
going by past Rallies, the memories stay, the 
photos tell the stories and the videos can be 
watched on many a rainy wintry day. 

Otago  Arthur Bennett
Intending buyers of goodies from our 

spares section will notice a big difference in 
our layout. Parts are a lot easier to find and 
many parts are identified, thanks to Olly 
Latham, George Martin, Bill Partel, Arthur 
Bennett and others.

The spares are open every Wednesday 
morning 9.00am – 12.00 noon. Customers, 
browsers and helpers are all welcome.

Will donors of parts leaving them outside 
door please tag item with identification or 
let a parts team member know what it is. 

Our Austin members including flying ‘A’ 
are at present participating in the ‘Austin 
Centennial Tour” of N.Z. Some are doing 
sectional participation – Bluff – Dunedin 
etc, some are doing Bluff – Picton. Only 
Arthur and Maureen Bennett, 1938 Austin 
Cambridge, and Stewart and Kaye Vince, 
1932 Austin Lichfield, are doing the whole 
tour Bluff - Cape Reinga. Club member 
Jim Ellison is moving along smoothly with 
his restoration from his boxes of bits to a 
1929 Pontiac (chief of the sixes) 4-door 
sedan. Colin Pearce has also been busy 
getting a 1911 Sunbeam Roadster ready to 
lend to a friend from the U.K. from use in 
the Vero Rally 2006. Julian Smith now has 
his 4-seater Austin Chummy on the road. 
Dave Ross also is appearing around town in 
his Rolls Royce restoration. So with these 
restorations on the road and several other 
unwilling to be disclosed vehicles in the 
offing our restoration of year run for 2006 
looks like the punters will have plenty to 
‘ooh and aah’ over.

The Taieri Tour attracted a good turnout 
and it was nice for Bruce and Lynn Winter 
to get the major prize. They were driving 
the late Jim McIntosh’s (Lynne’s father, who 
featured in the last copy of Beaded Wheels) 
1924 Chevrolet 4 Tourer and just to keep it 

in the family, Jenny, Jim’s wife made it into 
2nd place in her 1935 Chevrolet Coupe.

Southland Paul Rodmell
With the coming of better weather quite 

a few rallies have been held.
A rather cool blustery wind was blowing 

when 38 people in 15 cars met at the 
racecourse gates on Wednesday 2 November 
for the midweek run. This headed out 
through Wrey’s Bush to Nightcaps, then 
through Ohai to Birchwood Station for 
lunch. While somewhere along the way two 
cars seemed to get lost, they were spotted 
sitting on the side of the road having their 
lunch just before the turn-off into the 
station. It was lovely sitting in the sun 
at Birchwood Station or in the shade for 
lunch.

On 5 November ten entrants left the 
Clubrooms at 1:30 in fine sunny weather 
for the Commercial Rally. Unfortunately 
Norma and Trevor Wilkey had to resort 
to their MkII Zephyr, as their Model A 
Roadster Ute had shed a fan blade during 
a pre-rally tune up. But fortunately the fan 
blade embedded itself in the rafters, and not 
in Trevor’s head!

The entrants wended their way east, 
ending up in the Dunsdale Picnic Area.

After three field tests and afternoon tea, 
the entrants made their way back to the 
Clubrooms for the presentation of trophies 
with the overall winner being Faye and 
Allan Martin

The Arrowtown Motorcycle rally was 
held on 19 and 20 November with good 
weather for the most part, but ending with 
heavy rain on the final stages of the return 
trip.

Thirty-six riders with some passen-
gers, including six from North Otago, left 
Lumsden for the first stop at Garston, for 
a thirst quencher and natter. There the 
welcoming Publican and helpers provided 
the trophies for their choice of bike. After 
this we were on the way again heading for 
Kingston and lunch. Back on the bike again 
with the next stop being the Frankton 
Hotel. Typical motorcyclists, unable to 
pass a pub! From Frankton the timed road 
section ran over back roads in the Lower 
Shotover area, ending at Arrowtown with a 
few questions to ponder over.

Field Tests were held at the Arrowtown 
Camp on Sunday morning including the 
North South rumble, which was narrowly 
won by the Northern riders. Certificates 
were given out after a splendid Barbeque 
lunch.

The Vintage/Post Vintage Rally was held 
on 26 November and is a separate article. 
After this rally the book “Half a Century 
of Vintage Motoring” of the history of the 
Southland Branch went on sale. This is a 
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very readable, pleasant but authoritative 
account of the club doings over the past 50 
years with plenty of illustrations. 

Probably Invercargill’s oldest car and one 
of the first ever in the Southland Branch 
has gone to Christchurch. The Russell 
family recently sold the 1903 De Dion 12 
hp to Peter Croft from Christchurch. It is 
understood that the Southland Museum, 
where the car has been on display for many 
years, wanted the space for other exhibits 
and the car was in the way. 

The De Dion started life as a five-seater 
car and is believed to have been the car that 
won a celebrated race to Dunedin. Notes in 
the Pam McLean book The Veteran Years 
of NZ Motoring give a full account of the 
incident and also show a photo of the car 
crossing a ford on its way to being the first 
car to Kelso. 

Later, probably about 1910 it was fitted 
with a locally made wagonette body and 
used for the city’s first taxi, before being 
abandoned in storage. 

When the Southland vintage car 
movement got under way, the car was fettled 
and repainted and took part in early runs as 
well as some outings to Dunedin Brighton 
in the 50s and early 60s. 

South Waikato John Lee
Visitors from Rotorua and Hamilton 

Clubs joined us in a Garage Run around 
our district organised by Neville Beale. 
First stop was Neville’s workshop where 
he stores his cars and runs a repair shop. 
Displayed were a 1929 Essex Coupe being 
rebuilt, a 1929 Ford Model A ute, 1930 
Model A sedan, 1923 Buick six cylinder 
roadster, 1929 Whippet, 1966 Daimler 2.5 
V8, 1946 Ford V8 fire engine, 1938-49 Ford 
Bonus pick up, 1937 02 International, 1947 
Ford LTD.

Neil and Judy Robinson had their multi 
winner 1969 Mustang, and Reg and Poko 
Blomfield’s Sunbeam Talbot convertible on 
show.

On to John Calvers where we saw a 1942 
Ford GPW Jeep, Willys motor, 1942 Chev 
Cargo GMC motor and gear box, army 
truck, 1952 Ferguson Tractor TEA 20, 1955 
David Brown 30 Trackmaster. 

We moved on to our local air field where 
we saw a 1947 Auster with a Gipsy Major 
motor series 1, 1943 Tiger Moth, with the 
same motor belonging to a club member 
Dave Gribble. Stu Hamilton gave us a talk 
on his Baby Bell Safari 160 helicopter. 
There were three on display. Garry Arnold 
talked on his microlite Bantam 22 while 
Bruce Simpson and Hank Meerkirk talked 
on their pulse jet. Like V1 and V2 bombs 
Hitler used in WWII over England! Our 
next call was to Ted Billett’s home where we 

saw a fantastic display of 1925-1944 Harley-
Davidsons, 1940 - 53 Triumphs, and various 
bicycles and a 1953 Norton Dominator all 
in beautiful condition. 

On to Pete Smits where we checked his 
1928 12/4 Austin rebuild which is going 
well.

We moved on to Dolphy Mathis’s 
Wolseley sanctuary. Anything to do with 
Wolseley is highlighted in his restoration 
work on his three cars, the 1928 Messenger, 
1947 18/85, and his 1952 6/80. 

Finally back to Neville’s for a cuppa and 
natter ending a very interesting afternoon.

Taranaki  Colin Johnston.
The Taranaki branch members wish 

everyone the best of Season’s greetings and 
happy motoring for 2006. With two big 
events happening this year our members 
will have plenty to look forward to over 
the coming months. First up will be the big 
Vero rally in Invercargill and approximately 
15 members that will be participating, have 
been working on the preparation of their 
vehicles and are looking forward to this 
big adventure. Secondly will be the club’s 
hosting of the AGM here in New Plymouth 
for the first time in our 40 year history. 
The organising committee are working very 
hard on this and we are lucky to be able 
to showcase our province to the rest of the 
vintage movement in New Zealand on the 
weekend of 11 and 12 August 2006.

Our members are also working to prepare 
our clubrooms with a new coat of paint and 
some alterations as we expect the visitors 
for this weekend will want to inspect our 
facility and spare parts shed. We will be 
ensuring that our branch will be putting on 
a memorable weekend for all visitors. 

It was good to see Steve Low’s Chev truck 
that has just had a ground up restoration at 
the Waitara Christmas parade as this was 
its first outing. It had people reminiscing 
of days gone by when little trucks like this 
were really popular in taking the milk to 
the factory and other interesting jobs. We 
look forward to seeing this vehicle on the 
roads around Taranaki.

Geoff Bondy from the New Plymouth 
District Council gave us an interesting 
talk on the progress of the restoration of 
the historical Bertrand Road Swing Bridge 
which is currently nearing completion. Our 
branch through a donation will have our 
name permanently etched on the plank of 
the bridge. Our branch will be able to use 
this bridge again as it was popular with 
rally organisers as it was on a beautiful 
scenic drive through rich north Taranaki 
farmlands crossing the Waitara river.

Some restorations that have taken place 
in 2005 have some real interesting vehicles 

on the road here in Taranaki. Ray Benton 
has just completed an 1910 Alldays and 
Onions and a 1929 Austin 7. Wally Hunt 
completed a 1913 Royal Ruby motorcycle.

Doug and Laurie Dawson have restored a 
1957 Austin Healey. Andrew Adlam has now 
completed a 1942 Ford V8 CMP truck. Ron 
and Marg Ingram restored a 1946 Austin 8. 
Bruce Simkin has now finished the restora-
tion on the 1929 Graham Paige straight 
8. Colin and Clare Trowbridge completed 
a 1956 Austin A35. Robert Guddopp is 
now enjoying driving the Morris 1000 with 
its new paint work and Des Cornwall is 
nearing completion of a total rebuild of his 
XK150 Jaguar.

Taupo Jack Hindess
At our November Club Night we enjoyed 

an entertaining and informative address 
by Bruce Grant who trades locally as The 
Merchant of Taupo. Bruce has spent much 
of his working life in the hospitality business 
and caters for all aspects of fine dining and 

wining. We sampled several of his wines 
which were accompanied by some excellent 
cheeses. An evening enjoyed by all.

Our monthly club run was visiting 
members’ gardens and ending with a game 
of boules. We visited four gardens, Val 
and Keith Moore’s in Acacia Bay, Janice 
Maxwell’s, followed by Beryl and Joe Ridley’s 
for lunch. In the afternoon we travelled to 
Julie and James Cowie’s where the ladies 
took in the garden while the men spent 
time in the garage. Petanque with a glass 
of wine at my place ended the day. Some 
budding players emerged with previously 
unknown skills displayed.

Christmas Dinner at the clubrooms was 
well attended and the entertainment was 
prepared and presented by members. Jokes 
throughout the evening, a quiz on motoring 
matters, a skit on the years events and 
rendition of the 12 days of Christmas with a 
vintage theme.

Lester Strawbridge has published articles 
on How to Read an Imperial Micrometer, 
and What Causes Cylinder Wear. These 

idletorque

Taupo Branch’s Val Moore giving it her best at 
boules.
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with a pot-luck tea. Everyone had to bring 
a present of not more than $3 – along the 
lines of what you would not like to receive. 
Some very funny things emerged from 
carefully wrapped gift paper, it is amazing 
what people can come up with! Thank 
you to Pat Dutton and all who assisted in 
making this an entertaining and fun day, 
even thought it did rain on our parade.

Several of our members are participating 
in the Vero rally, we wish them all the best 
for a safe journey, hopefully some will bring 
home awards.

Waitemata Keith Humphreys
The new year is upon us and Waitemata 

Branch members approach the year with 
fresh enthusiasm anticipating some great 
motoring and knowing there will be the 
inevitable maintenance and repairs when 
one uses their 60 or 70 year old cars in the 
fashion they were originally designed for, 
but in modern traffic conditions.

Our major Speed Event at the Chelsea 
Sugar Refinery Hill was once again a success 
despite the weather looking a bit threat-
ening and the road being a little slippery for 
the earlier runs.

Thirty-three cars/motorbikes lined up 
for the start, with two new Austin Seven 
Specials making their debut; Steve Sharp’s 
miniature Bugatti Type 35 look-alike 
driven by his father, Don, and the exquisite 
traditionally shaped Seven of Richard 
McWhanel.

Also making their debut on the hill 
were Roy Wombwell’s Wolseley Hornet 

Special, a good looking car, and the Morris  
Eight Sports of Mike Woods. Dick Green’s 
Triumph Super Nine driven by “works 
driver” Barry Howard was yet another 
debutante.

Steve Sharp driving with his usual verve 
in the Buckler was only pipped for FTD 
by the Peter Bruin Cooper 500 driven by 
Graeme Brayshaw, there being only .40 of a 
second in it.

Of note too was the 80 years young Les 
Harris throwing his buzzing Beezer Bantam 
at the slightly damp hill. Les was awarded 
the John Simpson Memorial Trophy, 
awarded to the competitor who appears to 
have derived the most fun out of the day.

Past Club Captain Diane Humphreys was 
able to concentrate on driving rather than 
organising, and was pleased to approach 
the past times of Lawrence Poolman’s “C” 
type MG.

A truly excellent day was finished with a 
barbecue and all went home in good cheer.

Since then there has been the tradi-
tional New Years Eve function at John and 
Marjorie Gairdner’s home, topped off by an 
hour of fireworks, each year seemingly more 
extravagant than the last. 

Wanganui Fay Chamberlain
What a great way to end the year....Our 

last Clubnight consisted of a Christmas 
meal provided by the local Lioness’ Club, a 
visit from Father Christmas with the usual 
‘gifts’, plus the annual Restoration of the 
Year lineup of vehicles. Congratulations to 
Chairman Stephen Voss on winning the car 
section with his beautifully restored 1937 

interesting items can be seen in the 
November and December editions of the 
Taupo Newsletter.

Entry forms for 2006 Lake Taupo Rally 
have been distributed and this will be held 
on the 10-12 March 2006.

Waikato Arthur Muldoon
October’s club night was great fun when 

we held a fundraising auction. Items were 
many and varied with one unnamed person 
going home with an apparently brand new 
set of dentures and three bags of macaroni. 
Colin Storey was superb as auctioneer. 

The Veteran Rally held on November 
5 had 18 vehicles participating. The Rally 
included a visit to the Hilda Ross Retirement 
Village in Hamilton and several residents 
were treated to a trip down memory lane 
which included rides in the cars. Thanks to 
Russell and Rosie Hutcheson for organizing 
this great day out.

Congratulations to R and G Braddock 
and John and Shirley Foot who were 
successful in the Sulphur City Rally in and 
around Rotorua.

Waikato’s sole entrants in the Hunua 100 
Kevin and Gaye Hayward were rewarded 
with winning the Commercial Section in 
their Austin A35 Pickup. Well done.

Our annual major fundraising event was 
the Vintage Swap meet, held as usual at 
the Cambridge Raceway. There was plenty 
of everything for everyone, and visitors 
included five carloads from Wellington, and 
many from other parts of NZ. A successful 
day in anyone’s language.

Don’t forget Blue Smoke and Pedals 
coming to Taupiri on 26 February, 2006.

We are all looking forward to the NZ 
National Motor Show which is to be held 
on March 17-19 2006 at the Mystery Creek 
Event Centre near Hamilton. John and 
Shirley Foot are very busy with the organ-
ising.

Wairarapa Rosemarie Hickland
It is with sadness that I report the loss of 

one of our valued members, Roy Elwin, who 
passed away after a period of illness. Roy 
was recently bestowed with a 50 year badge 
award, having held just about every position 
there was on the Club during this time. He 
will be greatly missed. Our sincere condo-
lences to Frances and family in the loss of a 
loved husband, father and grandfather.

A Nog ‘n Natter was held at the beginning 
of December on and 11 December we held 
our Gymkhana and Members Choice of 
Vehicle. A tricky gymkhana course had 
been set by Doreen O’Brien and helpers and 
along with the rain, made for an interesting 
event. Congratulations to David Esau on 
winning the Concours. The day finished 

idletorque

FTD Graeme Brayshaw in the Peter Bruin Cooper 500 (John King photo)
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Austin 6, and to Neville Upton for his work on restoring Ed Boyd’s 
Honda motorcycle. There were six entries this year, the largest for 
some time, and all are to be commended for their efforts.

National President Leigh Craythorne and husband Tony, flew 
from Christchurch to present Ken Martin with his 50 year badge/
certificate. Thank you Leigh, we did appreciation you and Tony 
coming to make Ken’s night.

It was with great pleasure that the club awarded its fourth annual 
Willing Horse award to long serving member and truck custodian 
Ron Zander for all his efforts out there with the club truck in the 
community, giving endless rides, promoting the branch at schools, 
gala days Heritage weekends etc. Also for securing free WOF’s 
every six months from willing businesses.

Entries for the annual Burma Rally are a little slow this year, 
maybe due to VERO rally being on at that time, but Club Captain 
Dick and Rally Secretary Hinemoa, both new to the job this year, 
are taking it all in their stride.

Several working bees have been held and the grounds are in 
good shape. Members would also like it known that the parts shed 
is open each fourth Sunday of the month with BYO tea to follow.

Taihape will be holding their Gumboot Rally again on New 
Years Day and many members are looking forward to this.

Happy 2006 everybody.

Wellington Elisabeth Smits-Brouwer
We are already in 2006 and the Wellington Branch had a busy 

time during last two months in 2005.
Guest speakers Tony and Kristin Arthur told us all about the 

history of their Aston Martin MK II during the November Club 
Night, and shared their experiences driving this great car. A few 
days later an Open Day was organised with the other clubs, who 
like us, have clubrooms at Halford Place in Petone. Several people 
of the public showed considerable interest in the vintage cars and 
we expect some new member from this Open Day.

Early December we had the annual Children’s Christmas Party 
with twenty-eight children, fifty parents and grandparents and a 
Dutch flavoured Santa. The day started with a range of children’s 
activities such as making angels and stars, face painting and 
decorating Diane’s favourite gingerbread Father Christmases. A ride 
on the club’s old Dennis Fire Engine was again a major attraction 
and early afternoon Father Christmas arrived. Afterwards we had a 
nice barbecue with a large number of club members attending.

On 14 December a special premiere screening of King Kong was 
held for us in the Lighthouse Cinema in Petone, that was attended 
by 140 our members and their guests. Before the film started a group 
of members had dinner in the Tai Restaurant in Petone, some of 
them dressed up for the event. As many of the Wellington Branch 
cars had participated in the making of the King Kong movie we all 
tried to recognise the cars. We were surprised to see how they had 
been able to produce hundreds of different vintage cars from the 
cars that had been on the set, mainly by just changing the car’s 
colours. It was a great event.

December club night was the Special General Meeting where 
we agreed on next year’s budget. On Boxing Day some 40 cars 
drove to the Southward Museum grounds for a nice picnic and a 
photo session of the 34 Wellington cars that will be participating 
in the Vero Rally.

Besides the Vero Rally the coming months will see many of our 
members busy with car activities. Some will join in the Austin tour 
around New Zealand; others will hurry back from Invercargill to 
Hawke’s Bay for the Art Deco festivities in Napier. In February we 
will have The British Car day and the Motorcycle rally followed by 
the Gymkhana and the Posh Picnic.

Wellsford/Warkworth R Jorgensen
By the time of printing we will be well into 2006 putting up 

with the usual fickle weather and traffic mayhem, but on behalf of 
our branch I hope you all have many enjoyable motoring outings 
through the year.

Our Club Night in October was another Antiques evening. 
No expert with us this time, just members giving a history of the 
articles brought along. Some very interesting tales emerged. 

A few of our vehicles were on display for the annual A and P 
Show, held in fine weather. Tom and Maureen Belch organised 
a short run on the 27 November, which passed through Wayby, 
south of Wellsford then out to the East Coast township of Leigh 
for fish and chips. The Branch took this opportunity to present 
Harry Heaven with his 25 year membership badge. Harry and his 
wife Margaret are well-known around the country having attended 
many rallies and events in their faithful 1936 green and black 
Chevrolet, which incidentally is in the process of receiving a new 
paint job. You may not recognise it next time out. Congratulations 
to them on their recent Golden wedding anniversary.

Members joined together for our annual Christmas Dinner at 
the Sandspit Café. A pleasant meal with a view out over the water 
to the moored boats and further out towards Kawau Island. A great 
opportunity to mull over the last years events.

Above: Bill and Marie Opatt King Kong Premier
Top: Children Christmas Party with “Dennis the Fire engine”

idletorque
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Duncan Rutherford

I was very saddened to hear of the 
recent passing of Duncan Rutherford.

Nobody, I am sure, lived up to the 
Vintage Car Club aim of the preservation 
of old vehicles better than Duncan, with 
his huge number of vehicles in storage, 
many just to preserve them for the future. 
He was able to tell of the history and 
how much he paid for each vehicle in 
his friendly and unassuming way. I can 
remember going to see Duncan to just 
discuss a few things but I rarely got home 
before 5pm and I thoroughly enjoyed the 
time I spent with him.

Duncan was interested in the preser-
vation of vehicles from the time he went 
to school. For instance he jacked the 
Saunderson & Gifkins tractor out of the 
ground and reunited the Alldays & Onions 
chassis and body at this time and kept the 
car for the rest of his life. He was given 
the Alldays & Onions when he was twelve 
years old.

Duncan’s racing career started with 
a Citroen Light 15 Drophead, which he 
raced with the windscreen folded flat and 
twin carbs. He then purchased a midget 
with Ford running gear to which he fitted 
a Willys Jeep motor and he later super-
charged the car, which made it quite a 
handful.

The next and best-known car that he 
raced was the Hec Green RA3, which 
was a Fiat 1100 special. The Fiat motor 
was removed and replaced with the super-
charged Willys motor but the final and 
best known and loved form of the car was 
when he fitted a Lycoming aircraft engine, 
with suitable transmission modifications.

Duncan was interested in aviation and 
owned an Auster for four years and a Cessna 
for thirty-nine years but he is better known 
now for his huge collection of vehicles. 
The collection was at first based around 
the vehicles that Amuri Motors, for which 
he was director for twenty-six years, sold. 
Later the collection encompassed a large 
number of manufacturers and still included 
the Alldays & Onions and the Lycoming 
Special.

Duncan will be greatly missed 
throughout the country and my special 
regret is that I didn’t see more of him in 
recent times.

John Stickney, Nelson Branch

Tav Miller, Cromwell
Central Otago Branch

This man’s full name was Tavish Allen 
Miller, a quality southern name if ever 
I heard one. A good representation of 
members gathered to farewell Tav at 
Cromwell on the 28th of October 2005, 
to show their support for this popular and 
respected club stalwart and his wife Lesley 
and children Hayley, Chris and Shane.

Members spoke of a genuine and 
hardworking family man, who, when 
called upon, found practical solutions 
and put them into action as he had done 
throughout his life.

We learned of Tav’s love of machinery 
and total commitment to his earth-
moving business that saw him move from 
Invercargill to Cromwell in 1977, and the 
many trials and tribulations that ensued 
throughout those busy important years.

Tav took an active role in the formation 
and establishment of the Cromwell VCC 
Branch and its property and continued to 
maintain the grounds in later times. He 
was at his happiest when amongst his peers 
on a rally or behind the wheel of one of his 
favourite Chevrolets, the 1931 sedan or his 
superb 1967 Impala, which he purchased in 
1969 and kept beautifully ever since.

It was fitting that Lesley and the family 
joined the funeral entourage in the much 
loved Impala, right behind John Loudon’s 
1952 Chev wellside bearing Tav’s casket to 
his final resting place at Cromwell.

This was a man, who while born as 
recently as 1940, had lived a full and 
purposeful life. A willing and faithful man 
who put his family and friends first, sadly 
succumbed to the adversities of cancer, 
passing away courageously on the 25th of 
October 2005.

May we, the members of the Central 
Otago Branch, take this opportunity to 
extend our messages of support and good 
wishes to Lesley and the children for the 
future.

Lynette Duncan

“J. D.” Forbes
Central Otago Branch

In earlier times some called him John, 
others, Douglas. So eventually and most 
conveniently, the nickname “J.D.” suited 
his friends and acquaintances for the rest 
of his days.

Although J.D. officially joined the 
Central Otago Branch in 1994, he by this 
time had amassed a wealth of motoring 
and life experiences to further share in 
recent years.

Together with his lifelong friend and 
sweetheart, Ellen, who survives this 
character of a man, J.D. became an active 
club attender and keen motorist in recent 
years.

Like many of us, he learned the pleasures 
of some good honest friendships with like 
minded enthusiasts in Central Otago and 
beyond.

J.D. kept an immaculate workshop and 
as the ultimate observer of things mechan-
ical, developed a reputation for designing 
and repairing projects that people said 
couldn’t be done and would cost too 
much!

Born in 1930, this was a fiscally prudent 
southern man, generous with his time and 
care for others. We understand he was also 
a great favourite with his grandchildren 
and family.

A humble man mostly, he was a fully 
qualified electrician by trade, a farmer, and 
in practice a gifted engineer. J.D.’s beauti-
fully restored 1934 Austin 7 and 1928 
Dodge Standard Six will serve subsequent 
owners well in their pristine condition.

This man’s quick humour and old 
fashioned wisdom will be missed at our 
club, however we have some great memories 
and stories to remind us of him.

A large contingent of members and 
cars attended J.D.’s funeral at Alexandra 
on Monday 31st of October, our old friend, 
sadly a further victim of cancer, bringing 
to a close a good and full life.

Those many who knew “J.D.” so well 
extend their utmost sympathies at this 
time and in the future to Ellen and the 
family. 

Lynette Duncan

Annette May Jamieson
Waitemata Branch
3 June 1941 – 8 November 2005

Annette, the third of nine children 
was born in Dunedin which remained 
her hometown. Annette’s older brother 
introduced her to Max sometime in 1958. 
Romance moved slower in those days, the 
courtship continued for five years and if 
it was strictly kosher, as Max assures us 
it was, it was a bit of a risqué courtship. 
A shared love of vintage motoring saw 
Max, Annette and DI Delage going away 
together for weekends. This was somewhat 
to the consternation of mother, not at all 
proper! Annette enjoyed her 21st Birthday 
navigating on an early Irishman Creek 
Rally, the famous annual event that all 
vintage car enthusiasts know about.

obituaries
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Duncan in his 1906 Alldays & Onions at the 
100th Takaka A & P show. Photo Brian Miller
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Max and Annette married in 1963 and 
moved north to Tokoroa driving the Delage 
to its new home – an epic journey for the 
times. A move to Fiji where son Dean was 
born (1968) then back to Balclutha, New 
Zealand, where a daughter, Tanya, was 
born. Sadly she only survived a few days. 
The work was not as good as expected 
so another move, again with Delage, to 
Auckland. Here they purchased their first 
home, adopted a son, Brett (1972) and in 
1975 they moved to their second home in 
Mt Wellington, here they stayed.

Annette joined the workforce again in 
1977, part time then full time, as the boys 
grew older. Life was not all work, the famous 
threesome, Max, Annette and Delage 
travelled many miles in New Zealand and 
overseas. When the Waitemata Branch was 
formed Annette at last became a member 
of the Vintage Car Club of NZ.

In 1995 Annette took seriously ill. 
Slowly but surely life improved and the 
Delage once again took Annette motoring. 
Regular visits to hospital became a normal 
part of life and, whenever possible Annette 
continued to be Max’s navigator.

In 2000 another bitter blow hits the 
Jamieson family, son Brett is killed in 
an accident. Good news in 2003 when 
a granddaughter is born to Dean and 
Barbara who are living in the UK. A 
trip to UK is desired, not an easy task for 
Annette, nutrient supplies, medical help 
back-up if needed, risk of infection…..but 
it is achieved and a grandmother-grand-
daughter relationship is formed.

Another love recently entered Annette’s 
life, open motoring was made easier in the 
MGB Roadster. The Delage, not forgotten, 
was made ready for the Vero Rally, all 
accommodation and travel arrangements 
had been finalised but alas, the Delage 
traveled without it’s usual navigator.

Our sincerest thoughts and condolences 
are with Max and Family.

Annette was a loved and respected 
Waitemata’ite whose quiet charm and easy 
smile will be sadly missed. 

Diane Humphreys
Chairman Waitemata Branch

Graham Pluck
Canterbury Branch 
10 Jan 1936 – 16 Dec 2005

Graham was born in Spreydon, 
Christchurch. His father was a real “Bert 
Munro” type character full of inventive 
practicality, right through to building a 
new family home at Woolston, out of a 
mixture of rammed clay and cement, back 
in the late 1950s. Graham left school early 
and soon found his first car, a 1926 Fiat 
rescued from his uncle’s farm at Clarkville. 
After a quick restoration, he got his 
driving license. A stint of OE in Australia 
followed where he travelled many miles on 

a Harley-Davidson motorcycle with side-
chair. Marriage to Jan followed in 1959 
and Graham settled into running a mobile 
drapery business in the Linwood area.

One of his customers was Geoff Owen 
who invited Graham to join him on the 
1972 15th International Rally at Nelson. 
The drive in Geoff’s 3 litre Bentley 
from Haast to Nelson was an experi-
ence that ignited Graham’s imagination. 
He came back from Nelson like Toad of 
Toad Hall. Immediately he found a 1926 
Clyno out at Opawa and set about a full 
restoration. This included going to night 
school to learn how to make your own 
bodywork and guards etc. I first became 
well acquainted with Graham in 1975, 
just as he had finished the Clyno in time 
for the Canterbury Branch 25th Silver 
Anniversary Rally. He got involved with 
the Branch at committee level, being Club 
Captain for a time, and was instrumental 
in setting up the Parts Shed at McLeans 
Island. Graham loved the chase of hunting 
down lost cars and parts. His sense of 
history was such, that even at this stage 
he felt that if these remains were not saved 
and put into a safe place, then restorers in 
the future would not have the opportunity 
to carry out an effective and economical 
restoration.

His involvement in the parts shed 
is legendary. He even put his phone 
number on the outside wall of the shed 
and numerous people, both club members 
and non-club members, would ring up at 
any time and ask if certain parts were in 
the shed as they urgently needed them. 
Graham would then arrange to go out 
there and open up for them or tell them 
who had such parts.

In the early 70s he went to the 
Committee and asked for funds to buy a 

tractor as he said “the volun-
teers in the parts are all getting 
older and unable to lift parts off 
and onto trailers and we need 
some mechanical help.” The 
committee said all funds were 
currently committed to the 
building of the main clubrooms. 

Not to be outdone, Graham 
went back to them and said if he 
organised an event then could 
the profits from it be used to 
buy the tractor? The committee 
agreed and so the famous 
Canterbury Swap Meet was born. 
It was an astounding success, and 
has carried on every year since, 
firstly by his 2IC, Alan Parris 
and others whom he trained. The 
Canterbury Branch, are indebted 
to Graham’s foresight and 
tenacity in developing both the 
parts shed complex and making 
the Swap Meet one of the best if 
not the best in the country.

Meanwhile Graham was 
working on his own projects, 

most of which were acquired during the 
mid 70’s. Firstly there was the 1913 Delage 
from Cheviot, then more Clyno bits and 
finally the worn out remains of a 1936 
Singer Le Mans. This became Graham’s 
next epic restoration, helped by his good 
friend Murray Bain, the Singer was finished 
at 3am the morning they were to leave for 
the 1980 International at Rotorua!

Not satisfied with the result, Graham 
re-restored the Singer for the 1986 Pan 
Pacific Rally and then finally again for the 
2000 Rally in Hamilton.

Graham was one of life’s gentlemen 
with a quiet but friendly approach to 
people, always to hand but never intrusive, 
selflessly willing to help others. He moved 
mountains in the background and helped 
the club go forward.

Unfortunately, just as Graham wound 
up his working life, fate reared its ugly 
head in the form of cancer. These past two 
years Graham’s grit and determination to 
fight and make plans for the future was a 
great credit to him. To Graham everything 
seemed to be just a temporary setback, an 
inconvience to overcome. It was thanks 
to that attitude and with the help of some 
good friends that he was even able to enjoy 
a day at the swap-meet last October.

We all have memories of how Graham 
has played a role in our lives for good. A 
new generation of the Canterbury Branch 
has begun to enjoy the fruits of the legacy 
he put in place and hopefully they will 
have a similar sense of service to others 
as demonstrated by Graham throughout 
his life.

To Jan, Adele, Jenny and their families 
we extend our condolences from both the 
VCC and SOCNZ.

Ian Goldingham 
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• Complete “authentic” restorations of Model ‘A’ and ‘T’ Fords. (Other makes of vehicles at our discretion.)
• Restoration supplies and services;  Electroplating (at owners risk), paint, wiring looms, Southland Beech  for body woodwork, gasket 

manufacturer, panel beating service, upholstery service, ask for free upholstery samples, (or fabric by the meter, if you wish to do your own work)
• We also stock heavy gear oil, and flowing grease for steering boxes.

THE FOLLOWING MODEL ‘A’ FORD PARTS are totally New Zealand made, and where quality counts, are better reproductions 
than similar imported items.

For: 

• Complete shock absorber sets. (Or sold individually if required)
• Complete exhaust systems. Made to the original specs!!
• Aircleaners for right hand drive.
• Right hand drive manifold and tail pipe exhaust clamps.
• Open car windscreen frames.

• Running board fuel can holders. Holds a 2 gallon can.
• 1928/29 hubcaps on chrome or nickel on copper. (Never rust.)
• Leakless waterpumps. Fully guaranteed. 

## New front springs just in.

Other parts and services available for your Model ‘A’.
Fully reconditioned clutch pressure plates; brake reline service; front and rear brake drum replacement, with new cast iron drums; engine 

reconditioning; gearbox and diff reconditioning, rebuilt distributors etc.

Parts importing service for Model ‘A’s and ‘T’s.   Available are the following:
Complete upholstery kits, hood bow sets, steel guards, running board valances, bonnets, patch panels, running boards, doors, and a vast 

array of new replacement body panels. Imported for you, from the U.S.A.
Plus a great range of mechanical parts are stocked.
• We undertake all repair and mechanical work on Model ‘A’s. Give us a call.
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All correspondence to: PO Box 43009, Mangere.
Office & Showroom: 207 Buckland Rd, Mangere, Auckland.

Phone 09 275 5316 • Fax 09 275 6882 • email: vet.vin@xtra.co.nz
website: www.veteranvintagecars.co.nz

Equip your vehicle from New Zealand’s largest range of 
antique & classic tyres from

Est 1975

EARLY FORD PARTS 1909 - 1931
Veteran & Vintage stock an extensive range of new & used Model T and 

A Ford parts along with general restoration supplies

1925 Davis on 600 x 20 whitewall tyres. Owner Rod Welch

WE STOCK THE WORLD’S LEADING BRANDS
Firestone   Lucas   Denman   Dunlop   Coker   Excelsior SS or BE 

T Y R E S
Veteran     Vintage     Classic

Veteran & Vintage Cars Ltd
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The Posh Attire Trophy

Grant Hitchings
When in Wellington I was hosted by Branch Chairman Don Hawkes and wife Mauree 

which I appreciated, and I was also able to have some quality time with other Branch 
Members. I was given a tour over their newly renovated club rooms which left me suitably 
impressed. The whole complex has had a complete makeover and as well as tarting up 
the main assembly room a new entry vestibule and toilet facility have been added as 
well as tidying the spare parts upstairs. There is a good workshop and a very modern and 
spacious kitchen which would be the envy of many similar organisations. On the Friday 
night I visited, the Club room had been taken over by a group of lady members who were 
preparing the the Ladies Sewing Bee to be held the next day.

I learnt that this activity was the result of the donation of a trophy by Fred and 
Elizabeth Smits to be challenged for during Wellington’s Colonial Cup Rally in 2005, and 
thereafter annually. Elizabeth compiles their Idletorque notes for Beaded Wheels. Known 
as the Post Attire Trophy it is won by the crew of a vehicle whose attire is of the highest 
standard and correct style for the age of their car or motorcycle. After the success of the 
first staging of this rally Elizabeth and other lady members set aside a Saturday for the girls 
to meet at the clubrooms with their sewing machines, materials, needles, scissors, welding 
gear and whatever to create new and more vibrant dressage and fashion ensembles for the 
Posh run next year. I noticed that there was a collection of old hats that they intended to 
refettle and they had scourced a quantity of old-type material as well. The most interesting 
thing for me though were some donated back dated issues of the Australian Woman’s 
Journal published during the 50’s and 60;s that the team hoped would be of assistance in 
deciding on their fashion coture. During my childhood, copies of these magazines were 
always appearing at my home, for as well as containing, valuable general information they 
usually contained a paper pattern for making some garment, often a dress. Instructions 
for knitted articles of clothing also appeared frequently. My mother was a tailoress and 
was always utilizing these patterns when making clothes for my four sisters so I became 
familiar with the magazine.

My visit to Wellington was in early June. Since then the ladies have had another 
work day in August and as reported in the Wellington Branch Idle Torque notes in 
the October/November issue of Beaded Wheels they had a guest Carlene Bealing, who 
displayed and spoke about her collection of character dolls, the bodies of which were made 
from American car lining material.

I look forward to more news of the Sewing Circle in future issues of this magazine.
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